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1946 
When the 

David Sarnoff Research 
Center was working on color 

TV in the early ~O's, 
people may have thought, 

"That's crazy!" Yet, in ~6 we 
publicly demonstrated a 

practical, all-electronic 
compatible color TV system. 

It was accepted as the 
industry standard in 1953, 

and is still used today. 

Is it outrageous to work with an 
Emmy-awarcl winning research center? 

The fact is, we've won two Emmys over the 
years for bringing new technology into the home: 

one in 1955 for the tricolor picture tube and 
another in 1986 for stereo TV. Today, we're 

advancing audio, video and computer 
technologies that may become the fully 

integrated home information center 

1964 
In the 1950's, the concept 

of low-power, high-speed 
integrated circuits a few 

thousandths of a square inch 
in size existed only in science 

fiction, and the laboratory. But 
in 1964, we introduced the first 

of the future. 

complementary metal oxide semi
conducting chip. Then demonstrated 

its marketplace value by building the 
first CMOS 8-bit microprocessor. 

For over 40 years, the David Sarnoff 
Research Center has been turning man's 

wildest flights of fancy into marketplace realities. 
Now, after all those years as a proprietary 

R&D facility for RCA and GE, Sarnoff is an inde
pendent contract research center. 

And business is growing like crazy. 
David SamaIl Research Center. A subsidiary 01 SRllriemational. Emrny statuette is trademark 01 AlJ\SINA])\S. 

Our continuing success in contracts and joint 
ventures ranges from computerized automobile 
controls and radar measurements for steel blast 
furnaces to plasma physics. "Wlrk in progress spans 
everything from high-definition TV systems to 
transmitting data by laser to erasable optic disks. 

For our current capabilities report, contact 



1986 
Wis it preposterous of us to try to reproduce 

the power of a room-sized laser in a smaller unit? 
No, we actually made our latest surface-emitting 

diode lasers smaller than the head of a pin. 
But what's really increchble are the 
opportunities they've opened for 

miniaturizing equipment in 
medicine, computing and 

satellite communications. 

1982 
Once world communications had 
been linked via satellite, further 
innovations seemed highly 

improbable. Then one of our 
multidisciplinary research teams 

developed the first solid state amplifier 
for use in orbit, which doubled the capacity of 

our early "birds;' and extended their operating life. 

1987 
During the early 60's, 

we were a pioneer in super
conductivity research, and the 

leader in developing commercial appli-
cations for semiconducting wire which 

operated at extremely low temperatures. 
Modem supen:onductors have no resistance 

to electricity at twice the previous tempera
ture and can levitate a magnet like the one 

shown here, but we're working on supen:on-
ductive cin:uits that will operate at room temperature. 

Joseph c. Volpe, Vice President, Marketing, at the 
David Sarnoff Research Center, CN 5300, Princeton, NJ 
08543-5300, or call (609) 734-2178. 

Then bring us your troublesome projects, allegedly 
impossible technological hurdles and unreachable goals. 

sarnoff 
RESEARCH CENTER Because we're crazy enough to turn them into 

very serious successes. Heads in the clouds, feet on the ground. 
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First in Linear Actuator Technology 
The leading technology in mechanical linear 

actuation is still available from the people who pioneered 
it 47 years ago. Only now, we're the Thomson Saginaw 
Ball Screw Company, the new name for products 
formerly manufactured by Saginaw Division, General 
Motors Corporation. 

Our actuators are used in applications where 
rel iability and quality requirements are put to the most 
demanding industry tests - whether in the manufacturing 
plant or flying 35,000 feet above it. And our experience 
in designing and building the most comprehensive line 
of ball screw products on the market is now backed by a 
nationwide team of qualified engineers to service your 
immediate linear actuator needs. 

As motion transfer mechanisms, Thomson 
Saginaw ball screw assemblies work for you at over 
90 percent efficiency in converting torque to thrust. 
You can convert this to your advantage by saving 
yourself power, money and avoid the troubles com-
mon to other inefficient actuator devices. 

If you're looking for standard or 
custom designed linear actuators, start it 
moving with Thomson Saginaw. The 
same people that started things moving 
in the first place. We welcome your 
inquiries. Send us your drawings or 
sketches for a free estimate and/or 
engineering proposal. Or, write or call for - -------
your own copy of our Ball Screw Design 
Guide. Thomson Saginaw Ball Screw 
Company, Inc., P.O. Box 9550, ~ .. :==-:--------: 

MI 48608, (517) 776-4123. 





INTRODUCING 
THE MODEL 8400 
PRESSURE 
SCANNING& 
ACQUISITION 
SYSTEM 
• All Media Pressure 

Measurement 
• Voltage, Frequency & 

Digital Inputs 
• 100,000 + Measurements 

Per Second 
• .05% Accuracy Full Scale 

The 8400 system is a second generation 
approach to data acquisition. It frees the 
test engineer from technology of the past. 
Parallel architecture lets you simultane
ously acquire and correlate data from a 
variety of transducers. At high speed and 
high accuracy. 

This acquisition system is fully inte
grated. So host computer software is 
substantially reduced. And cost of 

ownership is far less compared to custom 
data acquisition systems. 
The 8400 concept uses a 32-bit 68020 
microprocessor for high speed data 
correlation and engineering unit con
version. The 68020 interfaces your host 
computer to as many as 64 measurement 
input units each having its oum micro
processor and acquisitWn persoruzlity card. 
Input units include pressure scanning, 
calibration, analog measurement, 
frequency measurement, and more -
allowing input from virtually any 
signal source. 
The 8400 system is ultimately fleXlble. It 
can be configured from a low cost entry 

The typical 
mEaSurement 
input unit has 

its own 8-bit micro
pmcessor & acquisition 

personality card. 

level system to ultra-
high performance by your selection of 
modular subcomponents. This makes the 
8400 specially suited for Turbine and 
Aerospace Testing. 

The system 8400 is specially suited for Turbine 
& Aerospace Testing. 

All backed by the company who built 
their reputation on guaranteed mea
surement data, Pressure Systems, 
the developer of electronic pres
sure scanning. 

call1·800·678-SCAN for a brochure 
or exciting demonstration of the 
84OO's capabilities. 

PRE§§URE !iY!iTEM!i 
34 Research Drive, Hampton, Va. 23666 
(804) 865-1243 Telex 901406 Fax 804-766-2644 
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THREE DIMENSIONAL 
1 Ensure dry circuit 

conditions with a 
20 mV clamp. 

Keithley's new Model 580 
Micro-ohmmeter combines 
three perlormance features no 
other single micro-ohmmeter 
has. For example, in its Dry 
Circuit Test mode, the Model 
580 ensures that the open cir
cuit test voltage never exceeds 
20 mV. This is important, since 
too high a test voltage can 
puncture oxides or films 
on contacts. 

2 Measure bonding resist
ances and more with 
selectable waveforms. 

For bonding applications, the 
Model 580 has 10 micro-ohm 
sensitivity, an optional battery 
pack, and multiple test leads. 
With pulsed test current, the 580 
automatically compensates for 
thermals, and for temperature
sensitive components, these pulses 
can be triggered individually. For 
tests on inductive components, 
DC current is available. 

3 Interface to your 
computer with 
the IEEE-488 option. 

Use the Model 580 as a stand
alone instrument or select the 
optional analog output and IEEE-
488 bus interface and use it in a 
computer-based system. All front 
panel features are programmable. 

Like other Keithley instruments, 
it has relative zeroing, autoranging, 
and digital calibration, making 
measurements faster and more 
convenient. 

For a brochure or demonstra
tion of the new Model 580 
Micro-ohmmeter, call your local 
Keithley representative or the 
Product Information Center at 
the address below. 

Instruments Division 
Keithley Instruments, Inc. 
28775 Aurora Road 
Cleveland, Ohio 44139 
(216) 248-0400 
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IIae ,." __ ,. that 
..,.. thi,. anm't working 

way you expected., It's 
~l to be able to talk to 
~ at Newport who 
......, understands your 
Iitudtion." 

714/965-5406 
Newport Corporation 
18235 Mt. Baldy Circle 
Fountain Valley, CA 92708 
Europe: Newport Gmbh, Ph. 06151-26116 
U.K.: Newport Ltd., Ph. 05827-69995 

The cost of a 
full-featured 
Optical Power M 
just got cut in 
half! 

Consider these features: 
• 4-112 digit LCD display with 

backlighting 

• 0.1 picowatt/-IOO dBm sensitivity 
with 0.01 dB resolution 

• Built-in wavelength compensation 
at 10nm intervals over the entire 
spectrum 

• Auxiliary bar-graph analog display 

• Linear, log (dBm, dB) and ratio 
readout modes with background 
nulling function 

• Choice of silicon and germanium 
photodetectors 

• High accuracy, NBS-traceable 
calibration 

• Construction rugged enough for 
field use 

• External 0-2 volt analog output 

• Line or optional battery operation 

• Optional fiberoptic adaptors 
available 

• Optional IEEE-488 interface 

Model 835 Digital Pica-Waft 
Power Meter 

Until now, these features were only 
available in meters that cost over twice as 
much as our new Model 835 Digital Pico
Watt Power Meter. 

For detailed 
information about 
this new product 
and other power 
meters, including 
measurement 
capabilities up to 
1 kilowatt, see our 
new catalog of 
electro-optic 
research equipment. 
If you don't have a 
copy, call or send 
for one today. 

J\Jevvport 
@ 1988 NEWPORT CORPORATION 
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pressure ranges from 15 to 50,000 PSI. 
Options include compensation from - 65°F to 

+ 400°F and internal or external shunt tracking FSO 
throughout compensated temperature range. 

hybrid unit is completely symmetrical pro-
1M::UWlIM exceilentthermai stability. and is available in 

For more information on Model 2211 and the 
complete line of pressure transducers, contact us 
today! 

B 

~~TELEDYNE TABER 
455 Bryant Street, N. Tonawanda, NY 14120 
716/694-4000, TWX: 710/264-1264, Telecopier: 716/694-1450 
Call Toll Free 1-800-333-5300 
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An ant can rry a load III its size ... 

J 

So can Marcon Ceramic Capacitors! 
Small and powerful - Marcon's 
Multi-layer Ceramic Capacitors 
offer unprecedented advances 
in MLC technology. Due to our 
patented niobium oxide dielectric 
they provide: 

• volumetric efficiency 
• temperature stability 
• low DC bias voltage dependency 
• high insulation resistance 
• small aging rate 
• low dissipation factor 
• wide range of compact sizes 
• high ripple current handling 

capability 
• ultra-low ESR 
• and the highest in reliability 
Marcon's MLCs also offer you 
a wide range of capacitance 
(from .10uF to 100uF) and a 
voltage range of 25 to 500Vdc. 
Our MLCs can be used in even 
the most demanding of filtering 
assignments; especially input and 

output filtering of switch-mode 
power supplies. Our capacitors are 
available in radial lead-dipped 
packages and surface mountable 
chips featuring nickel barrier or 
silver palladium terminations. 

Start filtering your frequency with 
Marcon MLCs today. 

Small and powerful -
Marcon MLCs get the job done! 

"Please stop and see us at Booth #2729." 

MARCON 
MARCON AMERICA CORPORATION 
310 era Dr., Northbrook, IL 80062 
3121564·2820 
Fax: 3121564·1150 Gill 

-Capacltols 

-Vallstols 

-Humidity 
Sensors 

© 1987 Marcon America Corp. 
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Before he pushes the e~e, 
mM tal~es you beyond it. 

From miles away and thousands of feet below, you know exactly what he's feeling. 
Using an mM 3090 with supercomputer power, you've pushed your design through 

relentless iterations of finite element modeling and fluid dynamics analysis. You've 
defined the edge. 

The mM 3090 with Vector Facility, for its part, has redefined supercomputer 
performance, combining up to six vector processors with one of the industry's fastest 
scalar processors and most efficient memory management systems, parallel processing 
capabilities, and full mM System /370 compatibility. 

The result is balanced supercomputer performance that can improve your job 
turnaround by eliminating data bottlenecks, and save the added expense of a separate 



front-end processor. Plus, the IDM Vector Facility's modular design lets you start with just 
the computer power you need today, and make economical in-field upgrades as your 
needs grow. And that gives the IDM 3090VF a big edge over more expensive and less 
flexible vector processors. 

IDM's integrated system approach combines the power of the IDM 3090VF with the 
advantages of a single operating environment, low entry cost, low software and 
maintenance costs, a wide variety of application programs, and IDM support to create a 
winner in total cost-of-computing. 

To find out more, or to arrange to have your IDM Marketing Representative contact 
you, simply call1-800-IDM-2468, ext 20. 

--..------- -------- - ---- - - -~---------- , - The Bigger Picture 
CIIBM 1987 



Over the last decade, United States 
leadership in the world communi
cations satellite market has been 

increasingly threatened by foreign competi
tion . For while U.S. satellite research and 
development has slowed in recent years, 
due in part to reduced govemment subsidiz
ing of high-risk R&D projects, Europe and 
Japan have accelerated their satellite pro
grams. The European Space Agency pres
ently outspends the U.S. by a more than 
two-to-one margin in new satellite develop
ment, while Japan has replaced the U.S. as 
leading supplier of Earth stations to IN-

12 

TELSAT, the global satellite network 
that provides telecommunications 
services to over 170 countries. 

"For years communications experts have 
warned us that Europe was catching up (to 
the U.S.) in satellite technology," said Dr. F. 
Michael Naderi of NASA Headquarters. 
"Well , now they have caught up, and it 's 
vital that we create the advanced technolo
gy base required to meet this challenge and 
regain our competitive edge." 

An important first step, said Dr. Naderi, is 
development of the Advanced Communica
tions Technology Satellite (ACTS), an ex-

peri menta! satellite slated for launch aboard 
the Space Shuttle in May, 1992. ACTS will 
serve as a testing vehicle for a variety of 
emerging technologies that could be used 
on future commercial satellites. A 
cooperative NASA-industry endeavor, the 
ACTS program is sponsored by NASA's Of
fice of Space Science and Applications 
(OSSA) in Washington, DC and managed by 
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the Lewis Research 
Center in Cleveland, OH . 

Eighty contractors and sup
pliers from 16 states are involved 

in fabrication of the ACTS spacecraft 
and ground network, at a total cost of $499 
million. 

One of the key technologies ACTS will 
test is a multiple beam antenna system 
designed to expand satellite capacity. 
Unlike today's conventional satellites, 
which cover the continental U.S. (CONUS) 
with a single, stationary antenna coverage 
pattern, the ACTS multibeam antenna will 
concentrate communications capacity into 
a group of narrow spot beams, each encom
passing a territory about 150 miles in diam
eter. The spacing of these spots across the 
country will allow use of the same frequen
cy in many beams-hence frequency reuse. 
"With this multibeam package, we'll gain 
100 times more power and ten times more 
bandwidth than available in current satellite 
systems," said Dr. Naderi , ACTS Program 
Manager under OSSA. 

ACTS will evaluate both fixed and elec
tronically hopped spot beams. The hopping 
beams will scan parts of the country every 
millisecond, with beam capacity divided ac
cording to the fluctuating demands of users 
at different locations. " By adjusting the 
time a hopping beam will dwell on any 
single location, more efficient use can be 
made of available satellite capacity," said 
Ronald Schertler, ACTS Project Experi
ments Manager for the Lewis Center. 

The satellite's efficiency will be further 
enhanced by distributing beam resources 
through an access assignment technique 
called Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). 
By dividing communications signals into 
short, compressed bursts of information, 
the TDMA architecture will allow several 
Earth stations to operate at the same fre· 
quencies through a time sharing arrange
ment. A master control station based at the 
Lewis Center will adjust the TDMA time 
slots to match individual user needs. 

A Switchboard In The Sky 
Use of multiple spot beams requires a 

switching system on board the satellite to 
interconnect the beams and route signals 
to their correct destinations. Two types of 
switching facilities will fly on ACTS: in
termediate frequency (IF) matrix switching 
and baseband processing. The IF matrix 
switch will interconnect the high-volume, 
wide-bandwidth communications transmit
ted over fixed beams, while the baseband 
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processor will route low-volume traffic from 
small Earth stations, such as those located 
directly on the customer's premises. With 
baseband processing, received signals are 
stripped down to their basic content
digital data consisting of binary ones and 
zeros. This data is stored and then intercon
nected to the proper ground antenna. 

" On-board digital switching is the single 
most important technology advancement 
on ACTS" said Robert Lawton, ACTS Pro

gram Manager for General Electric 's RCA 
Astro-Space Division, the prime contrac
tor for the satellite. " It's a step ahead of 

anything the competit ion is doing." 
In addition to permitting signal errordetec

tion and correction , the baseband processor 
will dynamically rout individual telephone 
calls, bypassing the costs associated with 
terrestrial switching networks and, in effect, 
moving the switchboard into the sky. 

Baseband processing will also enable 
ACTS to provide multiple voice channels to 
very-small-aperture-terminals 0ISATs) and 
to do so in a single satellite hop-neither of 
which is possible with present VSAT 
networks. 
Solving The Orbital Jam 

The ACTS communications payload 
will operate in the Ka-band (30/20 GHz), a vir
tually untapped portion of the frequency 
spectrum. The Ka-band 's allotted frequen
cy bandwidth is twice the size of the com
bined bandwidths of the C (6/4 GHz) and Ku 
(14/12 GHz) frequency bands presently us
ed by commercial satellites, and therefore 
offers the potential to significantly increase 
satellite capacity. 

"Implementation of the Ka-band could 
eliminate the potential problem of orbital 
congestion," said Mr. Lawton. " If we keep 
stacking more and more satellites at the 
present frequencies, we'll eventually fill all 
of the available orbital slots and end up with 
the space equivalent of a highway traffic 
jam. The Ka-band would expand our options 
considerably." 

Before transmission at this higher fre
quency would be practical , however, re
searchers must solve the problem of signal 

SEA TTLE/PORTlANO - _ 

SAN FRANCISCO - -

lOS ANGElES/SAN OIEGO-

COVERAGE BY 

HOPPING BEAM NO I 0 @ 
HOPPING BEAM NO. 2: (jfij) ® 
STATIONARY BEAMS. • 

OENVER 
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fading caused by rainfal l. "We could take a 
brute-force approach and provide a large 
link margin to combat fading, but that would 
require an extravagant, costly design," ex
plained Dr. Joseph Campanella, Vice Presi
dent and Chief Scientist for COMSAT 
laboratOries, contractor for the master con
trol and ground stations. "So on ACTS we'll 
use an adaptive technique whereby only 
those terminals experiencing fade are pro
vided additional protection." The affected 
terminal will send a request to the master 
control station for increased protection, and 
the station will respond by instructing the 
terminal and ACTS to temporari ly adjust 
their transmission power to compensate for 
the uplink and downlink fades. " It 's a 
smooth process," said Dr. Campanella. 
"There's no loss of data or noticeable 
change in transmission." 

The Mission 
ACTS is committed to a minimum two 

year mission life, during which the satell ite 
network will be available to industry free of 
charge as a national testing facility. Next 
year, NASA will release a notice of oppor
tunity formally soliciting proposals for ex
perimentation. Mr. Schertler said he ex
pects researchers to conduct more than 150 
experiments, evaluating the capabilit ies of 
the flight system's advanced components, 
the associated ground terminals, and the 
overall TOM A network. Experiments will 
also study such aspects as satellite point
ing accuracy, beam pattern and gain stabili
ty , and ground terminal antenna tracking, 
according to Schertler. 

After ACTS 
Looking beyond ACTS, Schertler envi

sions researchers using the Space Station 
platform to conduct future satellite com
munications R&D. "It's a natural evolution," he 
explained, "and it would free us from the con
fines of the Space Shuttle compartment." 

"The important thing is that we keep 
pushing our research forward into the next 
century," 00ded Na:leri. "ACTS is a major step, 
but we can't stop there. We can no longer af
ford to sit back and watch the wor1d go by." D 

KANSAS cm 
I 

- - EAST SECTOR 

-NASHVlllEjHUNTSVlllE 
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ACTS will feature thrH stat/onBry Bnd two hopping beBms, providing coverBge to most 
mBJor metropolltBn BreBS. Each hopping beBm CBn hop to severBI discrete IOCBtlons 
or to Bnywhere within B contiguous sac tor. Altogether, the beBms will cover 20% of 
CONUS, which Is dHmed sufficient for Bn experlmentBI system. 
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law ProduCllda8S 
New Product Ideas are Just a 
few of the many Innovations 
desCribed In this I .. ue of NASA 
Tech Brim and having promising 
commercial applications. Each Is 
discussed further on the 
referenced page In the appro-

prlate section In this I .. ue. H you 
are Interested In daveloplng a 
product from th ... or other NASA 
Innovations, you can receive fur
ther technical Information by r. 
questing the TSP referenced at 
the end of the full· 

length article or by writing the 
Technology Utilization Offtce of 
the sponsoring NASA center (He 
page 11). NASA's patent-llcenslng 
program to encourage commer
cial development Is described on 
page 11. 

Robotic Tool
Exchange System 

mechanisms that enable a robotic end ef
fector to pick up or replace a tool. The 
spring-mounted tool-rack base reduces 
the need for highly accurate positioning 
of the end effector. (See page 74). 

Heat-Shrinkable, Seamless 
Fabric Tube 

A relatively simple robotic tool-ex
change system consists of a tool rack, 
which holds such tools as screwdriver 
bits, sockets, or twist drills, and the 
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National 
Technical 
Systems 

Circle Re.der Action No. 358 

Call National Technical Systems 
In the west (714) 879'6110, 
In the east (617) 263-2933 or write NTS, 
1536 East Valencia Dr., Fullerton, CA 92631, 
or 533 Main St., Acton, MA 01720 

A seamless fabric tube under conside
ration for use in pressure suits like those 
worn by astronauts may also be used for 
protective garments in industry, rescue 
operations, and sports activities. The gar
ment made from this fabric is expected to 
be durable and to require less manual 
labor than for a sewn suit. (See page 77). 

Rotary Reactor Makes 
Large Latex Particles 

A prototype chemical reactor pro
duces latex particles up to 100 IlfTI in di
ameter. Previously, such large particles 
could be produced only in the gravity-free 
environment of space. The reactor re
duces the gravitational effects that inter
fere with particle growth and thus limit the 
particles to about 31lfT1. (See page 76). 

Handheld Controller for 
Robotic End Effector 

A robot end-effector controller is 
equipped with position and force feed
back. The end-effector force and position 
are fed back to the operator's hand 
through the rotation of the trigger and the 
rocking of the trigger guard. (See page 
73) . 

Single-Layer, Multicolor 
Electroluminescent 
Phosphors 

A new method has been conceived for 
the construction of a single phosphor 
layer composed of two or more different 
color phosphors for use in thin-film elec
troluminescent displays. The process en
ables the production of the Single-layer, 
two-color phosphor layer without etching. 

(See page 18). 

Readily Processable 
Polyimide 

A new processable polyimide was syn
thesized by the reaction of a diamine, 
1,3-bis 2-(3-aminophenoxy)ethyl ether, 
with 3,3' ,4,4' -benzophenonetetracarboxylic 
dianhydride to form the polyamic acid and 
subsequent conversion of it to the polyi
mide. Evaluation of the specimens has 
shown extremely high titanium-ta-titanium 
tensile shear strength. (See page 50). 
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When the call 
toTDRSS 
doesn'tgo 
through ... 

there's 
nogetting 
your dime back. 

• 

System availability and 
reliability are the big issues for 
NASA as it acquires its Second 
TDRSS Ground Terminal 
(STGT). Delivery of data to 
users depends on it 

The Nation's commitment 
is too great to demand anything 
less than the objective NASA 
has established: 0.9999 avail
ability. That's why GE is 
competing to build STGT; we 
can respond to the challenge. 
That's why GE is proposing an 
all-new distributed data system 
architecture for reliable 
operations. 

We've designed for low 
life cycle cost too, by significant 
reductions in equipment and 
personnel-to be achieved in 
hardware, automated opera
tions and proven command 
and control concepts from 
current successful programs. 

And we've made the 
human, financial and technical 
commitment to deliver to 
NASA on time and within cost. 

As the first user ofTDRSS, 
we know how vital STGT is. So, 
while offering the technical 
solution that NASA asked for, 
we're more than justa supplier. 
We've been there. 

STCT will play a key role 
in Earth/space communications 
f or years to come ... and CE is 
committed to making 0.9999 
availability a reality . 

GE Aerospace 
Ground Systems Department 
Val/ey Forge, Pennsylvania 
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HOW YOU CAl BEIEFIT 
FROM IASA's 
TECHIOLOGY 
UTlUZAnOI 
lEma 

If you 're a regular readerof TECH BRIEFS, then you're already 
making use of one of the low- and no-cost services provided by 
NASA's Technology Utilization (TU) Network. But a TECH 
BRIEFS subscription represents only a fraction of the technical 
in formation and applicationslengineering services offered by 
the TU Network as a whole. In fact, when all of the components 
of NASA's Technology Utilization Network are considered, 
TECH BRIEFS represents the proverbial tip of the iceberg 

We've outlined below NASA's TU Network-named the 
participants, descnbed their services, and listed the individuals 
you can contact for more information relating to your specific 
needs We encourage you to make use of the information, 
access, and applications services offered by NASA's 
Technology Utilization Network. 

How You Can Utilize NASA's Industrial Applications Centers-A nationwide network offering a broad range 
of technical services including computerized access to over 100 m ion documerts worldwide. 

y ou can contact NASA's network of Industrial Applications Centers (lACs) for assistance in solving a specific technical problem or meeting your 
in format ion needs. The " user friendly" lACs are staffed by technology transfer experts who provide computerized information retrieval from one of 

the world 's largest banks of technical data Nearly 500 computerized data bases, ranging from NASA's own data base to Chemical Abstracts and INSPEC, 
are accessible through the nine lACs located throughout the nation. The lACs also offer technical consultation services andlor linkage with other experts 
in the field . You can obtain more information about these services by calling or writing the nearest lAC. User fees are charged for lAC information services. 
A.rospac. R.s.arch Research Triangle Park, NC NASA/UK Technology NASA Induslrlal Applications 
Applications 27709 Applications C.nt.r C.nt.r (WESRAC) 
C.nt.r (ARAC) J. Graves Vann, Jr. , Director University of Kentucky University of Southern California 
Indianapolis Center for Advanced (919) 549-0671 109 Kinkead Hall Research Annex 
Research NASA Indu.trl.1 Appllc.tlons Lexington , KY 40506'()()57 3716 South Hope Street, Room 
611 N. Capitol Avenue Ctr. 823 William Pitt Union William R. Strong, Director 200 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 University of Pittsburgh (606) 257-6322 Los Angeles, CA 90007 
Dr. F. Timothy Janis, Director Pittsburgh , PA 15260 NERAC,lnc_ Radford G_ King, Exec_ Director 
(317) 262-5036 Dr. Paul A. McWilliams, One Technology Drive (213) 743-8988 
C.ntrallndustrlal Appllc.tlons Exec. Director Tolland , CT 06084 (800) 642-2872 (CA only) 
C.nt.r/NASA (CIAC) (412) 648-7000 Dr. Daniel U. Wilde, President (800) 872-7477 (toll-free US) 
Southeastern Oklahoma State U. NASA/South.rn T.chnology (203) 872-7000 NASA/SU Indu.trlal Appllc.tlon. 
Station A, Box 2584 Appllc.tlons C.nt.r T.chnology Appllc.tlon C.nt.r C.nt.r 
Durant, OK 74701 P. 0 _ Box 24 (TAC) Southern University Department 
Dr. Dickie Deel, Director Progress Ctr_, One Progress Blvd _ University of New Mexico of Computer Science 
(405) 924-6822 Alachua, FL 32615 Albuquerque, NM 87131 Baton Rouge, LA 70813 
North C.rolln. Scl.nce .nd J. Ronald Thornton, Director Dr_ Stanley A. Morain, Director Dr. John Hubbell, Director 
T.chnology R.s •• rch C.nter (904) 462-3913 (505) 277-3622 (504) 771 -2060 
(NC/STRC) (800) 354-4832 (FL only) 
Post Office Box 12235 (800) 225-0308 (tOil -free US) 

If you represent a public sector organization with a particular need, you can contact NASA's Application Team for technology matching and problem solving 
aSSistance. Staffed by professional engineers from a variety of disciplines, the Application Team works with public sector organizations to identify and 
solve critical problems with existing NASA technology. T.chnology Application T •• m, R •••• rch Trl.ngle In.tltut., P.O. Box 12194, R.s •• rch Trlangl. 
Park, NC 27709. Doris Rous., Director, (919) 541-6980 

How You Can Access Technology Transfer Services At NASA Field Centers: 
Technology Utilization Officers & Patent Counsels-Each NASA Field Center has a Technology Ut ilizat ion 
Officer (TUO) and a Patent Counsel to facilitate technology transfer between NASA and the private sector. 
If you need further inlormation about new technologies presented in NASA Tech Briefs, request the Technical Support Package(TSp}_1f a TSP is not available, 
you can contact the Technology Utilization Officer at the NASA Field Center that sponsored the research. He can arrange for aSSistance in applying the 
technology by putting you in touch with the people who developed it. If you want Information about the patent status of a technology or are interested 
in licensing a NASA invention, contact the Patent Counsel at the NASA Field Center that sponsored the research _ Refer to the NASA reference number 
at the end of the Tech Brief. 

Am.s R.s.arch Ctr. 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Laurance Milov 
Mail Code 223-3 
Moffett Field, CA 94035 
(415) 694-6471 
Patent Counsel: 
Darrell G. Brekke 
Mail Code 200-11 
Moffett Field, CA 94035 
(415) 694-5104 
L.wls R •••• rch Cent.r 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Daniel G_ Soltis 
Mail Stop 7-3 
21000 Brookpark Road 
Cleveland, OH 44135 
(216) 433-5567 
Patent Counsel: 
Gene E. Shook 
Mail Code 301-6 
21000 Brookpark Road 
Cleveland, OH 44135 
(216) 433-5753 

NationaISp.c. 
Technology 
L.boratorl •• 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Robert M. 
Barlow 
Code GA'()() 
NSTL Station, MS 39529 
(601) 688-1929 
John F. K.nn.dy 
Spec. C.nt.r 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Thomas M_ 
Hammond 
Mail Stop PT-TPO-A 
Kennedy Space 
Center, FL 32899 
(305) 867-3017 
Patent Counsel: 
James 0 _ Harrell 
Mail Code PT-PAT 
Kennedy Space 
Center, FL 32899 
(305) 867-2544 

La"gl.y R •••• rch Ctr. 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: John Samos 
Mail Stop 139A 
Hampton, VA 23665 
(804) 865-3281 
Patent Counsel: 
George F_ Helfrich 
Mall Code 279 
Hampton, VA 23665 
(804) 865-3725 
Goddard Spac. Flight 
C.nt.r 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Donald S. 
Friedman 
Mall Code 702 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 
(301) 286-6242 
Patent Counsel: 
R. Dennis Marchant 
Mail Code 204 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 
(301) 286-7351 

A Shortcut To Software' COSMIC'!.....-For software developed with 
NASA funding, contact COSMIC, NASA's Computer Software Manage
ment and Information Center. New and updated programs are announc
ed In the Computer Programs section . COSMIC publishes an annual 
software catalog . For more Information call or write: COSMI~ 382 
East Broad Street, Athens, GA 30602 John A. Gibson, Dir., (404) 
542·3265 
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J.t Propulsion Lab. 
~ASA Resident Office 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Gordon S. 
Chapman 
Mail Stop 180-801 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-4849 
Patent Counsel: 
Paul F_ McCaul 
Mail Code 180-801 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2734 
Technology Utilization 
Mgr. for JPL: Norman 
L. Chalfin 
Mall Stop 156·211 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 

Georg. C. M.rshall 
Spec. Flight C.nt.r 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Ismail Akbay 
Code ATOl 
Marshall Space Flight 
Center, 
AL 35812 
(205) 544-2223 
Patent Counsel: 
Leon D_ Wofford, Jr. 
Mail Code CC01 
Marshall Space Flight 
Center, 
AL 35812 
(205) 544'()()24 

Lyndon B. John.on 
Spec.C.nt.r 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Dean C. Glenn 
Mail Code EA4 
Houston, TX 77058 
(713) 483-3809 
Patent Counsel: 
Edward K. Fein 
Mail Code AL3 
Houston, TX 77058 
(713) 483-4871 
NASA H.adquart.r. 
Technology Utilization 
Officer: Leonard A. Ault 
Code CU 
Washington, DC 20546 
(202) 453·2119 
Assistant General 
Counsel for Patent 
Matters: Robert F. 
Kempf, Code GP 
Washington, DC 20546 
(202) 453-2424 

If You Have a Quest ion NASA Scientific & T.chnlcallnfor
matlon Facil ity can answer questions about NASA's Technology 
Utilization Network and its services and documents_ The STlstaff sup
plies documents and provides referrals . Call , write or use the feedback 
card in this issue to contact : NASA Scl.ntlflc and Technical Inform. 
tlon Facility, Technology Utilization Office, P_O. Box 8757, Baltimore, 
MD 21240-0757. Walter M. Heiland, Manager, (301) 859-5300, Ext. 242, 
243 
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When the calls 
come from 
TDRSS, 
whatwill 
GE's experience . 
In space mean 
toNAS.Ns 
newground 
terminal? 

• 

GE has been providing 
NASA with reliable space 
communications for more 
than 25 years. 

Now there's a new 
challenge: In the desert near 
White Sands, New Mexico, 
NASA's Second TDRSS 
Ground Terminal (STGT) will 
soon be built to receive calls 
from space ... 

... Critical calls from space. 
And, that just happens to be a 
phase of space exploration 
where GE pioneered. That's 
why GE is competing to 
build STGT. 

For instance, we were the 
earliest user of the first TDRSS. 
Through our involvement 
with Landsat, we have wide 
knowledge ofTDRSS opera
tional requirements. 

Throughout our 25 years 
of experience, we've worked 
closely with the Goddard Space 
Flight Center. We've been a 
major NASA space network 
user. We are builders of satel
lites for NASAINOAA. We 
build military and commercial 
satellites and subsystems. And 
we build and operate military, 
civilian, and commercial C2 
ground stations. 

GE's corporate commit
ment to NASA continues with 
STGT. We understand the 
objectives of reliability, opera
bility, maintainability AND low 
life cycle costs with 0.9999 
availability. 

STGTwili play a key role 
in Earth/Space communications 
for years to come ... and GE is 
committed to making 0.9999 
availability a reality . 

Gf Aerospace 
Ground Systems Department 
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania 
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Single-Layer, Multicolor Electroluminescent Phosphors 
Etching is eliminated in producing phosphor layers for displays. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

A new method has been conceived for 
the construction of a single phosphor layer 
composed of two or more different color 
phosphors for use in thin-film electrolu
minescent (TFEL) displays. In order to dis
play the full color spectrum, including 
white, electronic displays must have the 
three primary colors red, green, and blue. 
Full-color TFEL displays, therefore, require 
red, green, and blue phosphors placed 
close together side-by-side in the same 
layer or in separate superimposed layers 
or in some combination of the two. The 
phosphor layers in a TFEL display device 
are formed by vacuum deposition of the 
phosphors, in thicknesses of 2,000 to 
5,000 A, onto a glass substrate that 
already has on one surface a pattern of 
transparent electrodes covered with a 
transparent insulating layer. 

Prior methods for producing the single
layer, two-color phosphor layers for TFEL 
displays involve deposition, masking, and 
etching of both the red and green phos
phors. The etching steps are very difficult 
to control and result in low yield and high 
cost for display production. Also, the et
ching leaves, on the phosphor layer, an 
uneven surface that promotes dielectric 
breakdown in the insulating layer that 
covers the phosphor in a TFEL display de
vice. 

The new process enables the produc
tion of the single-layer, two-color phosphor 
layer without etching. The method of con
struction, beginning with the glass sub
strate with electrode and insulator layers, 
involves the deposition of the green phos
phor, ZnS:TbF3; masking with a metal mask 
or photoresist; diffusion or ion implantation 
of manganese through the mask to pro
duce the red phosphor, ZnS:Mn:TbF3; 
and removal of the mask. 

This technique can also be used to pro
duce both single-layer, two-color phos
phors of other colors and single-layer, 
three-color phosphors. The phosphors 
must be of the same host material, but with 
different impurities. A two-color example is 
SrS:Ce2S3 (red) and SrS:CeF 3 (blue). A 
three-color example is ZnS:Mg (blue), 

18 Update your NASA Tech Briefs qualification form every six months. NASA Tech Briefs, May 1988 



lnS:Mn:lbF3 (red), and lnS:lbF3 (green). 
This work was done by James B. 

Robertson of Langley Research Center. 
For further information, Circle 121 on the 

TSP Request Card. 
This invention is owned by NASA, and a 

patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive li-

Maser Oscillator With Dielectric Resonators 
A two-resonator design should yield low phase noise. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A proposed sapphire-maser oscillator 
would exhibit phase noise intermediate 
between the phase noises of unstabilized 
microwave oscillators and those of stabi· 

NASA Tech Briefs, May 1988 

lized ruby-maser oscillators with supercon
ducting cavities. Instead of the convention
al single resonator, the oscillator would 
contain two total-internal-reflection (TIR) 

Circle Reader Action No. 599 

cense for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Coun
sel. Langley Research Center [see page 
16]. Refer to LAR-13616. 

dielectric resonators in a normally-conduc
tive (that is, nonsuperconductive) copper 
cavity. Because the TIR resonators would 
not require superconductivity to achieve a 
relative bandwidth of 10 -7 to 10 -8, the os
cillator could be operated at a relatively 
high temperature - typically at 10 to 
80 K - for which inexpensive commercial 
coolers are available. The oscillator would 
also not include the magnets that are re
quired in ruby masers. 

The two resonators would have a wheel
like ring-and-disk configuration (see figure). 
The upper resonator, made of sapphire 
doped with iron, would be sized and 
shaped to operate at the 31-GHz pump fre
quency appropriate for iron/sapphire mas
ing at zero applied magnetic field. The 
pump signal would be coupled in through a 
coaxial cable. This resonator would be 
made with only as much dielectric as is 

w,=:: ~ l 
output 

Signal (12 GHz) 

Coaxial 
Cable 

The Two-Resonator Maser Design would 
provide phase stability, isolation between 
the pump and output channels, and vari
able.maser coupling. 
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necessary to contain the resonant elec
tromagnetic mode, so that its entire vol
ume could be pumped for effective regen
eration of whatever signal fields are 
coupled to it from the lower resonator. 

TIle lower resonator would be made of 
sapphire in a size and shape to resonate at 
the 12-GHz output-signal frequency of iron! 
sapphire masing. Uke the upper resonator, 
this one is also designed to suppress the 
plethora of resonant modes (other than the 
desired one) that is ordinarily characteris
tic of older disk-and-cylinder resonators. 

The output signal would be coupled 
through a second coaxial cable. 

Because the iron-atom maser spins are 
coupled to both the pump and Signal fre
quencies via the radio-frequency magnetic 
field and because the fields are confined to 
the TIA resonators primarily by dielectric 
effects, the fringing magnetic fields would 
be used to couple the spins in the lower 
and upper resonators. TIle distance be
tween the resonators would be adjusted by 
a conventional mechanical tuning mecha
nism to vary the degree of coupling. 

This work was done by G. John Dick and 
Donald M. Strayer of Ca/tech for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further in
formation, Circle 132 on the TSP Request 
Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA. and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel. NASA Resident Office-JPL [see 
page 16}. Refer to NPO-17157. 

Burst-Locked Oscillator Avoids Side Lock 
A counting circuit corrects errors when side lock occurs. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 

A digital error-detection-and-correction 
circuit in a color-television oscillator circuit 
provides synchronization when the color
burst frequency has drifted outside the nor
mal tolerance. Such deviations of frequen
cy often occur in playback from videodisk 
or tape records. 

Each line of a color-television signal 
contains a short burst (the color burst) of a 
reference frequency to which the color os
cillator of the receiver must be locked in 
phase if the color information in the signal 
is to be properly recovered. Side lock is 
said to occur when the color oscillator 
locks to the burst but at a frequency that 
contains one or more cycles too many or 
too few per picture line. To prevent side 
lock, it is necessary to keep the difference 
between the color-burst and color-oscilla
tor frequencies less than half the horizontal 
scanning frequency, which is nominally 
21455 times the color-burst frequency. 

In the figure, the upper part of the circuit 
is a standard burst phase-locked loop. A 
voltage-controlled, rather than a crystal
controlled, oscillator is used to allow a wide 
frequency range for following off-frequen
cy signals. TIle oscillator operates at four 
times the burst frequency. 

TIle counter in the lower part of the cir
cuit counts the number of cycles of the os
cillator signal occurring in each picture 
line. TIle horizontal-synchronization pulse 
triggers capture of the count in the latch 
and then resets the counter to zero for the 
next line. 

TIle number stored in the latch is used as 
an address to control the output of a read
only memory (ROM). TIle AOM provides two 
output Signals that control a tristate line
driver to provide an error-correction signal 
to the oscillator. One output connected to an 
input terminal of the driver is low for all 
counts (addresses) less than 909 and high 
for all counts above 909. 

TIle second AOM output controls the tri
state input of the driver. When the count is 
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A Digital Slde-Lock-Preventlon Circuit is used In a television color-burst phase-lock-loop os
cillator to provide greater tolerance of off-frequency signals than do crystal-controlled oscil
lators. 

either 908 or 909, the oscillator is deemed 
to be producing the correct number of 
cycles per line, and the output from the 
AOM tristates (in effect, disconnects) the 
output of the driver. For other counts, side 
lock has occurred, and the driver provides 
the high or low output necessary to cause 
the oscillator to shift toward the frequency 
that will eliminate the side lock. 

This work was done by Robert A. 
Oischert of RCA Corp. for Johnson Space 
Center. No further documentation is 
available. 

Title to this invention has been waived 

under the provisions of the National Aero
nautics and Space Act [42 US.C 2457(f)). 
to the RCA Corp. Inquiries concerning 
licenses for its commercial development 
should be addressed to 

RCA Corp 
Patent Operations 
p. 0. Box 432 
Princeton, NJ 08543 

Refer to MSC-21257, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
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Equations for Rotary Transformers 
A common textbook problem is solved. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

Equations have been derived for the in
put impedance, input power, and ratio of 
secondary current to primary current of a 
rotary transformer. The equations can be 
used for the quick analysis of transformer 
designs and are easy to set up on a pro
grammable hand-held calculator or desk
top computer. 

+ 

The circuit model is one commonly used 
in textbooks on the theory of ac circuits 
(see figure). M ac voltage source of am
plitude V drives the current 11 in a primary 
winding of resistance Rl and self-induct
ance L1. Acting through mutual inductance 
M, the primary current induces a current 12 
in the secondary winding, which has self
inductance L2. The total resistance of the 
secondary winding plus the load con
nected to the secondary winding is R2. 

Primary Loop: 11 (Rl + IwLl) - jwMl2= V 
Secondary Loop: 12 (R2 + jwL2) - jwMll = 0 

The Loop Equations for a Rotary Transformer Circuit are easily solved, resulting in theequa
tions shown In the text. 

The coupled loop equations for 11 and 12 
are straightforward and are solved easily, 

+ R1LID+jw(R~Ll +L2",2(L1L2-M2)]} 
where", is the angular frequency and j rep
resents the imaginary axis in the complex 
plane. 

(3) Secondary current/primary current = 
li'l ="'MI(R~+",2~2) V2 

This work was done by Phil M. Salomon, 
Peter J. Wiktor, and Carl A. Marchetto of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, Circle 148 
on the TSP Request Card. NPO-17120 

(2) Input power = yielding the following results: 
(1) Input impedance = 
Z = (R~ + ",2 LID -1 {R 1 R~+ ",2(M2 R2 

P = V2Re(Z)/Z2 
where Re(Z) is the real part of Z. 

Improved Charge-Coupled 
Imager for X Rays 
Quantum efficiency and 
resolution would be increased. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California 

A virtual-phase charge-<:oupled device has been proposed to 
improve the imaging of x rays with photon energies of 0.2 to 10 
keY. The anticipated benefits of the new design include higher 
spatial and spectral resolution and greater quantum efficiency 
at low photon energies. Potential applications include imaging 
spectrometers for x-ray astronomy, investigations of plasmas, 
and x-ray crystallography. 

In a conventional multi phase charge-<:oupled device, the sen
sitivity to photons of less than about 2 keY is degraded by the 
absorption of these photons in such "dead layers" as the oxide 
and gate structures. Sensitivity can be restored by the use of a 
virtual-phase configuration and by decreasing the thickness of 
the oxide in the virtual phase to 500 A. 

However, without further modification, a conventional virtual
phase charge-coupled device exhibits a loss of spatial resolu
tion with photons of 2 to 10 keY. Such photons are absorbed 
below the charge-<:arrying and depleted regions. When charge 
is thus generated below the depleted region, it moves toward 
the charge-carrying reg ion and spreads out. Thus, portions of 
the charge are detected in several adjacent picture elements 
whereas it is desired to detect it only in the picture element or 
elements struck by the photons. 

In the proposed device (see figure), the depletion depth would 
be about 10 JLm comparable to the thickness (1 0 to 15 JLm) of 
the epitaxial layer on which the device is fabricated. This feature 
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THE BEST REAL-TIME 
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The Improved VlrtuII.phlse Chlrge-Cou
pled Device would feature a thin layer of ox
ide in the virtual phase to increase the quan
tum efficiency and adepletion layer nearly 
as th ick as the epitaxial silicon layer to in
crease the resolution. 

Polycrystaliine 
Clocked 
Phase 

Virtual 
Phase 

51 - -"--, .. _-----.... 
3,(00). 

1,250). is expected to prevent the spreading of 
photogene rated charge to adjacent pic
ture elements. Thus the device would of
fer the increased quantum efficiency of 
the virtual-phase configuration, but with
out the loss of resolution. 

~ ______________ 51_E_P_ltU __ la_I~ __ ye_r ____________ ~ 10t115~m 
The quantum efficiency of the device 

is predicted to have representative values 
of 33 percent at 0.2 keV, 76 percent at 0.7 
keV, 69 percent at 1.5 keV, 90 percent at 2.0 
keV, 45 percent at 5.0 keV, and 10 percent Note: Not to scale 

High Voltage, High Power 
Switching Power Supplies 

22 

A.L.E. Systems, Inc. designs and 
builds highly reliable , switching power 
supplies for these and other state of the 
art lasers. Obtain outputs from 100W 
to 30kW of continuous and capaCitor 
charging power in compact, lightweight, 
precisely controllable units. 

Consider A.L.E. 's revolutionary 
Ballastiess '" C02 power supply. Or 
consider our VAG DRIVE l" which is 50% 
smaller and 75% lighter than other CW 
VAG power supplies ... and the Model 
302/152 which offers from 1kV to 40kV 
with up to 4000 J/S capacitor charging 
power in r of rack space. 

To learn more about our standard 
VAG , C02 and 302/152 capaCitor charg
ing power supplies, or to have one of 
these or our other switching power sup
plies customized to your specific needs, 
call (617) 881-5252 today. 

We've got all the power you need . 

a .l.e. 
systems. 
Inc. 

150 Homer Avenue · Ashland , MA 01721 • 617-881-5252 · TELEX 928207 

Circle Re.der Action No. 593 

at 10 keV. Numerical simulations indicate 
that the required deep depletion can be 
achieved by the use of a high-resistivity 
substrate doped at 1.5 x 1014cm- 3, with a 
phosphorus implant of 1.5 x 1012 cm -2 at 
190 keVand an arsenic implant of 3 x 1012 

cm -2 at 25 keV. 
This work was done by Mark Wadsworth 

of Texas Instruments, Inc., for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor
mation, Qrc/e 17 on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercia/ use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel. NASA Res/
dent Office.JPL [see page 16]. Refer to 
NPO-17312. 

Microwave 
Transmitter With 
Multimode Output 
Section 
The output-waveguide 
structure would transport 400 
kW of continuous-wave signal 
power at 34.5 GHz. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California 

A proposed 34.5-GHz transmitter with a 
unique output-wavegUide section would 
generate as much as 400 kW of continuous
wave (ON) signal power. The microwave 
transmitter would include a traveling-wave
tube preamplifier that feeds a gyroklystron 
final amplifier operating at 100-kV, 10-A 
power input. Extensive monitoring and 
controlling circuitry would be provided, in
cluding 20 major safety interlocks asso
ciated with the gyroklystron stage alone. 

The main feature of the conceptual de
sign of this microwave transmitter is the 
output section (see figure), which is intend
ed to perform multiple functions. The signal 
is coupled out of the gyroklystron through a 
window 2.5 in. (6.35 cm) in diameter, the 
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optimum size for the gyroktystron opera
tion. A rippled-wall mode converter and as
sociated tapers (see figure) will convert the 
circularly polarized TE12 output mode of 
the gyroklystron into the required circularly 
polarized T~1 mode. The final output dia
meter for the waveguide system is 1.75 in. 
(4.44 cm). This diameter was chosen for 
two reasons: (1) because it was the approx
imate aperture size required for efficient il
lumination of the associ~ed Cassegrain 
antenna and thus eliminated the need for a 
tapered feedhorn and (2) because of its 
ability to transport the 34.5-GHz signal with 
relatively low loss in the TEl1 mode. In addi
tion, the large diameter is required to 
transport the 400-kW CW signal reliably 
(I.e., without waveguide breakdown). 

The gyroklystron output power is pre
dominantly in the TE12 mode. This TE12 
power is then converted to the T~1 mode 
with high efficiency in the mode-converter 
section (see figure). Propagation through 
the rippled-wall waveguide is described by 
a set of coupled wave equations. Numeri
cal techniques are used to solve the equa
tions, and the number of ripples, ripple 
amplitude, and ripple period are deter
mined for optimum TE12-to-TE11 mode con
version. However, neither the gyroklystron 
or. mode-converter output will be free of 
spurious mode power. 

Therefore, the directional couplers re
quired for monitoring the forward and re
flected TE11 power must be both directive 
and mode selective. A coupled-transmis
sion-line analysis leads to the design of 
such a directional coupler, the general 
configuration of which is shown at the up
per-right portion of the figure. Uniformly 
spaced, round coupling holes and an axial
ly tapered coupling profile will provide a 
coupling factor of - 70 dB in the forward 
and reverse direction, 40 dB of directMty, 
and spurious-mode discrimination of more 
than 25 dB. Two coupler arms measuring 
the orthogonal linear TE11 modes will be 
combined to monitor the circularity of the 
TE11 mode power. 

The transmission line terminates in a 
multimode feed section with corrugations 
of varying depth. Propagation through the 
feed section is analyzed using mode
matching methods, and slot-depth profile is 
adjusted to give a suitable radiation pat
tern. As the Signal travels along this sec
tion, the incident TE11 mode is transformed 
into the balanced HE11 mode, which pos
sesses a circularly symmetric radiation 

Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, handbooks are 
available from NASA as Technical 
Support Packages (TSP's) when a Re
quest Card number is Cited; otherwise 
they are available from the National 
Technical Information Service. 
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The Output Waveguide Structure includes a mode converter, directional coupler, polariza
tion monitor, and a corrugated overmoded output section. The output directional pattern 
(bottom right) is suitable for antenna illumination without a flared feedhorn. 

pattern with theoretically no cross polariza
tion; the HE11 mode is suitable for illumina
tion of the Cassegrain subreflector. The 
predicted directional output pattern of this 
output section is shown at the lower-right 
portion of the figure. 

Effects of Radiation on 
Electronics - Additional 
References 
A bibliography with abstracts 
covers literature from 
1984 and 1985. 

The first volume of a three-volume 
series of bibliographies with abstracts 

This work was done by Daniel J. Hoppe, 
AJaudin M. Bhanji, and Reginald A. Cormier 
of Calteeh for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, Orele 
37 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16826 

summarizes the literature on the effects of 
radiation on new electronic devices. The 
cited literature also includes items about 
sources of radiation and test facilities. The 
bibliography is addressed to radiation test 
engineers. This and the second volume 
cover the years 1984 and 1985. The third 
volume, which covers 1982 and 1983, was 
described previously. [See "More on Ef
fects of Radiation on Electronics" (NPO-

23 



lite Build Accommodating spacecraft. 
Observing me earth, its weather, and related meteorological, earth observational and scientific 
phenomena from space demands high-reliability data, these spacecraft, housing mission-unique 
satellites. instrumentation. have been essential in 

The people and resources of GE Astro-Space revolutionalizing human understanding of the 
Division have been dedicated to the design and earth. rescuing victims of ea and air disasters 
manufacture of such remote sensing spacecraft and saving taxpayers millions of dollars. 
for thirty years. Our capabilities in this field The operational success of the 68 spacecraft we 
begin \\ith a thorough mission understanding have delivered in me Nimbus, Landsat. TIROS 
and a design base1:ine offering growth and and DMSP programs positions us as a leading 
diverse payload accommodation. producer of remote sensing satellites and a 

Collecting and transmitting vast amounts of systems integrator specialist 

• 
Demonstrated Excellence in Space 
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17019) on page 35 of NASA Tech Briefs, 
Vol. 11, No.7.] 

The types of radiation discussed include 
protons, electrons, neutrons, x rays, y rays, 
and ions ranging in energy from 0 to over 
20 Gev. Among the semiconductor materi
als covered are Si, GaAs, and GaAIAs. 
Devices covered include transistors, inte
grated circuits, photodetectors, micro
processors, and dosimeters. 

The abstracts are primarily from U.S. 
sources, including conference proceed
ings and research journals. The authors' 
original abstracts are used except where 
they are too lengthy or vague. The ab
stracts are grouped in four categories: 
1. Dose-Rate Effects, 
2. New Technology, 
3. Post-Irradiation Effects, and 
4. Test Environments. 

Abstracts bearing on more than one cat
egory are repeated in each applicable cat
egory. Each abstract lists all of the cat
egories under which it appears. Within a 
category, abstracts are in alphabetical 
order by primary author. All index of pri
mary authors is provided. 

This work was done by Frank L. Bouquet 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. To obtain a copy of the re{XJrt, 
"Bibliography of Total Dose Radiation Ef
fects on ElectroniCS, Volume I," Circle 126 
on the TSP Request Card. NPO-16958 

Integrated Arrays of 
Infrared Detectors 
The state of the 
technology is surveyed. 

A report presents an overview of the 
technology of integrated arrays of infrared 
detectors. The report covers arrays now 
available and those under development. It 
gives examples of astronomical images 
that illustrate the potential of infrared ar
rays for scientific investigations. 

Integrated arrays combine detection 
and readout-multiplexing functions in in
tegral packages. In principle, they can be 
made from a variety of intrinsic and extrin
sic infrared-sensitive materials. Intrinsic 
materials like indium antimonide and mer
cury cadmium telluride are generally em
ployed in pihotovoltaic detectors. Extrinsic 
materials like silicon doped with gallium 
and silicon doped with arsenic are general
ly employed in plhotoconductors or photo
capacitors. Techniques for growing crys
tals, ensuring purity, and forming contacts 
are highly advanced, and integrated arrays 
now achieve nearly ideal performance. li
mitations to sensitivity are imposed prima
rily by the readout circuitry, which can be 
based on charge-coupled devices, charge
injection devices, or switched field-effect 
transistors. 

At present, integrated infrared arrays 
are made by hybrid methods. Two distinct 
substrates are used; by designing and 
processing the detector and multiplexer 
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substrates separately and "bump bonding" 
them together, optimum performance can 
be obtained from each. Indium-bump
bonding techniques are now well establish
ed, and interconnection yields of 100 per
cent for 32-by-32 arrays are common. 

The performances of switched field-ef
fect transistor multiplexers, which offer the 
greatest sensitivity, are expected to im
prove further. Meanwhile, development 
continues on advanced detector and read
out concepts like impurity-band conduc
tion arrays, which offer the potential of 
superior sensitivity, linearity, and ability to 
withstand radiation. Also promiSing is an 
arsenic-doped silicon solid-state plhotomul
tiplier; such a device has already counted 

single-plhoton events at a wavelength of 
28/Al11. 

This work was done by J. H. Goebel and 
C. R. McCreight of Ames Research Cen· 
ter. Further information may be found in 
NASA TM-88357 [N87-184751NSP], "In
tegrated Infrared Array Technology." 

Copies may be purchased {prepaymen( 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 336-4700. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the 
commercial use of this invention should 
be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Ames Research Center [see page 16]. 
Refer to ARC-1178Z 
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Mobile Communication Via Satellite 
A system would mix real-time and delayed-transmission channels. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A proposed architecture for mobile 

communication by satellite would enable 
both real-time and store-and-forward 
packet transmission. The real-time, or 
open-end, mode would be used for voice 
communication. The store-and-forward, or 
closed-end, mode would be used for data 
communication when a modest delay is 
acceptable. The system would adapt the 
mix of modes to user demand. 

A satellite mobile system is similar to a 
ground-based mobile system in which 
users in vehicles can communicate with 
other users in vehicles or at fixed locations, 
and vice versa, when they are within line 
of sight of relay towers. However, in the 

~ 
I 
I 

-- SHF Link I 
- - - L-Band Link 
- - - Terrestrial Link I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

satellite system, the "relay tower" is 
36,000 km above the Earth. It will thus pro
vide blanket coverage of an entire conti
nent. 

The traffic in such a system will not be 
homogeneous. Some users will need 
short-burst transmissions typical of in
teractive data transactions, while others 
will want open-end channel assignments 
for conversations or the transfer of large 
data files. The network design is further 
complicated by the uncertainty about the 
locations of subscribers roaming over a 
vast geographical area, the multipath 
fading that constantly works against the 
reliability of transmiSSion, and the propaga-

Ir;;c-a 
• , l 

Mobile User 

iJo'" 
Public Switched 

Telephone Network 

SH Base Station 

Books end Reports 
39 Integrated Displ.ys for 

H.llcopt.r Pilots 
39 R .... rch on the CH-47B 

H.llcopt.r 

tion delay of satellite systems. 
To function successfully under these 

conditions, the network must conserve the 
frequency spectrum, maximize through
put, and minimize the end-to-end service 
delay and service-blocking probability. 
Above all , the network should be modular 
so that it lends itself to evolution and in
tegration of new technologies as they be
come available. 

A network-management center will be 
the most important element of the network 
and will coordinate service to millions of 
geographically dispersed subscribers. 
Users will gain access to the system 
through a mobile terminal, a base station, 

1 11l1I~11 
UHF Base Station 

A Combination of L·band and SHF Links will connect fixed and mobile equipment on the ground to a satellite relay. The software and hard
ware architecture conforms partly to the structure of the open-system·lnterconnectlon model suggested by the International Standards 
Organization. 

26 Update your NASA Tech Briefs qualification form every six months. NASA Tech Briefs, May 1988 



or an external switched network connect
ed to a gateway (see figure). 

The satellite will merely perform fre
quency translations. It will have multiple 
L-band beams at various frequencies so 
that a given frequency can be reused in 
nonadjacent beams, and thus will con
serve the scarce frequency-spectrum re
source. The backhaul communication will 
be provided by a single full-coverage 
super -high-frequency (SH F) beam. Distinct 
SHF bands will correspond to the multiple 
L -band beams. 

All communications, including SHFI 
SH F between base stations, between gate
ways, and between base stations and gate
ways, will go through the satellite. Commu
nications between mobile terminals will 
need two hops through the satellite, with an 
intermediate gateway or base station pro
viding the necessary SH F/SHF translation. 
The mobile terminals will communicate 
with the satellite at L -band. The satellite will 
translate each 5-kHz L-band channel to or 
from a unique SHF channel to connect a 
mobile terminal to the network-manage
ment center, a base station, or a gateway. 

Each L-band beam will contain two 
"overhead" channels. A pilot channel will 
enable a mobile terminal to identify the 
L -band beam in which it is located and to 
acquire the initial frequency synchroniza
tion. A wake-up channel will enable the 
mobile terminal to acquire the timing
reference and channel-access informa
tion. 

The remaining channels are classified 
as either control or information channels. 
Control channels, in turn, are divided into 
the following two types: 
1. Request channels, allocated to return 

links (L -band to SH F) only, will be used by 
the mobile terminals to request connec
tions. 

2. Command channels, allocated to forward 
links (SHF to Lband or SHF to SHF) only, 
will be used by the networ1<-management 
center to send control information to the 
network elements. The information in-
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cludes channel assignments and infor
mation on the status of the network. 
Information channels will be used, as 

the name implies, for the transfer of infor
mation. They will be set up, on request, be
tween mobile terminals and either base 
stations or gateways. An information chan
nel could be either an open-end or a 
closed-end channel. 

For each L-band beam, the network
management center will maintain a pool of 
request, open-end, and closed-end chan
nels on the return links. It will maintain a 
similar pool of command, open-end, and 
closed-end channels on the forward links. 

YOU CAN'T 
BEATTEK 
AT ITS 
OWN GAME. 

It will adaptively adjust the partition of the 
channel types according to two perform
ance measures: the end-to-end average 
delay for closed-end requests and the 
blocking probability for open-end requests. 

This work was done by Tsun- Vee Van 
and Firouz M. Naderi of Caltech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratmy. For 
further information, Orcle 42 on the TSP 
Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercia/ use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office.JPL [see page 16]. Refer to 
NPO-17041. 
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EnerAing- EXTREME ENVIRONMENT 
AEROSPACE SEALING TECHNOLOGY 

keep positive face-seal 
contact even under 
extreme pressure-cycling 
and flange separation ... 
at cryogenics or 2000 0 F. 

METAL-O-RING 
Seals 
Even under these difficult operat
ing conditions, commonplace in 
aerospace, the resil ience found 
only in EnerRing all-metal seals 
causes them to "spring-back" 
and maintain continuing 360 0 , 

no-leak, seal-face contact. 
12 Ft .• Up. For 30 years, 

we have made big Metal-O-
Ring seals in a wide range of 
X-sections, and from the most 
technologically advanced metals, 
in O.D.s up to our giant 25' 
nuclear pressure vessel seals. 

No Seal Deterioration. Unlike 
polymers, all-metal EnerRings 
don't crack or shrink; are dimen
sionally and chemically stable; 
and suffer no shelf-life or in-use 
deterioration, assuring continuing 
resilience. 

MIL-Q-9858A1MIL-I-45208A are 
among the many strict quality 
standards met. The properties of 
all materials used are closely 
documented. 

In-HoUM Production means 
that design, engineering, manu
facturing , and silver, nickel and 
other plating are performed 
under the strict supervision of 
qualified, experienced personnel. 

ASK FOR COMPLETE, 
FREE DESIGN DATA 
33 Defeo Park Road 
North Haven, CT 06473 
(203) 239-3341 

rli ADVANCED 
PRODUCTS COMPANY 

NORTH HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A. 
D BELGIUM D FRANCE D PUERTO RICO 

D UNITED KINGDOM 
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Analog Sensor of Large-Amplitude 
Displacements 
A noninvasive device measures large amplitudes 
even at low frequencies. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

Delicate, large space structures have 
shO'Nll some adverse changes in motion 
due to the attachment of measuring de
vices. This problem generated a need for 
noninvasive measurements, at a signifi
cant number of locations, of a model sub
jected to large-amplitude displacements. 
Most devices now in use are attached 
electrically and/or mechanically. For ex
ample, there are devices that are on the 
model, such as strain gauges and acceler
ometers, and those that touch the model, 
such as linear variable-differential trans
formers (LVDT's). Proximity devices, laser 
reflectors, and optical target devices are 
complicated, expensive, and inaccurate. 
On the other hand, the model analog posi
tion sensor (see figure) is easily set up or 
relocated, requires little from the model to 
be measured, and is an inexpensive and 
practical solution to the problem. 

Such sensors are a line of limited-view 
light cells attached to logic circuits that 
keep track of the passing dark edge and 
that put out a Signal proportional to the 
change in location of the model. The output 
signal can be digital, or it can be converted 
to analog. 

The model can be dark against a bright 
background or well lighted against a dark 
background. The brightness can come 
from sources as small as ordinary office 
light. The model can be as much as 6 ft 
(1.8 m) away and moving, and it does not 
have to be moving only in the plane of the 
sensing device. The field of view of each 
sensing element is a cone less than 8° 
wide. The output from each sensing ele
ment is interpreted by electronic latches to 
keep track of the moving leading edge of 
the model. The system can locate a model 
that has little mass and is as small as a 
human finger moving at large amplitudes, 
and it does not intrude on the model being 
measured. 

While motivated by requirements for 
large space structures, this device could 
be of use in many other applications, in
cluding the opening and closing of auto
matic doors as far and as fast as needed. 
This type of low-angle, light-sensitive 
device can be designed as a self-contained 
unit to measure large amplitudes, even at 
low frequencies where accelerometers 
are not adequate. 

This work was done by Robert 
Miserentino of Langley Research Center 
and William C. White of Wyle Laboratories. 
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The Low-Angle, Ught-Sensltlve System can 
track the moving leading edge of a model. 

No further documentation is available. 
LAR-13731 
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THE BEST 
OF BOTH WORLDS 

FROM 

DATATAPE 
INCORPORATED 

OTR-70-3 
ROTARY WIDEBAND 
ANALOG 
INSTRUMENTATION 
RECORDER/ 
REPRODUCER 

The DATATAPE DTR-70-3 fills the need for an 
analog portable system which can record and/or 
reproduce a great variety of wideband signal data 
such as a Serial Digital Data Stream, Radar, Com
munications, FUR and Multi-line Rate Video 
Imagery, FDM, PSK Pre Detect and PCM Post Detect 
Data Signals. 

V' MORE Record Time 5.7 Hours 
V' MORE Bandwidth 10 Hz - 8 MHz 
V' MORE Reliability, System MTBF > 1600 Hrs 
V' LESS Power 120 Watts 
V' LESS Weight (Acquisition) 70 Lbs 
V' LESS $$, You Have to Ask to Believe It 

• Single Wide band Data Channel Plus One Voice/ 
Event Marking Channel 

• Built-in Confidence Monitor With Go/No-Go LED 
Display For System Integrity 

• DTR-70-3 Can Be Configured For Acquisition 
Only, Quick Look, or Full Up Record/Reproduce 
System 

• Analog-Digital 

• Integrity During Record Mode 

DOR-IOO 
ROTARY DIGITAL 

AIRBORNE RECORDER 

The DDR-100 is DATATAPE's newest solution to 
high data rate recording for hostile environments. 
Ideally designed to provide multiple data rate 
acquisition for high rate digital sensors, E/O, SAR, 
SLAR, photo optical systems, or multiplex acoustic 
data. 

V' MORE Record Time 5.5 Hours 
V' MORE Bandwidth 6.25 to 100 MBPS 
V' MORE Data Capacity 1.98 Terabits/Reel 
V' MORE Reliability, MTBF > 2500 Hrs 
V' LESS Weight 76 Lbs with Tape 
V' LESS Power 95 Watts 
V' LESS $$, You Have to Ask to Believe It! 

• Single or Dual Wide band Data Plus Three 
Aux Tracks 

• Built-in Record-Valid Monitor 

• MIL-E-5400 Airborne Qualified 

• Capable of Expansion up to 200 MBPS 

• Auto Record for Constant Packing Density 

• Up to 44 Hours at 12.5 MBPS 

When you need MORE for LESS, look to DATATAPE, the complete recorder company. 

360 Sierra Madre Villa • Pasadena, CA 91109-7014 • (818) 796-9381 Ext. 2597 
NOTE: All specifications shown are subject to change without notice . 

, 
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Wideband Digital Interface Unit 
Signals are converted from serial to parallel and buffered for input to a computer. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A wideband interface unit (see figure) 
receives wideband signals containing 
blocks of digital data, converts them to 
16-bit words, and buffers them for input to 
the direct-memory-access (DMA) port of a 
host computer. The principal novel fea· 
tures of the unit are two very·large-scale
integrated circuits: (1) one that detects a 
pseudonoise-code synchronizing signal for 
the blocks of data and (2) a programmable 
random-access-memory to first-in- first-out 
(RAM-ta-FIFO) converter, that buffers the 
data and releases them to the host com
puter when that computer is ready to re
ceive them. Previously, many circuit chips 
were required to perform these functions. 

The incoming signal is in blocks of 4,800 
serial bits (300 16-bit words), of which 24 
bits are the synchronizing pseudonoise 
code. Once the interface unit has found the 
pseudonoise code in a given block, it can 

t 
~ __ Host Computer Bus 

T/R 

synchronize and examine a sequence of 
bits that specify the format of that block. If 
the block-format code identifies the data in 
the remainder of the block as fi ller, the 
block is discarded; otherwise, the 16-bit 
status word associated with processing is 
appended to the block, and the resulting 
block of serial bits is converted into 301 
16-bit words and loaded into the FIFO buff
er. Any time after the first word has been 
placed in the FIFO buffer, data can be 
transferred to the host computer via the 
DMA adapter. 

There are three operating modes: idle, 
command, and data acquisition. After 
power is applied, the interface unit waits in 
idle mode, until system software issues a 
command. When the host computer is 
ready to receive wideband data, it sends a 
" reset" command followed by the "start" 
command. The interface unit completes 

DMA ADAPTER 

I I 
I 
I 4Kx 16 

the reset cycle, synchronizes on the bits of 
the wideband data, and then starts 
transferring data to the host computer via 
DMA. The host computer controls the 
transfer of data via three program in
put/output registers located in the DMA 
adapter. 

Before bits can be synchronized, the 
two correlator chips must be loaded with 
the pseudonoise code, the mask code, and 
the number of correlations needed for a 
match. This is done under microsequencer 
control. Data stored in the read-only mem
ory are loaded into both correlator chips 
during the reset cycle. When the starting 
bit is received, the synchronization of bits 
begins. 

Data are clocked into both correlator 
chips, which continuously search the data 
for the synchronization codes. Once such 
a code is detected and the block-format 

I 
I 
I Serlal·to-

- ,.--- - - T/R FIFO Parallel 
I Buffer I Converter 

I I I I 
I Read I ECSR Count 

Mask and 

~ BAR WCR CSR ~ Code Correlators Only I Readl ROM 

I .1 Wrlle ROM 

1 IL ~ I 
Load FIFO Load 

Buffers 
/Correlators 

-. I I 
'" I 

,- Counler 

~ 
;; I ~ Input 

I Data 

+ I i-Dala 

~ 
Control 

~ 
1-----

and Wldeband 
Control T/R Sequencer Clock Interrupt Switch 

Logic 1-----

I I Data Block f+ Detected 

I I 
~ I I INPUT AND 

I OUTPUT I FIFO BUFFER AND SYNCHRONIZER 
SECTION CONTROL 

I 
SECTION 

I I 

~ 
Notes: 

1. " DMA" means "direct memory access." 5. "T/R" means " tristate transce iver." 
2. " ESCR" means " exlernal-control·and·status register." 6. " FIFO" means " first·lnlfirst-out." 
3. " ROM" means "read-only memory." 7. " CSR" means "command·and·status reg ister." 
4. " WCR" means " word-count register." 6. " BAR" means "buss·address register." 

The Wldeband Digital Interface Unit converts serial input data bits to 16-blt words and feeds them as needed to a host computer. 
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On Voyager 2, TO-S electromechani
cal relays made by Teledyne Relays 
have spent eight year in deep space. 
And are still operating perfectly. 

And this is only one example of 
the extraordinary reliability of TO-S 
electromechanical relays from 
Teledyne Relays. 

This reliability is the reason why 
the TO-S has become the industry 
tandard. And it' the reason designers 

keep specifying it for use in advanced 

technologies from pace probes to 
weapons systems. From flight con
trols to test equipment. 

In the 24 years since we invented 
the TO-S Relay technology, we've 
supplied millions of relays to a 
very demanding market; because 
Teledyne's TO-S electromechanical 
relays are not a compromise. 

If you are working on a design 
which calls for unquestioned reliabil
ity, work with us. For applications 

12525 Daphne Ave., Hawthorne, California 90250 • (21~) 777-0077 

on or under the ea. On or above the 
earth. Anywhere you need uperior 
performance. Put our quarter century 
of experience to work for you. 

Because-when there's no accept
able failure rate, there's only one 
acceptable choice-Teledyne Relays. 

TELEDYNE RELAYS 
Innovations In Switching Technology 

European Hqlfs: Abraham Lincoln Strasse ~8-42, 6200 Wiesbaden, W. Germany ' 06121·768 
Belgium ales Office: 181 Chaussee de la Hulpe, 1170 Brussels ' (2) 673·99-88 

o 1986 Teledyne Relays 
U.K. Sales Office: Heathrow House, Bath Rd. , Cranford, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW5 9QP • 1·897·2501 

Japan Sales Orrice: Taikoh No. ~ Building, 2·10·7 Shibuya, Shibuya·Ku, Tokyo, 150 Japan • (~) 797·6956 
France Sales Orrice: 85·87 Rue Anatole-France, 92300 Levallois·Perrel ' 1·7587160 
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code checked to insure that the data are 
not filler, the input section forms the 1&bit 
'NOrds, loads them into the FIFO input reg
ister, and sends a message stating that the 
input buffer is filled. The input section also 
monitors the data clock. Should the clock 
stop during accumulation of data blocks, 
a "data clock timeout error" is posted in 
the external-control-and-status register 
(ECSR), causing an external interrupt sig
nal, and the acquisition of data stops until 
the interface unit is reset by the host com
puter. 

The FIFO buffer holds up to 13.6 wide
band data blocks. Should the FIFO buffer 
overflow, a .. FI FO overflow" status is 
posted in the ECSR, and an external inter
rupt occurs. The acquisition of data then 
halts until the interface is reset by the host 
computer. The FIFO buffer is loaded at the 
wideband input data rate and unloaded at 
the maximum DMA transfer rate. Once the 

FIFO buffer empties, the DMA rate is then 
throttled by the input data rate. 

The control section is a microsequencer 
that includes a "next-address" control unit 
and an &bit microprogram sequencer. The 
sequencer controls the loading of the cor
relator chips, starting the serial data input 
cycle, loading the FIFO buffer, the posting 
of errors, appending the contents of the 
ECSR to the block of data, and unloading 
the FIFO buffer to the host. 

Synchronized bits that have been load
ed into the FIFO buffer are unloaded one 
word at a time and transferred directly to 
the memory of the host computer via the 
DMA adapter. Data remain synchronized 
In blocks as long as the 301-word bounda
ries are maintained. The transfer of a block 
can be terminated when the word-count 
register in the DMA adapter reads "zero," 
if this completion interrupt was previously 
enabled. The transfer of data to the host 

computer restarts 'NIlen the system soft
ware first clears bit 10 of the control-and
status register and, after clearing that bit, 
sets it again. This "toggling" of the starting 
bit immediately starts DMA action. 

The output registers are loaded with 
data from the FIFO buffer. When the DMA 
interface adapter takes control of the data 
bus, the output register transfers data 
through the tristate transceivers to the 
DMA adapter. 

This work was done by William M. 
Baltau of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propul
sion Laboratory. For further information, 
Circle 34 on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent OfficfNPL [see page 16]. Refer to 
NPO-17276. 

Fast Data Acquisition for Mass Spectrometer 
New equipment has the speed and capacity to process time-of-flight data. 

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 
This 'NOrk was done by K. A. Uncoln of 

Ames Research Center and R. D. Bechtel 
of Santa Oara University. Further informa
tion may be found in NASA TM-88374 
[N88-7245381NSPJ. '}\ Fast Data Acquisi
tion System for the Study of Transient 
Events by High Repetition Rate Time-of
Flight Mass Spectrometer." 

The data generated by a time-of-flight 
mass spectrometer are captured by a fast 
data-acquisition system. The system relies 
on a fast, compact waveform digitizer with 
32-k memory that can be readily coupled to 
a personal computer. With this newly 
available digitizer, the system captures all 
the mass peaks on each 25- to 35-j.1s cycle 
of the spectrometer. 

The computer enables the convenient 
control of the collection and management 
of data. It automates the data-acquisition 
process, including mass calibration, logg
ing of pertinent experimental parameters, 
and presentation of the recorded spectral 
data in a variety of ways. 

The system samples vapor plumes pro
duced by laser-pulse heating of various 
materials. After the 1-ms pulse of vapor 
that follows each laser pulse, the system 
displays the following on video screens: 
• a three-dimensional view of the time-re

solved spectra from the vapor with the 
major mass peaks labeled by their ratios 
of mass to change and 

• a presentation of laser intensity versus 
time and total ion current versus time. 

Simultaneously, the system prints out perti
nent experimental parameters, including 
the identity of the sample, date and time, 
laser-power-supply voltage, pressure in the 
vacuum chamber, and potential of the ion 
deflector. The operator can request prints 
and plots of data (see figure). 

In addition, the system can be used to 
capture spectra in the averaging mode 
over much longer periods; for example, 
several tenths of a second or more. These 
longer measurements analyze vapors 
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from continuous laser heating or calibra
tion gases. Except for the three-dimension
al format, the same displays and printouts 
are available. 

The time-of-flight mass spectrometer 
sends out a trigger pulse at the beginning 
of each cycle. The microchannel-plate de
tector of the spectrometer produces an ac 
component containing the spectral signal, 
and a dc component - the total multiplier 
current - that is a measure of all the 
masses in the vapor. The spectral Signals 
are fed to a transient recorder (synchroniz
ed by the trigger pulses from the spec
trometer) where they are stored in a signal 
memory and processed by a microproces
sor before being transferred to the host 
computer. 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 3364700. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the 
commercial use of this invention should 
be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Ames Research Center [see page 16]. 
Refer to ARC-11785. 
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A Pseudo-Three-Dlmenslonal Plot gives a time-resolved view of the mass spectra. 
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When you want to completely 
understand your waveform, 
you need all the information 
you can get. LeCroy's 6810 
Waveform Digitizer delivers both 
the BIG horizontal and vertical 
waveform picture. And the digi
tized data makes for simple fre
quency domain analysis (FFT) 
too. 

The 681O's long memory, fast 
sample rate, and pre-trigger 
recording provide the BIG hori
zontal picture. They integrate 
the benefits of digitizers and 
strip chart recorders into one 
complete instrument. 

The long 512k sample memory 
(expandable to 8M samples) 
means long recording time. And 
the fast 5Ms/sec (max) sample 
rate captures ali the details . 

It also eliminates the expense 
and distortion associated with 
antialiasing filters. 

The 12-bit resolution and 
differential inputs ensure a BIG 
vertical picture. 12 bits means 
the 6810 can detect a 25 mV 
wiggle on a 102.4 Volt input ... 
even on transient waveforms. In 
addition, the 67 dB SNR shows 
an unprecendented dynamic 
accuracy. 

A powerhouse of features give 
the 6810 an exceptional degree 
of flexibility. These features 
include window and hysteresis 
triggering, segmentable memory 
with over 4800 waveformsl 
second throughput, trigger 
arrival time buffers, and dual 
timebases. 

... LeCROY 6810. 

See a 6810 data sheet and a catalog on 
LeCroy's complete line of waveform 
digitizers. Circle the bingo or write us at 
700 Chestnut Ridge Road, Chestnut 
Ridge, N.Y. 10977-6499. 

For fast information on 
our fast instrumentation, 
cali (800) 5 LECROY. 

Innovators in Instrumentation 

Circle Reader Action No. 321 
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We Malee Sure Your Senson Malee Sense 
Lake Shore provides fully traceable calibration for 

aI types cf tamperabn sensing elements from 0.051< 
to well above room temperature. 

lakeShore 
II INC. 

64 East Walnut Street, Westerville, Ohio 43081 (614) 891·2243 
Telex: 24·5415 Cryotron WTVL Fax: (614) 891-1392 
Look to Lake Shore for a complete line of new controllers that offer 
digital ease with ana'og stability - in one instrument. 

C 1988 Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc. 
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Single-Chlp VLSI 
Reed-Solomon 
Decoder 
Efficient utilization of computing 
elements reduces size while 
preserving throughput. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California 

A real·tlme Aeed-Solomon (AS) decoder 
based on a new pipeline architecture is 
realized on a single very·large·scale in· 
tegrated (VLSI) circuit chip. The decoder 
architecture not only provides for error cor· 
rection but also handles erasures in a 
pipeline manner. The new design is more 
efficient than previous designs and can be 
applied to a variety of digital communica· 
tions that involve error'correcting AS 
codes. 

Let N = 'P' - 1 = the length of the (N, 
f) RS code over GF(2~ with design dis· 
tance d. Suppose that t errors and S 

erasures occur, and s + 2t~ d -1. Let X, 
be an error location or an erasure location 
and A = {X, IX, is an erasure location}, A. 
= {X,IX, is an error location}. Let ~ be the 
corresponding errata magnitude and r 
= (ro' r1, ... , W-l) be the received vector. 
The pipeline architecture of the decoder 
(see Figure 1) performs the following de· 
coding procedure: 
1. Computes the syndrome polynomial 

where 

00 

N-l 
S -~r ank 

k -L n 
n=O 

S+I 

=I~Xr 
'=1 

for 1 ~ k ~ d -1. 
2. Computes the erasure·locator polyno

mial 

A(Z) = n (Z - Xi) 
X/EA 

from A. 
3. Multiplies S(Z) and A(Z) to obtain the 

Forney syndrome polynomial 
T(Z) = S(Z)A(Z) 

Are you""'" 
............. '.copy1 
Get your own copy by fiJIins in 

the qualification form bound Into 
this issue. 
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Figure 1. This VLSI Architecture represents a pipeline Reed-Solomon decoder for the correction of errors and erasures. The decoder uses a 
transform circuit to compute the syndrome polynomial S(Z). The erasure information" enters the decoder as a binary sequence. 

4. Computes the errata-evaluator polyno
mial A{l) and the error-locator polynomi
al ).(l) from T{l) = [A{l)/).{Z)] by the 

... 011010 

modified Euclid's algorithm. 
5. Multiplies N.Z) and ).(l) to get the errata

locator polynomial 

r----- ., 
k I I 

r---- ---1-------1 
• I 

1<1<. I 

Cell. 

I I I 

SYSTOLIC ARRAY TO EXPAND A POLYNOMIAL 

I 
I 

I CelIt __ 

· 1 

P{Z) = A{Z)).{l) 
6. Performs a Chien search on ).(Z) to find 

the error-location set), . 

(tt-1 

I~'------

t------- K.I(Z) 

.0 

Celln 
CellI 

NEW ARCHITECTURE TO PERFORM THE MODIAED EUCLID'S ALQORITM 
POLYNOMIAL·EVALUATION PIPELINE CIRCUIT 

Figure 2. These DetailS of the Decoder Architecture of Figure 1 Illustrate the prinCiple features responsible for its improved performance. 
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7. Computes the errata magnitudes 
v _ A(Xk) 
' k -

X/, ' (Xk) 

for 1 " k" s + t by evaluating A(Z) and 
P'(Z). Uses sets). and A to direct the addi
tions of 'rk to the received vector r. 
A new architecture implements the 

modified Euclid's algorithm by operating 
on the product of S(Z) and N..z). The result
ing error-locator polynomial ).(Z) is then 
multiplied by N..z), thereby obtaining the er
rata-locator polynomial P(Z). The derivative 
P'(Z) of P(Z) is obtained by dropping the 
even terms of p(z). The errata magnitudes 
'tk are calculated then by a field inversion 
and a number of multiplications. Next the 
error locations are obtained in the form of a 
binary sequence by the use of another 
polynomial-evaluation circuit, which per· 
forms the O"Iien search on ).(Z). This se
quence of error locations, together with the 
input erasure-location binary sequence, di
rects the addition of Yk to the received 
message. 

The multiplications of (Z - ok) can be im
plemented by the systolic array shown in 
Rgure 2. Since ~ contains zeros as well as 
ak 's (where ak E A), the input stream is 

used to control the updating of the latches 
in each basic cell. At the end of the arrivals 
of the erasure locations, the coefficients of 
N..z) are loaded from the latches into regis
ters and shifted out serially. 

Rgure 2 also shows the new architec
ture to perform the modified Euclid's algo
rithm. The input multiplexer directs the syn
drome polynomials to different cells. Each 
processor cell is used to process data re
cursively. Compared with the previous de
sign of the systol ic array, the present 
scheme for multiplexing the recursive cell 
computations Significantly reduces the 
number of cells and, as a consequence, 
the number of circuits. The cell reduction is 
greater for high-rate codes. 

Polynomials are evaluated not only in 
the O"Iien search process but also when 
the errata magnitudes are computed. 
A;(c1)k is evaluated sequentially for each k 
at cell i. This is illustrated at the bottom of 
Rgure 2. The polynomial coefficient A. is 
multiplied by Q' at the initialization of cell i. 
From then on, a feedback loop computes 
the quanmies A,(c1)k for k = 1, 2, 3, ... , 
N - 1. The summation shown at the right in 
Rgure 2 is implemented quite simply since 
all quantities are binary. 

It is estimated that a (15,9) AS decoder 
chip would require about 29,000 transis
tors. A (31,15) AS decoder would require 
about 88,000 transistors. Considering the 
present VLSI technology, a high-through
put &bit (31,15) RSdecoder could be imple
mented readily on a single VLSI chip. 

This work was done by Howard M. 
Shao, Trieu-Kie Truong, In-Shek Hsu, and 
Leslie J. Deutsch of Caltech for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Forfurtherin
formation, Circle 52 on the TSP Request 
Card. 

In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to 
this invention. Inquiries concerning rights 
for its commercial use should be ad
dressed to 

Edward Ansel/, 
Director of Patents and Ucensing 
Mail Stop 301-6 
California Institute of Technology 
1207 East California Boulevard 
Pasadena, C4 91125 

Refer to NPO-16854, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 

Merging Digital Data With a Video Signal 
Data can be displayed on a television image of an experiment. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 

An interface circuit board combines 
data from a computer with a video signal. 
Video images of an experiment can thus be 
sent with digital data on the experiment to a 
remote station. The digital data can be raw 
and unformatted or in the form of charac
ters. 

The board contains its own microproc
essor so that it can function independently 
of the experiment computer (see figure). 
The microprocessor relieves the experi
ment computer of timing and control tasks 
on the interface board; the experiment 
computer need only fill the board buffers 
with data and occasionally communicate 
with the interface board. The microproces
sor generates the address and control 
signals to read the memory, synchronize 
loading of data into shift registers, track the 
data-word count, swap buffers, and control 
the programmable timer, which is an in
tegral part of the digital video-generation 
Circuitry. The microprocessor software is 
unique in that the timing of the reading and 
writing of digital data is governed by the 
horizontal and vertical video synchroniza
tion signals, which are two of the inputs to 
the microprocessor. 

The position at which the digital data are 
displayed on the receiving screen is pro
grammable and therefore can be adjusted 
for a given application. The horizontal posi-

38 

Interface 
I~Clrcult r Board 

For Minimal Power Consumption, the interface circuit is built of CMOS and HMOS inta
grated-circuit chips. The buffer/decoder circuit enables the experiment computer to com
municate with the board without excessive loading of the computer bus by the board. The 
memory multiplexer/memory array Implements the buffer-swapping scheme In which as one 
buffer is read, the other buffer Is filled with new data. 

tion can be changed by changing one of 
the timer counter values. The width of the 
data can be changed by changing another 

counter value. The height of the data can 
be varied by changing the number of scan 
lines over which the data are written in a 

NASA Tech Briefs, May 1988 



video field. The position and size functions 
are part of the microprocessor software. 

The overall system uses combined 
memory and input/output mapping in the 
address space of the experiment comput
er. This feature partrtions data and control 
functions so that the experiment computer 
can operate more efficiently. 

Analog-multiplexerlbypass circuitry on 
the board attenuates and shifts the level of 
the digital data for mixing with the video 
signal. The timer output controls the multi
plexer for proper mixing of the digital and 
camera video signals on each horizontal 
scan line. The bypass mode allows the 
video signal to pass unaltered to the trans
mitter in case of a failure of the digital sub
system. 

Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, handbooks are 
available from NASA as Technical 
Support Packages (TSP's) when a Re
quest Card number is cited; otherwise 
they are available from the National 
Technical Information Service. 

Integrated Displays for 
Helicopter Pilots 
Concepts that combine a 
variety of sensor data 
are evaluated. 

A report describes an evaluation of 
three similar video displays for the 
guidance of helicopter pilots in low-level 
flight at night in adverse weather. The 
evaluation was done by piloted simulation 
in a vertical-motion simulator. 

In all three displays, a computer pro
duces guidance information for the pilot by 
integrating data from terrain-following 
radar, forward-looking infrared (FUR) im
agery, and data from such autonomous 
navigation instruments as inertial naviga
tion systems and Doppler radar. The FUR 
imagery, information on the status of the 
helicopter, and command symbols were in
corporated in one head-down display. 

In all displays, the FUR imagery is align
ed with the flight path of the aircraft. In 
display 1, the pitch attitude is conformal to 
the FUR imagery. In display 2, the pitch at
titude is also conformal to the FUR im
agery, but the pitch scale is increased. In 
display 3, the pitch attitude is nonconfor
mal to the imagery, and the pitch scale is 
the same as in display 2. 

The pilots performed three kinds of 
tasks in the simulator: 
1. Following the terrain at an altitude of 

100 ft (30 m) above the local ground level 
while traveling along a prescribed course 
at a speed of 60 knots (31 mls); 

2. Following the terrain in a similar manner, 
but at a speed of 00 knots (46 mls); and 

3. Deceleration to hover while following the 
terrain along a prescribed course. 

The pilots carried out the tasks over 
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The board can be used with any IBM PC 
or compatible computer and can readily 
be integrated with other hardware and 
software. It is normally in an idle state, dur
ing which the experiment computer can 
examine either of the board buffers or 
cause the board to place a digital test pat
tern on the video screen. When the time 
comes to send data, the experiment com
puter sends an initialization word and a 
command word to the board. The initializa
tion word configures the board for trans
mission; and after one of two buffers has 
been filled with data, the command word 
swaps buffer availability. 

The swap action starts reading of the 
newly acquired data in one buffer, and the 
data words are written to a shift register. 

various simulated terrain profiles during 
simulated day and night, .... ~th and without 
simulated wind and turbulence. 

All three display concepts were rated 
acceptable by the pilots. However, the 
pilots expressed a preference for display 3 
because it provided them with greater 
awareness of the pitch attitude of the 
helicopter, thereby enabling them to con
trol the attitude more precisely. 

This work was done by Harry N. 
Swenson and Clyde H. Paulk, Jr., of Ames 
Research Center and Robert L Kilmer 
and Frank J. Kilmer of IBM Corp. Further 
information may be found in NASA 
TM-86779 [N8&31551/NSPJ. "Simulation 
of Display/FUR Concepts for Low Altitude 
Terrain-Following Helicopter Operations." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 3364700. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the 
commercial use of this invention should 
be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Ames Research Center (see page 16]. 
Refer to ARC-l1699. 

Research on the 
CH·478 Helicopter 
Although it is not new, 
this helicopter continues 
to yield valuable information. 

A report describes new equipment add
ed to, and the research capabilities of, the 
CH-47B helicopter. This variable-stability 
aircraft has been used in flight research for 
more than 15 years. The helicopter con
tinues to be a source of unique flight re
search, much like a wind tunnel or large 
ground{)ased simulator. 

Two new installations on the helicopter 
are a programmable force-feel system for 
the evaluation pilot's conventional cyclic 
stick and a four-axis side-stick controller. 
They permit a range of in-flight investiga-

The register serially transmits the digital 
data on a horizonta l line scan at a 
2.Q48..MHz rate. The board can send data 
acquired in 1 second in only thirty-two six
tieths of a second. It therefore waits for the 
experiment computer to swap buffers and 
continue transmission into the other buffer. 
The waiting periods prevent overfill ing of 
the buffers, the subsequent loss of data, 
and the loss of synchrony between digital 
and camera data. 

This work was done by Thomas J. 
Collins Iff, William G. Crosier. and William 
H. Paloski of Technology Inc. for Johnson 
Space Center. For further information, 
Circle 3 on the TSP Request Card. 
MSC-21248 

tions of manipulator characteristics and 
augmentation-system features. 

A new color electronic display system 
with a programmable symbol generator 
will provide display formats for a variety of 
missions - those of vertical-takeoff-and
landing aircraft as well as helicopters. In 
addition, a powerful new general-purpose 
flight computer is in operation. The com
puter is programmable in high-level lan
guages and will support research more ef
ficiently. Moreover, flight-control software 
has been developed to improve the capa
bility of the helicopter to perform simula
tions in flight. 

Over the past several years, the CH-47B 
has been used as an in-flight Simulator, as a 
research facility for control systems, and 
for gathering data on handling qualities. 
The recent uses of the helicopter include 
the following: 
• Research in high-bandwidth fl ight con

trols, 
• Testing a translational-velocity-command 

and position hold system for maneuvering 
near hover, 

• Investigating vertical-response handling 
qualrties criteria, and 

• Developing model.following control laws. 
Although some of the research equip

ment in the CH47B helicopter has be
come outdated over the years, this limita
tion has been offset by major advances in 
analytical tools, fundamental modeling, 
and research capabilities that result from 
advances in computer equipment and pro
grams. 

This work was done by Kathryn B. 
Hilbert, George E. Tucker, Robert T. N. 
Chen, and Emmett B. Fry of Ames Re
search Center and William S. Hindson of 
Stanford Universfty. To obtain a copy of the 
re{XJrt, "New Capabilities and Recent Re
search Programs of the NASA/Army CH-
47B Variable-Stability Helicopter." Circle 
49 on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Ames Re
search Center {see page 161 Refer to 
ARC-117S9. 
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Computer Programs 
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Program 

The knowledge of radiation in a lidar channel enables the determination of the depolarization ratio. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 
The depolarization-measuring device is 

used at Langley Research Center to meas
ure the relative gain and the depolarization 
of light in a lidar system. The device rotates 
the lidar return prior to detection, thereby 
introducing a known amount of radiation 
into the perpendicular lidar channel. 
Knowledge of the amount of this radiation 
can be readily interpreted in terms of the 
relative opticallelectronic gain ratio be
tween data collected by the parallel and 
perpendicular channels and the depolari
zation that the scattering medium intro
duced into the linearly-parallel-polarized in
cident beam. 

The operation of the device is shown 
schematically in the figure. The half-wave 
plate is positioned on a rotatable mount. 
When the mount is rotated by angle 8 from 

Collimated 
Incident 

Beam 

the zero position, where it transmits a par
allel-polarized beam without rotating it. the 
electric field of the beam is rotated by 
angle 28. It can be easily shown that the 
ratio of the outputs of the detection system 
is given by the following equation. assum
ing that the incident beam is linearly polar
ized 
SiS11 = G1 (cHtan228)/Gn (1 +d tan228) 
where S 1 and S11 are the perpendicular 
and parallel output signals. respectively. G 1 

and G 11 are the opticallelectronic gains 
through the perpendicular and parallel 
channels. and d is the polarization ratio. If 
the backscattering is constant during the 
experiment and measurements are taken 
at two angles. the two resulting equations 
can be solved for the gain ratio GiG 11 and 
for d. 

7 
/ Rotated Beam 

Half-Wave 
Plate 

• 

The half-wave plate can also be put at 
the output of the laser. and the polarization 
plane of the laser rotated before it is scat
tered. The half-wave mount can be rotated 
continuously to provide data continuously 
at all angles. These data can probably be 
used to determine unique signatures for 
different scattering media. 

This work was done by Jose M. Alvarez 
of Langley Research Center. No further 
documentation is available. 

This invention is owned by NASA. and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel. Langley Research Center [see 
page 16]. Refer to LAR-13621. 

Parallel 
Component 

Polarizer 

Detection 
System 

Perpendicular 
Component 

II ~ Detection 
~ System 

The Half-Wave Plate Is Rotated to introduce a known amount of radiation to the perpendicular channel. 

Low-Threshold, Solar-Pumped C2Fsi Laser 
Laser threshold of 100 solar constants has been achieved. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 
Since the conversion of Sunlight into has focused on the alkyl iodides, which ab- A unique solar-laser experiment was de-

high-power laser light in space could have sorb solar light near 280 nm and then vised to evaluate the above-mentioned and 
a number of important applications. includ- photodissociate into radicals and excited other candidate lasants. Using two xenon-
ing space manufacturing and propulsion. iodine atoms that lase at 1.315 JATTl. A num- arc solar simulators. lasing was achieved 
research on solar-pumped lasers could ber of alkyl iodides. including i-C3F71, C2FSI. with pentafluoroethyl iodide. C2FSI. a new 
lead to large. orbiting solar collectors that n-C4Fgl. and CF31. have been investigated alkyl iodide, at a laser threshold of only 100 
concentrate Sunlight on an appropriate with the goal of defining the most appropri- solar constants (1 solar constant = 1.35 
lasant. producing megawatts of continu- ate lasant for closed-cycle, low-threshold kW/m'2). This solar laser had the lowest 
ous power. Up to now, most of research operation. threshold observed to date. Its output 

40 Update your NASA Tech Briefs qualification form every six months. NASA Tech Briefs, May 1988 



power and energy were 350 mW and 
45 mJ, respectively. The duration of lasing 
of this static-gas-fill system has provid
ed important kinetic information on the 
recombination rates of rad ica ls and 
ground-state iodine atoms; these rates are 
important parameters for closed-cycle 0p

eration. 
O:>mpleted studies of the scaling with 

pressure, solar intensity, parent-molecule 
species, and beam shape are leading to a 
fuller understanding of the alkyl iodide 
lasants. These studies of threshold-pump
ing requirements and laser kinetics are 
valuable contributions toward the develop
ment of convenient, efficient solar -pumped 
lasers. 

This work was done by Russell J. De 
Young and Willard R. Weaver of Langley 
Research Center. No further documenta-
tion is available. LAR-13677 

Short-Cycle 
Adsorption 
Refrigerator 
Each adsorption unit includes 
a long-lived nonmechanical 
heat switch. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California 

A modular adsorption/Joule-Thomson
effect refrigerator offers fast regeneration; 
when fully developed, its adsorption/ 
desorption cycle time is expected to be on
ly 1 minute, as compared with 15 minutes 
in previous versions. The refrigerator is 
smaller and lighter than the previous units 
of equivalent capacity. A modular confi
guration makes it relatively easy to build 
refrigerators that have capacities from 
milliwatts to watts, according to cooling 
needs. 

The refrigerator is intended for the long
term cooling (up to 10 years) of infrared 
sensors and other equipment in space to 
temperatures ranging from 4 to 80 K. The 
only moving parts are small check valves. 
The refrigerator is designed to be powered 
mostly by waste heat. A prototype contain
ing 12 compressor modules connected in 
banks of 4 provides one-quarter watt of 
cooling at 25 K. Operating under the con
trol of a computer, the four banks of com
pressor modules are operated in a phased 
heating/cooling sequence so that nearly 
steady cooling is provided for the external 
heat load. 

In the refrigerator, pressurized hydro
gen generated by a bank of compressor 
modules during its heating phase passes 
through a system of check valves and ex
pands in a Joule-Thomson junction as it 
enters a refrigeration chamber. There, the 

NASA Tech Briefs, May 1988 

Polaroid's Ultrasonic 
Ranging System 
opens the door 

to new technology. 
It can be found in "non-touch" 
screen computer monitors, AGV's, 
industrial robotics, electronic 
games, tape measures, aids for the 
disabled, loading docks, collision 
avoidance systems for cars, trucks 
and pleasure vehicles. And, yes, it 
even opens doors. 

The Polaroid Ultrasonic Ranging 
System is an accurate, highly sensi
tive way to detect and measure the 
presence and distance of objects 
from 10.8 inches to 35 feet. 
What's more, accuracy, sensitivity 
and range can all be improved with 
circuit modifications. 
Three of a kind. Polaroid offers 
three ultrasonic transducers for a 
wide variety of applications. You can 
choose the original instrument
grade transducer, proven in millions 
of SX -70 Sonar Autofocus cameras. 
Or our Environmental Transducer, 
available in a sturdy 
housing to with
stand exposure 
to rain, heat, 
cold, salt spray, 
chemicals, shock 
and vibration. And 
now you can select our newest, 
smallest transducer, developed for 
Polaroid Spectra, the camera of the 
future. All use reliable, accurate and 
sensitive electrostatic transducer 
technology. All are backed by 
Polaroid. 

Get a $2 Million Head Start. Polaroid spent over $2 million developing the Ultrasonic Ranging I Sys~em . ~ut now you can get this technology in our Designer's Kit for only $165*. To order your I 
I 

DeSigner s Kit, please send a check or money orderfor $165 for each kit, plus all applicable state 
and local taxes, to: Polaroid Corporation, Ultrasonic Components Group,l19 Windsor Street I 

I 
Cambridge, MA 02139. Questions? Call Polaroid's Applications Engineersat617-577-4681 . ' I 
__ Please send me __ Designer's Kit(s). 

I - - Please send more information. I 
I Name I 
I Title I 
I Company I 
I ~I Address_____ _ ________ '" 

I City State __ Zip • Polaroid ~ I 
L·PncingSUbj~change __________________ "~rokj'·'''S~''~pectra·~.J 

Visit us at Booth #472, 474, 476 at Electro '88 
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Temperature
Sensor Leads 

Brass Gas 
Une 

Heater 

Heat Switch 
Pump 

Gas Unes 
to Other 

Heat Switches 

The Heat SWitch Is a Gap between concentric cylindrical vessels. For rapid heating and cooling of the core, the gap must be less than about 
50 J4T1. 

hydrogen absorbs heat from the load be
fore it is sucked out by another bank of 
compressor modules in its cooling phase. 

In each compressor module, adsorbing 
charcoal is contained in an inner pressure 
vessel of stainless steel (see figure). AA 
open·foam copper matrix holds the char
coal and enhances the transfer of heat. A 
brass outer vessel surrounds the stainless
steel cylinder, and the gap between inner 
and outer vessels constitutes the heat 
switch. When the gap is filled with hydro
gen, the heat switch exhibits high heat con
ductance Os on). When the gap is empty, 

the switch exhibits low heat conductance 
(is off). A miniature charcoal adsorption 
pump supplies the gas for the switches in 
each bank of four compressor modules. 

To demonstrate the refrigerator, an 
electric heater was used to supply heat to 
each module to cause the desorption of hy
drogen from the charcoal in its core. (In a 
practical model, the heat for desorption 
would come from waste heat such as that 
from electronic equipment.) With the heat 
switch turned off, the adsorber was heat
ed. The adsorber gave off hydrogen as it 
heated up. When the pressure reached 

about 80 atm (8.1 MPa), the heater was 
turned off, and the heat switch was turned 
on. The adsorber transferred its heat to a 
liquid-nitrogen bath surrounding the 
module, readsorbing hydrogen as it cooled 
and eventually becoming saturated with 
the gas, ready for another heating cycle. 
Cooling from 165 K to 85 K took only 50 
seconds. 

This 'NOrk was done by C. K. Chan of 
Ca/tech for NASA's Jet Propulsion La!> 
oratory. For further information, Qrc/e 46 
on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16571 

Generating Hyperthermal Atomic Oxygen 
Atomic oxygen diffused through silver is desorbed by low-energy electron impact. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

The velocity of spacecraft through the 
rarefied atmosphere in orbit results in the 
impingement of hyperthermal atomic oxy
gen on spacecraft surfaces. The high 
chemical reactivity of the oxygen flux has 
caused substantial degradation of organic 
materials onboard the Shuttle; as a result, 
materials on the proposed Space Station, 
composites used in large space struc
tures, and exterior coatings on optical sys
tems and laser communications systems 
may have substantially reduced lifetimes. 
It is therefore essential to study the reacti
vity of these materials with atomic oxygen 
in laboratories on the ground. 

To simulate the flux of hyperthermal 
atomic oxygen on spacecraft surfaces, 
there is a need for an atomic-oxygen-beam 
generator in which the mean energy of the ° atoms is about 5 eV. and the flux is about 
1015 cm -2S -1. In conventional methods 
for obtaining such fluxes, it is difficult to 
achieve these parameters while maintain· 
ing a ratio of ° to 02 greater than 90 per
cent. 

A promising approach exploits two 
unique phenomena. The first is the unusu
ally high permeability of oxygen through 
silver, which occurs by the sequential ad· 

42 

Oxygen 
Molecules 

Ag Membrane Ultrahigh 
Vacuum 

Beam of 5eV 
Oxygen Atoms 

• 

... 

Oxygen Atoms Diffuse Through Silver Foil and emerge on the high-vacuum side, aided by 
electron-stimulated desorption. Atomic-oxygen flux levels range up to 1012 cm-2s-1 , and 
kinetic energies range from 1 to 10 eV. 0 + and 0- ions can be swept aside by charged cylin
drical grids. 

sorption of 02' surface dissociation into ° 
atoms, dissolution, and subsequent diffu
sion of ° atoms through a thin silver mem-

brane to a vacuum interface. 
The second phenomenon is electron

stimulated desorption. Normally, ° atoms 

NASA Tech Briefs, May 1988 



For critical structuraltest 
a total solution 

• • • 

For mechanical design verification and 
vibration troubleshooting, the new 1202 
Structural Analyzer does it all ... from 
advanced FFT signal processing with 
zoom and integrated signal generation, 
to versatile modal analysis with inter
active geometry and enhanced anima
tion that simplifies the interpretation of 
complex structures. ONLY the 1202 
does it ali in a single, user friendly, port
able, cost-effective package. 

The 1202 is a complete 4-channel analy
sis system with integrated software for 

FFT signal processing, modal analysis, 
structural modification and forced 
response simulation. When combined 
with Schlumberger's 1250 series Fre
quency Response Analyzer, the 1202 
can be expanded to 36 parallel chan
nels for large complex projects. Fast 
graphics on a built-in display features 
unique hidden line animation of mode 
shapes, surface strain contours and 
flexible stack plots. Internal 20 Megabyte 
fixed drive with a 3-1/2 inch floppy back
up, IEEE-488 and RS232 are all standard. 

All this capability is available, fully inte
grated, from one source .. . Schlumberger 
Instruments. Ask for our application 
oriented brochure for the full story. 

Schlumberger 
Instruments 
20 North Avenue, Burlington, MA 01803 
Telephone: (617) 229-4825 
Toll Free (outside MA): 1-800-225-5765 

. 
• '". • "'I"-,~ •• 
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ENGINEERING 
EXCELLENCE 

IN 
OPTICAL 

FIBER 
SPLICERS 

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 

Splicing Fibers 
Single Mode 
Multimode 
Polarization Preserving 
Large Fiber Option 

up to 1.5mm 
Lensing 

Up to 1.5mm (0.060") 
Jointing 

HPLC Silica Tubing 
Tubing to Fibers 

Manufacturing 
Attenuators 
Couplers 

PO'NER TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
P.O. Box 9769 
Little Rock, Mansas 72219 
Phone 501/568-1995 
l'NX 910/722-7313 
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on the silver are in an adsorbed state, un
less the surface temperature exceeds 
450 °c, then surface diffusion results in 
O-atom collisions and the subsequent 
desorption of 02' When there is a flux of 
low-energy electrons incident upon this 
surface, the 0 atoms are excited to anti
bonding states before they can recombine, 
and they desorb as hyperthermal 0 neu
trals and 0+ ions. The figure illustrates a 
combination of these two phenomena. 

In this technique, the oxygen molecules 
are dissociated on the higher-pressure 
silver surface into atomic oxygen, which 
then diffuses through to the ultra-high 
vacuum side [10 -11 torr (rv 10 -9 Pal), On 
the ultra-high-vacuum surface, the atomic 
oxygen remains adsorbed if the surface 
temperature is maintained below 450 OC 
and is bombarded with low-energy (rv100 
eV) electrons, causing electron-stimulated 
desorption of 0 atoms before substantial 

Books and Reports 

These reports, studies, handbooks are 
available from NASA as Technical 
Support Packages (TSP's) when a Re
quest Card number is cited; otherwise 
they are available from the National 
Technical Information Service. 

Infrared Attenuation of 
Thallium Bromoiodide 
Fibers 

Theory and measurements 
are discussed. 

A report presents measurements of at
tenuation of infrared signals in unclad 
381 ilffi-diameter optical fibers of thallium 
bromoiodide [T1(Br,I)], a polycrystalline 
thallium halide. There is interest in develop
ing materials for the transmission of light at 
wavelengths longer than the 1.3 to 1.5 ,..m 
currently in use: losses due to Rayleigh 
scattering would be lower, and larger 
single-mode fibers could be produced. 
Metal halides and fluoride glasses have 
shown the most promise as candidates for 
optical fibers useful at wavelengths around 
10,..m. 

Measurements of attenuation in l1(Br,1) 
fibers in the wavelength ranges of 1.2 to 
3.4 ,..m and 3 to 11 ,..m are compared with 
those of two other groups of researchers. 
That l1(Br, I) shows promise as a future fiber 
material is indicated by attenuations in the 
range of 0.1 dB/cm observed at wave
lengths approaching 10,..m. However, fur
ther improvements will have to be made in 
chemical purity and in such mechanical 
properties as flexibility and strength. The 
data from the fiber and bulk samples show 
various attenuation peaks due to impurities 
(e.g., water) that prevent attenuation from 
reaching the theoretical minimums. The at
tenuation in the best of the fibers tested is 

recombination can take place. Atoms so 
desorbed have energies in the 5-eV range, 
and the gas produced has an 0-t0-02 ratio 
greater than 90 percent. 

This work was done by Ronald A Outlaw 
of Langley Research Center. Further in
formation may be found in NASA TP-2668 
(N87-18621INSP) "Electron Stimulated 
Desorption of Atomic Oxygen from Poly
crystalline Ag and Ag (110). " 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 336-4700. 

InqUiries concerning rights for the 
commercial use of this invention should 
be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Langley Research Center {see page 16]. 
Refer to LAR-13652. 

inversely proportional to the square of the 
wavelength; with such a dependence on 
the wavelength, the scattering may be 
caused by long surface grooves on the 
fiber. 

When attempts were made to polish the 
end of a fiber, the fiber broke repeatedly, in 
part due to the large sizes of the crystals in 
the polycrystalline matrix. However, recent 
research shows that these earIY-genera
tion fibers suffer a deterioration of me
chanical stability with age, perhaps caused 
by residual strain from fiber extrusion lead
ing to separation at grain boundaries. 

The report also reviews the physics of 
fiber optiCS in the geornetrical-opticallimit. 
This simplified theory is sufficient for the 
description of transmission in fibers that 
have diameters much larger than the 
wavelength. The fundamental loss mecha
nisms in fibers and their relative impor
tances in fibers of different types (glass, 
crystalline, and polycrystalline) are des
cribed. An appendix describes the physical 
and chemical characteristics of l1(Br,I). 
The material is lethally toxic when vapor
ized, and even small amounts in the human 
body may cause serious neurological dam
age. 

This work was done by John Goebel of 
Ames Research Center and Beryl 
Magi/avy of Sterling Software. Further In
formation may be found in NASA TM-
86817 [N86-322681NSP], "Infrared Attenu
ation of Thallium Bromo-Iodide Fibers. " 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 336-4700. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the 
commercial use of this invention should 
be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Ames Research Center (see page 16]. 
Refer to ARC-11752. 
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THE CHALLENGE: 
"DEMONSTRATE HOW HIP WILL ENHANCE 

THE PERFORMANCE AND IMPROVE THE FATIGUE 
STRENGTH OF OUR COMPONENTS." 

This is a challenge our Therma
tech Division meets every day. 
As one of the largest toll Hot 
Isostatic Pressing facilities in the 
United States, it provides this 
service to the entire aerospace 
industry. Avco Lycoming, for 
example, has instituted HIP as 
bill of material for the AMS 4225 
aluminum cylinder heads for all 
their reciprocating aircraft 
engines. 
EXTENSIVE APPLICATIONS 
FOR HIP 
HIP subjects components to a 
high gas pressure and elevated 
temperature sufficient to reduce 
shrinkage porosity by closing 
internal voids. Many engineers 
are learning that HIP'ed cast 
components deliver the consis
tency and mechanical properties 
expected of forgings. In addition 
to titanium and superalloys, 
performance improvements are 
also seen in steel, bronze, cast 
iron, ceramics and aluminum. 
Our Thermatech Division is 
licensed to HIP aluminum under 
the Alcoa patented 359 

process. We also HIP powder 
metal components. 

HIP lowers life cycle costs, and 
not just for the aerospace industry. 
HIP is used for high performance 
automotive pistons, rods, crank
shafts and engine blocks. It also 
has applications for medical 
implants and pump and valve 
components for the oil , food and 
chemical industries. 

HIP PIONEERS. 
We began production HIP'ing in 
1975 and now have one of the 
largest capacities in the United 
States with capabilities from 
small developmental-size 
presses to 55" in diameter and 
80" in height, pressures to 45,000 
psi and temperatures to 4000°F. 

This extensive range enables us 
to answer virtually any challenge. 

IMPOSSIBLE? CHALLENGE us 

IiiI HOWMET CORPORATION 

THERMATECH DIVISION, WHITEHALL, MI 

THE IMPOSSIBLE MADE 
POSSIBLE. 
Another service that sets Howmet 
apart is our 80,000 square foot 
research, development and 
engineering center. Here metal
lurgical teams and laboratory 
specialists come up with break
through solutions to seemingly 
impossible challenges. They are 
always available to you as a 
Howmet customer. 

WE INVITE 
YOUR CHALLENGES. 
At Howmet, we will work closely 
with you, engineer to engineer, 
from concept through design to 
finished product. Whether your 
problem requires a cost-effective 
solution or state-of-the-art tech
nology for complex applications, 
you'll find Howmet able to help. 

For more information on HIP 
and the potential it holds for you, 
write our Marketing Department, 
Howmet Corporation, 475 
Steamboat Road, Greenwich, 
CT 06836-1960. Or phone the 
manager of the Thermatech HIP 
Department at (616) 894-5686. 



S I M PL:Y 
When it comes to depth, diversity, and a proven winning record, no other line of 
circuit breakers can compare with our . The Airpax team is your source for fast 
response and reliable performance in your choice of more tyles, configurations 

T H E B EST 
and ratings to meet your specific needs. 
We've been tackling the toughe t applications for more than thirty 
year . Chalking up milestone victorie such as twenty years of unin-

DEFENSIVE LINE terruptedMIlrC-39019approvalin 
Type AP electromagnetic circuit break
ers. Blitzing international markets 

I N T H E 
with the VDE-approved and rail-mount magnetic circuit breakers. Continually striv
ing through innovation to keep you, the Airpax customer, at the forefront of circuit 
breaker technology. 
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Draft the best defensive player into your design. Contact Airpax Corporation, 
Cambridge Division, Woods Road, Cambridge, MD 21613. (301) 228-4600. Telex: 

• 6849138, Fax: (301) 228-8910. A North American Philips Company. 

See us at ELECTRO '88 booth #1351. 
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Reliability of 
Inspection by SLAM 

Scanning laser acoustic 
microscopy finds flaws in 
ceramic specimens. 

A report describes an evaluation of 
scanning laser acoustic microscopy 
(SLAM) in the detection of surface voids in 
silicon nitride and silicon carbide. SLAM is 
an attractive technique for the nondestruc· 
tive inspection of these ceramics because 
it can image surface and subsurface mi
croflaws in real time. The detection of such 
flaws is important because they limit the 
strengths and fracture toughnesses of ce
ramic parts in advanced high-temperature 
heat engines. 

In SLAM, a laser light is used to detect 
distortions, on an angstrom scale, pro
duced on the surface of a specimen by ul
trasonic waves transmitted through the 
specimen. From the distortion, SLAM 
creates a picture on a video monitor of 
such defects as voids, inclusions, and 
cracks. 

In the evaluation, specimens of sintered 
Si3N4 and SiC were examined by SLAM at 
an ultrasonic frequency of 100 MHz, in 
both the as-fired condition and after polish
ing. The specimens were intentionally im
pressed with styrene microspheres during 

firing to introduce voids of known size, 
shape, number, and location in the surface. 

The evaluation concentrated on the sta
tistical reliability of the detection of voids by 
SLAM. In the polished specimens, SLAM 
detected surface voids as small as 100 J.dll 
in diameter with 0.90 probability at a confi
dence level of 0.95. However, the reliability 
of detection was substantially less for voids 
in unpolished, as-fired specimens. More
over, inspection of the as-fired specimens 
took 10 times as long as the inspection of 
the smooth specimens. If ceramic engine 
parts are smoothly finished, as they are 
likely to be, the SLAM technique should 
detect surface and near-surface flaws 
quickly and reliably. 

This work was done by Don J. Roth, 
Stanley J. Klima, and James D. Kiser of 
lewis Research Center and George Y. 
Baaklini of Cleveland State University. Fur
ther information may be found in NASA 
TM87035 [N85-32337INSPJ. "Reliability of 
Void Detection in Structural Ceramics 
Using Scanning Laser Acoustic Micros
copy." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 

by calling (BOO) 3364700. 
LEW-14633 

ST-1000 EGA is fully AT compatible with 10 
MHZ zero wait state AT CPU plug-in card 
with CMOS VLSI chips and a passive 
backplane to provide reliability and ser
viceabi lity. The standard features include: 
* 19 " rack-mount or tabletop rugged 

light weight enclosure 
* Built in 9 H color monitor with .28mm 

dot pitch, black matrix nonglare CRT. 
EGA card with 640x3s0 resolution . 

* 20MB shock mounted Hard disk, 
1.2MB HD floppy drive 

* 1 MB RAM. Serial and Parallel Ports 
* 200 Watt Power Supply. 11 O/220V. 

SO-60HZ 
* Positive Pressu re cooling, replaceable 

Air-Filter 
* Keylock ON/OFF switch for security. 

Enhanced Keyboard with rackmount 
shelf. 

Also available ST-3000 EGA. 80386 based 
system with above features and Custom con
figurations. For details contact: 

IBI SYSTEMS INC., 
6842 NW 20 Ave., 

FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33309 
305-978-9225, TELEX: 529482 

Circle Reader Action No. 596 

THE ULTIMATE 
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
THERMAL INSULATION 
ENERGY SAVING PRODUCTS FOR ALL 
TEMPERATURES TO 2200°C 
Rigid and flexible forms of Zirconia and Alumina fibers produced 
in a variety of sizes and thicknesses. Products include low density 
boards, discs, cylinders, felts, cloths, papers, bulk fibers, cements, 
hardeners and low mass grog. 

Outstanding features of Zirconia products are: 

• Lowest thermal conductivity • melting temperature of 26OO"C 
• full stabilization with yttria • excellent chemical resistance 
• low vapor pressure • stable to all atmospheres 

Alumina insulating boards and cylinders are successfully being 
• applied as hot face insulation to 1700"C. Both off-the-shelf and 

1;~~ ® custom designed. Call or write today for complete information. "'J' ZIACAA Products, Inc. 

Z 
MAIN OFFICE WEST COAST OFFICE 

I rc ar P.O. Box 458, Florida, NY 10921 6375 Clark Ave., Suite 202, Dublin. CA 94568 
Tel: 9t~1.....al Telex: 996608 Tel: 415-829-8228 
TeIefax: 9t~1-3192 TeIefax: 415-829-5403 
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Extending Fatigue Lives of Selected Alloys 
Rejuvenating treatments have been demonstrated. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
Experiments with three alloys have 

shown that some combinations of heat 
treatment, hot isostatic pressing, and/or sur
face treatment can extend the cycle lives of 
fatigue·damaged or fatigue·precracked 
specimens. Successful rejuvenation tests 
were conducted on MAR·M246(Hf) (OS)
a directionally sol idified, high-strength, 
nickel-based superalloy - and on the 
nickel-based alloy Inconel* 718. The 
results of tests of the titanium-based alloy 
Ti/5A1/2.5Sn ELI are inconclusive. 

For each alloy, tests were first done to 
determine the "baseline" high-cycle-fa
tigue lives and high-cycle-fatigue failure 
modes over a range of test conditions. 
Next, controlled fatigue damage was intro
duced into specimens, either by fatigue 
testing to a specified number of cycles or 
by growing a fatigue crack from a starting 

notch. Following this, the damaged speci
mens were subjected to candidate rejuve
nating treatments, then tested to failure. 
The effectiveness of each such treatment 
was judged by comparing the fatigue data 
of the damaged and treated specimens to 
the "baseline" fatigue data taken at the 
same test conditions. 

The high-cycle-fatigue life of fatigue
damaged MAR-M246(Hf) (OS) was signifi
cantly extended by a solution reheat treat
ment at 1,221 °C for 2 h followed by aging 
at 871°C for 16 h. Transmission electron 
microscopy provided evidence that the 
heat treatment reduced the density of dis
locations caused by fatigue cycling. 

Inconel* 718 containing a Single, large 
fatigue precrack was partly rejuvenated 
by electron-beam welding to seal the 
crack at the surface, hot isostatic pressing 

50 R.adlly Proc.ss.bl. 
Polylmld. 

55 Proc.s. Mak.s Hlgh-Gr.d. 
Silicon 

at a temperature of 982°C and pressure 
of 200 MPa for 3 h to heal the crack, and 
solution and aging reheat treatment identi
cal to the standard heat treatment during 
manufacture. 

Annealing at 816 or 927 OC may extend 
the fatigue life of fat igue-damaged 
Ti/5A1/2.5Sn ELI: transmission electron mi
croscopy shows that this treatment re
duces the dislocation density. However, 
the rejuvenation results are clouded by 
large variations in the tests-specimen prop
erties. 
*Inconel is a registered trademark of the 
Inco family of companies. 

This work was done by D. E. Matejczyk 
of Rockwell International Corp. for Mar
shall Space Aight Center. For further in
formation, Circle 153 the TSP Request 
Card. MFS-27131 

Electrochromic Variable-EmiSSivity Surfaces 
Temperature could be controlled by altering infrared radiative properties. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

Experimental radiative-thermal-control 
coats have been made by vacuum depo-

INSERTION OF IONS 
IN ELECTROCHROMICALL Y 

ACTIVE LAYER 

sition of thin films that include electro
chromic layers. The absorptivity, em iss i-

vity, and reflectance of a suitably coated 
surface at various wavelengths can be 

Electrochromically 
Active Layer 

Ion 
Conductor 

Transparent 
Contacts 

Counter 
Electrode 

EXTRACTION OF IONS 
FROM ELECTROCHROMICALLY 

ACTIVE LAYER 

The Infrared Emissivity of the electrochromically act ive layer would be changed by applying a voltage to insert or remove Li atoms electro
chemically. The change would be reversible and continuously variable between the specified limits of the layered structure. 
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changed reversibly by the application of a 
suitable voltage between two of its layers. 
When fully developed, such variable-emis
sivity surfaces could be useful for the con
trolled radiative (for example solar) heating 
and radiative cooling of equipment or of in
habited rooms. 

The electrochromic materials of interest 
are the insertion compounds, in which 
small atoms can be inserted or from which 
small atoms can be extracted reversibly. 
One such compound is tungsten oxide, 
which interacts with lithium in the reversi
ble electrochemical reaction 

insertion 
W03 + xU+ + xe- UxW03 

extraction 
The insertion of U causes a change in 

optical properties due to the donation of an 
electron from U to the W03 host material. 
A host material without long-range crystal
line order (for example, amorphous WO~ 
becomes more absorptive, while a crystal
line material tends to become more reflec
tive. The wavelength dependence of the 
enhanced reflectMty or absorptivity (and, 

therefore, emissMty) depends on the na
ture and thickness of the host material. 

A typical coat might include an electro
chromically active layer of UXW03' a trans
parent ion-conducting (but otherwise solid 
and electrically insulating) layer of UAlF4, 

and an electrochromically passive coun
terelectrode of Ti02 or Nb20 s. The voltage 
would be applied to the active and counter 
layers through amorphous In20 3 contact 
layers, which are nearly transparent to in
frared radiation. 

Thus far, three versions have been test
ed: 
1. A structure of polyethylene terephthal

ate/Al/a-UXW03"iquid electrolytela-Nb2 
0s"n20 3, which is switched between a 
state of high solar absorptivity with high 
infrared emissMty and a state of moder
ate solar absorptivity with low infrared 
emissivity; 

2. A structure of glassllnp3/c-U xW03niq
uid electrolytela-Nb20s"n20 3, which can 
be switched between a state of low solar 
absorptMty with low infrared emissMty 
and a state of low solar emissivity with 

high infrared emissivity; and 
3. A structure of infrared-transmissive 

As:p3"n203/c-Ux W03"iquid electrolyte! 
a-NbPsllnp3' which can be switched 
between thermally reflecting and ther
mally transmitting (blackbody) states. 
The experiments show that a device can 

be adjusted continuously to a state be
tween its two extreme states. The energy 
density required for a complete transition 
between extreme states is less than 0.2 
Wh/m2 (720 J/m2). No holding voltage is re
quired because a device remains in its 0p
tical state until voltage is applied to change 
it. 

This work was done by R. David Rauh 
and Stuart F. Cogan of EIC Laboratories, 
Inc., for Marshall Space Right Center. 
For further information, Orcle 90 on the 
TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel. Marshall 
Space Flight Center [see page 16]. Refer to 
MFS-26032. 

PMR Composites of Increased Toughness 
Toughness is increased without sacrificing processability or hot strength. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
Addition-curing polyimide resin (PMR) 

polyimides are now gaining wide accept
ance as matrix resins in composites des
tined for high-temperature applications in 
engines. Considerable cost and weight can 
be saved by the use of fiber-reinforced 
polyimide composites in place of the 
metals currently used in the mO<:!nrately
high-temperature zones [up to 550 OF 
(288 OC)] of jet engines. 

The technology for the application of 
these advanced composite materials to jet 
engines is developing rapidly. A graph
ite/PMR polyimide air-bypass duct has re
cently been developed to replace the tita
nium duct currently used on the F-404 
engine that powers the Navy's F-18 fighter. 
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Other components currently under consid
eration for composite applications include 
engine-inlet guide vanes, first- and second
stage stators, and anti-iCing leading-edge 
wing panels. 

The Toughnesses of Old and New CompoSites were measured under Impact. 

A major concern in all of these applica
tions is the resistance of the material to 
damage by impacts at low velocities. Such 
impacts can cause hidden internal dam
age in composite structures. While initially 
the damage may not degrade the structur
al integrity of the component, load rever
sals from vibrations induced in the struc
ture under flight conditions can cause the 
damage to grow until the structure fails. 
This type of damage, which can result from 
dropped tools, runway debris, and the like, 
can occur in both the airframe structures 
and in the engine itself. 

NASA Tech Briefs, May 1988 

PMR polyimides, which exhibit excellent 
resistance to oxidation at high tempera
tures, are inherently brittle matrix resins. 
With the broadening interest in the use of 
composites to improve the performances 
of engines, there is an obvious need for a 
tougher PMR polyimide material more tol
erant to damage. 

Some newly identified PMR resin com
positions provide significant improvements 
in composite-shear-strain and low-velocity
impact properties. The resin composition 
that provided the best overall balance of 
composite toughness and retention of me
chanical properties at 600 OF (316 0c) with 
processability was obtained by substituting 
20 mole percent of the diamine used in 

PMR-15 resins with a diamine containing 
twice the number of flexible phenyl con
necting groups. 

The figures compare the properties of 
Celion 6000 graphite-fiber-reinforced com
posites, prepared from state-of-the-art 
PMR-15 resin, with those of the new PMR-T 
resin. The shear strain to failure and en
ergy absorbed during low-velocity impact 
shown for the PMR-T composites are 85 
and 25 percent higher, respectively, than 
the values shown for the PMR-15 compos
ites. While the glass-transition temperature 
of the composites was approximately 
50°F (28 OC) lower than that of the PMR-15 
composites, only a minimal difference in 
flexural strength of the two materials at 
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600 of (316 OC) [1 35 ksi (93 MPa) for the 
PMR-15 composite and 128 ksi (88 MPa) 
for t~ PMR-T composite] was observed 
after exposure to air at a temperature of 
600 of (316 OC) for 1,500 h. The increased 
ductility offered by PMR-T resins provides 
PMR composite materials with better resis
tance to impacts at low velocities, without 

sacrifice of processability or long-term 
mechanical properties at 600 of (316 OC). 

This work was done by Raymond D. 
Vannucci and Kenneth J. Bowles of lewis 
Research Center. Further information 
may be found in NASA TM87081 [NBS-
321481NSPJ. "GraphitelPMR Polyimide 
Composites With Improved Toughness." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (8XJ) 33fH7CXJ. 
LEW-14574 

High-Emissivity Coatings for High-Temperature Surfaces 
Plasma-sprayed coatings increase cooling by thermal radiation. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
High-emissivity coatings on high-tem

perature refractory surfaces greatly in
crease their rates of heat radiation. In 
radiatively cooled engines and heat pipes, 
such coatings can prolong life and allow 
operation at higher powers. 

A coating of zirconium diboride on tung
sten or molybdenum increases the emis
sivity of a surface to more than 0.6 at 
2,000 °c - more than twice that of the un
coated material. The coating is applied by 
plasma-arc spraying after the surface has 
been thoroughly cleaned and roughened 

to ensure adhesion. 
On the electrode of an experimental 

high-power radiation-cooled electric thrus
tor, the coating causes the operating tem
perature in a typical case to decrease by 
100 to 200 OC, preventing overheating and 
the resultant damage. The coating may 
also have potential applications in automo
tive engines: it could allow critical engine 
parts to operate cooler than they normally 
WOUld, by enhancing radiative heat trans
fer. 

This work was done by William D. 

Hydrogen/Air-Ignition Torch 
The torch is simple, reliable, and economical. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
A hydrogen/air-ignition torch has been 

devised for burning off excess hydrogen 
that accumulates in scrubber exhaust 
ducts. The torch consists of a welded con
centric double-tube assembly with gase
ous hydrogen flowing through the inner 
tube and the air flowing through the outer 
tube. The airflow cools the inner tube prior 
to flowing through openings in the inner 
tube and mixing with the gaseous hydro
gen. A spark plug connected to a constant
duty simple ignition transformer is thread
ed into the side of the torch and into the 
inner tUbe. The transformer is used to ex-

cite the spark plug for a period long enough 
to ignite the gas. After that, the transformer 
is turned off. 

To give constant assurance that the 
torch is lit, two type-K, open-ball , Olromell 
A1umel (or equivalent) thermocouples are 
spot welded to the exit end of the torch to 
monitor the air temperature near the 
flame. The torch operates at a mixture ratio 
of 6:1, and the flame leaves the torch at 
subsonic velocities. 

This torch is simple to operate, inexpen
sive, and very reliable. The burning of ex
cess hydrogen by means of this torch has 

Readily Processable Polyimide 

Deininger and David Q. King of Caltech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information, Orc/e 56 on the TSP 
Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent appfication has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive li
cense for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Coun
sel, NASA Resident Office-JPL [see page 
16]. Refer to NPO-17122. 

proven to be more economical than the 
previous carbon dioxide insertion tech
nique. 

This work was done by George A. Repas 
of lewis Research Center. Further infor
mation may be found in NASA TM-88882 
[N87-134701NSP] "Hydrogen Air-Ignition 
Torch." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487:4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (Em) 33fH700. LEW-14552 

A polymer exhibits resistance to hydraulic fluid, excellent processability, 
and extremely high adhesive strength. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

As part of an effort to develop tough, 
solvent-resistant thermoplastics for poten
tial use as structural resins on aerospace 
vehicles, a new processable polyimide 
was evaluated. The synthesis involved the 
reaction of a new diamine, 1 ,3-bis 2-(3-ami
nophenoxy)ethyl ether, with 3,3 ',4,4 t_ 

benzophenonetetracarboxylic dianhydride 
to form the polyamic acid and subsequent 
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conversion of it to the polyimide. Various 
physical properties of the polyimide were 
measured. Films, moldings, adhesive 
specimens, and compoSite specimens 
were prepared and evaluated. Of par
ticular interest is the extremely high 
titanium-to-titanium tensile shear strength 
of this polyimide. 

The polyimide was semicrystalline with 

a crystalline-melt temperature (T m) of 
242 OC and a glass-transition temperature 
(TJ of 150OC. After the Tm had been ex
ceeded, thermal annealing for several 
hours at 210 OC was unsuccessful in induc
ing crystallinity. Thermogravimetric ana
lysis showed 5 percent weight loss in air 
and in nitrogen at 373 OC and 408 OC, re
spectively. The melt viscosity of fully-imi-

NASA Tech Briefs, May 1988 



dized amorphous polyimide measured at 
210°C was 6x 106 P at a frequency of 0.1 
radls and 1 x 105 P at 100 radls. 

Transparent yellow films cast from N
methylpyrrolidone solutions of 95 percent 
imidized polymer and subsequently dried 
at 210°C gave tensile strength, tensile 
modulus, and elongation at 25 OC of 12,500 
psi (86.2 MPa), 391,400 psi (2.67 GPa), and 
4.0 percent, respectively; and at 93°C of 
9,500 psi (65.5 MPa), 291 ,000 psi 
(2.01 GPa), and 5.0 percent, respectively. 
Film specimens were bent back upon 
themselves and placed in this stressed 
condition in jet fuel, deicing fluid, and 
hydraulic fluid. After 24 h of immersion, no 
detectable sensitivity was observed. How
ever, after only a few minutes of exposure 
in methylene chloride (a component of 
paint stripper), pronounced crazing was 
observed. 

Transparent orange moldings were fab
ricated at 260 °C under 100 psi (0.69 MPa) 
and cut into compact tension specimens. 
The fracture toughness (Klc) at 25°C was 
2,670 psi-inY2 (2.93X106 N/m%), and the 
fracture energy (G lc) at 25°C was 
18.2 in.-lb/in.2 (3.19X 103 N/m). The surface 
of the failed specimens was highly crazed 
and moderately rough due to yielding. 

Standard Tim tensile shear specimens 
were fabricated at 260 OC under 100 psi 
(0.69 MPa) and tested. The average Tim 
tensile shear strength of 7,850 psi (54.1 
MPa) at 25°C was exceptionally high, pos
sibly the highest value ever reported for 
single lap specimens. The failure mode 
was essentially 100 percent cohesive. 
Strengths at other conditions were also ex
cellent except after immersion in boiling 
water for 72 h. The problem, however, was 
at the interface (adhesive failure) and not 
with the polyimide. Powdered aluminum 
filler reduced the strength somewhat at 
25 OC and increased the strength slightly at 
121°C. 

Small graphite fabric composites fabri
cated at 260 °C under 200 psi (1.38 MPa) 
have flexural strength, flexural modulus, 
and short-beam shear strength of 70,500, 
7,300,000, and 4,100 psi (486 MPa, 50 GPa, 
and 28 MPa) at 25°C, respectively. No 
testing was done at elevated temperature 
because of the low values obtained at 
25 °C. The significant finding of extremely 
high TilTi tensile shear strength for this 
polyimide in addition to its other properties 
Indicates a high potential for such aero
space applications as the adhesion of Tim 
substrates. 

This work was done by Paul M. 
Hergenrother of Langley Research Cen· 
ter and Frank W Harris and Mark W Beltz 
of the University of Akron. For further infor
mation, Orcle 72 on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel. Langley 
Research Center [see page 16]. Refer to 
LAR-13675. 
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u.s. SPACE CAMp® 

"It's the adventure of a lifetime!" 
-Astronaut Alan Shepard, 

first American in space 

Y oungsters in grades 4-7 can 
participate in 3- and 5-day 

programs at the exciting new 
U.S. SPACE CAMJ>® near 
Kennedy Space Center in 
Florida sponsored by America's 
original Merc..ury astronauts. 

From April 3 through 
August, experience micro
gravity trainers, spacesuits, 
"spacefood," mission prepara
tion and Space Shuttle flight 
simulations. You'l1 also get in
formation on the U.S. SPACE 
CAMP in Huntsville, AL and 
how to join the U.S. Space 
Club. 

In Florida, learn about 
launch operations by NASA and 
perhaps even see an actual 
launch! (Ask about discount for 
advance spring registration.) 

For information, can toll-free for an application. 
1-800-633-7280, Operator 3 Phones open nightly till 7:30 p.m. CST 
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GASKETS 
and seals of KAPTON are exception

ally durable. They are impervious 
to oil, gasoline and most chemicals 
and can withstand extreme pressure 

and temperature. 

BEllS 
of KAPTON endure millions of 

"stop and start," "bend and twisf ' 
cycles without the elongation or 

fatigue typical of rubber and other 
common materials. 

INSULATORS 
of KAPTON have unmatched 

dielectric and heat resistance making 
them ideal for applications 

where size, weight and operating 
temperatures rule out other 

materials. 

DIAPHRAGMS 
of KAPTON have an extraordinary 
fatigue life. They take millions of 

high pressure flexes yet maintain all 
critical properties for years of 

trouble- free performance. 

These parts made of KAPTON® have one thing in common. 
They survive where other materials fail. 

Du Pont KAPTON1 is an 
ultra-tough engineering mate
rial suited for uses where 
other materials such as poly
ester, rubber and even metals 
are prone to fail. 

KAPTON survives extreme 
temperatures (-269° to 400°C). 
It won't melt, drip, or propa
gate flame. It has remarkable 
tensile strength yet remains 
flexible over a broad range of 
temperatures. And it is 

1 KAPTON Is OIl Ponfs registered U.S. trademark 
for its proprietary poIyimide film. 

impervious to most chemicals. 
With these unique prop

erties, KAPTON can take real 
punishment It is tough enough 
for "under-the-hood" auto
motive uses. It is used in well
drilling and mining equipment 
where intense heat destroys 
lesser materials. KAPTON has 
even ventured to the moon 
as a radiation shield on the 
Lunar Excursion Module. 

For some 1hought -provoking 

ideas on how you might use 
KAPTON, please see the news 
clips on the following page. 
And for more information, write 
for our free brochure or call: 

Du Pont Company 
Room G50714 
Wilmington, DE 19342 
1-800-527-2601 

C[()PD8J> 
IIGo us ... a TIil OIN 
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Process Makes High-Grade Silicon 
Reactants and electrolyte are recycled to yield 
a relatively pure product. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 

A process produces metallurgical
grade silicon from quartz sand. In contrast 
with some conventional processes, the 
process does not involve odorous or toxic 
substances and proceeds at a lower tem
perature. 

Uke conventional processes, the new 
process is based on the reaction of silicon 
dioxide with aluminum, which yields silicon 
and aluminum oxide: 3 Si0 2 + 4 AI -+ 3 
Si + 2 AlP3' However, the aluminum for 
the new process is taken from an operating 
aluminum-electrolysis cell, and the PJ20 3 
product is returned to the same cell. The 
aluminum is thus continually recycled and 
purified, and the purity of the silicon is 
therefore high as well . 

One of the starting materials for the 
process is 99.5-percent-pure silica sand 
from natural deposits. (Sand of lower purity 
can be used, but must first be beneficiat
ed.) The sand is introduced into a holding 
furnace that contains aluminum and elec
trolyte (molten cryolite) from the electroly
sis cell (see figure), and the resulting mix
ture is heated to a temperature of 1,000 to 
1,050 "C. A molten aluminum/silicon alloy 
accumulates in the furnace. The alloy is 
transferred to a preCipitator, and the elec
trolyte, now rich in PJP3' is returned to the 
electrolysis cell. 

In the precipitator, the alloy is cooled to 
700 "C, causing globules rich in sil icon to 
SOlidify, leaving a melt rich in aluminum. 
The mixture is transferred to a separator, 

CryOlite 
(Electrolyte) 

Precipitator 

where the solid silicon is extracted and 
passed to a purifier. The molten aluminum, 
containing about 12.6 percent silicon -
close to the eutectic composition - is re
turned to the electrolysis cell . 

In the purifier, the solid silicon is treated 
with molten cryolite that contains Si02. The 
residual aluminum in the solid silicon re
acts with the Si0 2 to form additional solid 
silicon. The PJ20 3 thus produced dissolves 
in the electrolyte and is returned with it to 
the electrolysis cell. The electrolyte also 
contains some Silicon, but the material is 
not wasted because it is recycled. The 
solid sil icon can be recovered directly by 
remelting at 1,410 °C or purified further by a 
salt that is more readily removable than 
cryolite, by leaching or by a vacuum treat
ment. 

This work was done by Rudolf Keller of 
EMEC Consultants for Johnson Space 
Center. For further information, Circle 9 on 
the TSP Request Card. 

In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title 
to this invention. Inquiries concerning 
rights for its commercial use should be ad
dressed to 

EMEC Consultants 
R. D. 3 Roundtop Road 
ExfXJrt, PA 15632 

Refer to MSC-21323, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 

Electrolyte 
Enriched With 
AI203 
and Containing 
Some 510 2 and Sl 

Hlgh·Grade Silicon 
---. (99.95 to 99.99% Pure) Out 

Aluminum and Electrolyte flow to and from an aluminum-electrolysis cell at various stages 
of the silicon-producing process. The electrolyte is molten cryolite. 
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IRON ATTACHMENT PREVENTS 
SCORCHING 
KAPTON prevents scorching of delicate fabrics. 

KAProN engineer
Ing matenal keeps 
fabncs safe even at 
hot iron tempera 
tures. That's a key 
reason why IRON 
Ali II" has become 
one of the most 
successful products 
made by Stacy In
dustries, WOOd
Ridge, NJ. The iron 
cover prevents 
scorching and facil
itates safe pressing 
of fragile fabr ics. 
IRON ALL II '" uses 
5-mils of KAPTON 

sealed in a rounded triangular metal casing. "This 
versatile product is a favorite of consu mers 
because it prevents scorching while eliminating the 
need for a press cloth. Users can press pleats 
and creases on the right side of the fabric, without 
causing it 10 shine," says Jean Accard i, product 
manager. 

Circle Reader Action No. 600 
ULTRA TOUGH DIAPHRAGMS 
KAPTON rep/aces rubber "under- the-hood" 

"Rubber has a long history d performance under some 
pretty tough condrtions," says Ken Grass of Astroseal, 
an Old Saybrook, Connecticut-based manufacturer of 
diaphragms, gaskets. seals, and other punched parts, 
"but when it comes to under-the-hood automotive 
use, KAPlON has some clear advantages. 

Grass says KAPlON engineering material is par
ticularly suited for automotive use because it IS imper
vious to gas, oil and most chemicals, yet remains 
functional to 800"F. And, unlike rubber, rt isn~ prone to 
swelling, even with continual exposure to fuel. Grass 
also says KAPTDN, whICh provldes 27 thousand PSI 
tensile strength, is stronger than ClOSS-linked polymers. 

"KAPlON can take millions of flexes wrthout a fail
ure," he says. "~ a design engineer is concerned about 
fatigue hfe, particularly in a harsh under-the-hood en
vironmen~ KAPlON is often a better choice than rubber.' 

Astroseal Corp. makes nat and brmed parts to exact
ing standards from a wide range d engineering matenals. 

Circle Reader Action No. 601 
SEAMLESS BELTS. 
KAPTON passes .0001 inch tolerance test. 

If you wan t a tape recorder or other precision 
instruments to have steady drive speeds and stable 
speed rallos, you need rugged seamless belts to 
drive the pulleys. And, the belts must be preCisely 
uniform In thickness. These are two good reasons 
why Barry Instrument Corporation in Orange, Calif., 
uses KAProN engineering material to manufacture 
seamless belts. Barry Instrument president Larry 
Zielke says, "KAPTON is extremely uniform In 
thickness, stable in extreme enVIronments and the 
ultimate in reliability. Also," says Zielke, "we have 
increased Ihe amount of work a KAPlON belt can 
do by coating it with urethane to improve Its coeffi
cient of friction:' 
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Real-Time 
UNIX® 
for Digital 

Signal 
Processing 

Everyone's talking about it now, but 
we've been shipping it since 1982. 
And we've continued to set the real
time standard every year since. 

Today scientists, engineers and OEMs 
can choose from a whole family of 
MC680201030 multiprocessor 
computers, from 2 to 20 MIPS, 
designed for demanding applications 
in data acquisition, measurement 
and control, C3I, GIS, and real-time 
simulation. 

HOW CAN REAL~ UNIX 
HELP YOUR DSP PROjECf? 
Call or check the reader service 
number below for these 
compIiment2ry materials. 

DSPAppIiadooNola 
LeamhOwyourmostknowlcdgcable 
colleagues are meeting computing 
chaIlengcs Uke yours. 
tJncIenImdin8lal.:nmc UNIX 
A comprehensive overview by 
Professor John Henize. 

1·800·451·1824 
(MA 617-Q92~2()()) 

unMASSCOMP 
One Technology Way, 
Westford, MA 01886 

UNIX Is a nglstered trademar_ Of AT&T Bell Labs, 
MASSCOMP and RTU are registered trademaru Of 
MassacbwellS Computer Corporation 
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COSMIC: Transferring NASA Software 
COSMIC. NASA's Computer Software Manage

ment and Information Center, distnbutes soft
ware developed with NASA funding to industry, 
other government agencies and academia 

COSMIC's inventory is updated regularly; new 
programs are reported in Tech Briefs. For addi
tional information on any of the programs describ
ed here, circle the appropriate TSP number. 

If you don't find a program in this Issue that 
meets your needs, call COSMIC directly for a free 

Computer Programs 
These programs may be obtained at a 
very reasonable cost from COSMIC, a 
fac ility sponsored by NASA to make 
computer programs available to the 
public. For information on program 
price, size, and availabil ity, circle the 
reference number on the TSP and 
COSMIC Request Card in this issue. 

0M8ChaDICI 

Unsteady Flow in a 
Supersonic Cascade 
With Shocks 

The operating range of 
turbomachinery for which 
stability can be calculated 
is extended. 

The computer program TIPS (Two In
Passage Shocks) calculates unsteady lifts 
and moments on a compressor blade if the 
relative mach number is supersonic and if 
there are two shock waves in the blade 
passage. It accounts for three-dimensional 
effects in observed flows by using a hypo
thetical blade shape in a two-dimensional 
cascade. There is enough flexibility in the 
choice of blade shape to accommodate a 
desired entrance angle, exit angle, bound
ary-layer thickness, and stage pressure 
ratio at a given entrance mach number. 

The model divides the mean flow into re
gions of uniform or one-dimensional flow in 
which t~e solutions for the superimposed 
unsteady flow can be found successively. 
The analysis makes use of previous solu
tions for unsteady flow in cascades and 
over an oscillating wedge. 

Six flow conditions are chosen in the 
range of parameters for which the two
shock model is valid for studies of flutter in 
torsion and bending. It is found, in keeping 
with previous results from a single-shock 
model, that in each case the instability in-

review of programs in your area of interest. You 
can also purchase the 1988 COSMIC Software 
Catalog, containing descnptions and ordering in
formation for available software. 

COSMIC is part of NASA's Technology Utiliza
tion Network. 

COSMIC! - John A. Gibson, Director, (404) 
542-3265 
The University of Georgia, 382 East Broad Street , 
Athens, Georgia 30602 

creases with decreaSing frequency. 
The analysis of unsteady flows in blade 

rows has been facilitated by the use of 
models for the underlying steady flow that 
permit the governing differential equations 
to be written with constant coefficients. 
This has been true for both supersonic 
flows and mixed flows with single shock 
waves in which the mean flows were as
sumed to be uniform. Numerous experi
ments, using both pressure sensors and 
laser anemometers, have shown that mUl
tiple shock waves are common in the tip 
regions of the blades, especially near the 
operating point of the compressor. One of 
the frequent patterns observed in the 
experiments includes an oblique shock 
wave at the leading edge of each blade and 
a nearly-normal shock wave at the trailing 
edge. It is that flow this program address
es. 

A model for the mean flow incorporates 
the two shock waves and modifies the ac
tual blade surfaces to account for the ef
fects of three-dimensional flows. Three 
mean-flow domains are modeled as either 
uniform or one-dimensional flow so that the 
greatest use can be made of previous solu
tions for unsteady flow in a duct and flow 
around an oscillating wedge. Considerable 
use is made of the analysis previously 
developed for the flow in a blade passage 
in the presence of a single normal shock 
wave. The range of validity of the model is 
estimated, and six numerical examples are 
calculated, covering the intervals of inlet 
mach number and stage pressure ratio for 
which the model is valid. 

This model for a supersonic blade row 
with shock waves has extended the oper
ating range of turbomachinery for which 
calculations related to stability can be 
made. Based on the Single configuration 
explored here, the model is appropriate at 
an entrance mach number " 1.3 at the 
lowest applicable stage pressure ratio and, 
for any pressure ratio, at entrance mach 
numbers higher than those of the single
shock model. The calculations for specific 
cases show that in this operating region 
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Have you ever set up an ex
periment and had the test 
results drift over time? We 
call this mysterious pheno
menon "creep." It could be 
caused by something as 
seemingly insignificant as 
minute changes in tempera
ture at the test area. 

~ 
--------l ON - lO" rad 

25-

~Iure 1 DIY . • '·e 
2'-

T"l'" ,Hou, 

As temperatures change, 
differences in the coeffi
cients of expansion of the 
various materials can cause 
the positioners to wander off 
from their initial positions. 

At Klinger Scientific, we 
know why other manufactur
ers build their positioners of 
aluminum. It can be easier 
and less expensive. But we 
just can't bring ourselves to 
do it. 

All our stages are made of 
thermally matched materi
als, stainless steel and hard-

ened tool steel. Rockwell 
Grade 60, to be exact. 

ONLY HARDENED 
TOOL STEEL CAN 
STAND UP TO OUR 
WAY OF WORKING. 
We use just one type of 

material, the best, because 
it's the best way yet devised 
to keep the creeps out of our 
stages and your tests and 
measurements. 

Tool steel has another im
portant advantage. Because 
it's so incredibly hard, we 
can grind the guide bear-

ing V-ways absolutely flat 
and straight. 

So our carriages move 
smoothly on their ball bear
ing slides with essentially 
zero trajectory error. 

Klinger stages are sensi
tive to better than one mi
cron. With repeatabil ity to 
one micron. 

NOW YOU CAN 
AFFORD KLINGER 

PRECISION. 
Kl inger manufactures over 

200 linear stages, with travel 
ranges up to 1.5 meters, and 

over 100 precision rotational 
stages. Everyone is compat
ible with every standard opti
cal table. And we provide 
adaptor plates if you need 
to convert from metric to 
English mounting surfaces. 

Best of all , we've made 
our products more price 
competitive without compro
mising, in any way, the high
est standards our customers 
expect from Klinger Scientific. 

So you no longer have to 
settle for less than the finest. 
You can bu ild your systems 
with Klinger parts and never 
worry about errors creeping 
into your work again. 

To find out more about the 
complete Klinger line of 
micropositioning systems, 
call or write Klinger Scientific 
Corporation, 999 Stewart 
Avenue, Garden City, NY 
11530. (516) 745-6800. We'll 
tell you more about our new 
pricing structure and send 
you a free copy of our micro
positioning handbook. 

Building better positioning systems, 
pIece by perfect piece. 

U_S.A. Headquarters: 999 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, NY 11530 (516) 745-6800. 
Regional Offices: orthern California (415) 969-0247; Southern California (714) 999-5088. Worldwide distribution network: Contact 

Micro-Controle, Z.l. de St. Guenault,I3.P. 144,91005 Evry Cedex, France. TeI.33(1)64 .97 .98.98. FAX 33(1)60. 79.45.6l. 
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the presence of shock waves has a strong 
influence on the unsteady flO'# and that the 
tendency for instability at 10'# frequencies 
observed in the single-shock model per
sists in the two-shock model. The thickness 
ratio appears to have significant influence 
on the stability of the fIO'vV at high frequen
cies. 

The program is written in FORTRAN IV 
and run on an IBM 3033 with 370TSSoper
ating system. 

This program was written by Frank B. 
Molls of lewis Research Center and 
Willis H. Braun. For further information, Cir
c/e 84 on the TSP Request Card. 
LEW-14339 

Computing Flows Over 
Wavy Surfaces 
Wind/wave interactions, 
drags, and related 
phenomena can be 
predicted. 

WAVEGEM is a package of algorithms 
developed to study two-dimensional tur
bulent flow past wavy surfaces. The com
ponent programs include (1) PROFILE - a 
program that creates initial equilibrium tur
bulent flat-plate prOfiles for a given flO'# 
condition, (2) OONMAP - a conformal
mapping program, and (3) WAVY - the 

program for electric analog, 
parameter thermal analysis 

now with 

58 

FLlliNT 
ional, two phase fluid flow 

arbitrary fluid flow networks 

Circle Re.der Action No. 450 

two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation 
solver, which simulates flO'# over a wavy 
surface. The WAVEGEM package can be 
used to estimate the effects of waviness in
troduced through fabrication and to study 
interactions between wind and waves. It 
can also be applied to the examination of 
the reduction of drag on wavy walls. 

The typical problems studied with 
WAVEGEM are flO'NS over stationary wave 
trains, the amplitudes of which are much 
smaller than the wave number. The geo
metrical coordinates of a wavy surface 
over 1 wavelength are fed to OONMAP. 
OONMAP uses fast and efficient conform
al-mapping techniques to develop an or
thogonal grid system. The mapping coeffi
cients and physical grid coordinates are 
held in mass storage. OONMAP also per
forms a linear interpolation of the input ve
locity field using measured data or values 
calculated from PROFI LE to create a ve
locity field in the computational domain at 
time zero. 

The evolution of flO'# at subsequent 
times is determined by WAVY, which 
solves the .Reynolds-averaged Navier
Stokes equations with higher-order 
Fourier/Chebyshev spectral techniques. 
The primary input to the programs includes 
the free-stream velOCity, viscosity, skin-fric
tion coefficients, thickness of the boundary 
layer, and the geometrical specification of 
the wave. The output of WAVY consists of 
short-cycle printed tables containing pres
sure at the wall, velocity at a point above 
the wall, friction drag, pressure drag, and 
Reynolds number. 

WAVEGEM is written in FORTRAN 66 
for batch execution and has been imple
mented on the CDC CYBER 17(}series 
computers operating under NOS with a 
central-memory requirement of approxi
mately 200K (octal) of 6(}bit words. The 
program was developed in 1986. 

This program was written by John C. Un 
and Barbara H. Pitts of NASA's Langley 
Research Center ard R. Balasubramanian 
of Cambridge Hydrodynamics, Inc. For fur
ther information, Circle 26 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 
LAR-13659 

Space-Station-Interior 
Noise-Analysis Program 
The intelligibility of speech is 
evaluated for specified 
acoustical environments. 

The Space Station Interior Noise Analy
sis Program (SSINAP) predicts the noise 
levels and the associated interference to 
speech that will occur in a space station. 
SSINAP is an analysis tool for optimizing 
the acoustic design of a space station with 
respect to communication by speech. The 
program makes a systematiC prediction of 
the noise and vibration environment of a 
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craft defined by the user and evaluates the 
relative acceptability of the predicted en
vironment for effective communication by 
speech. Although designed for a space 
station, SSINAP can be applied to any sys
tem of rectangular or cylindrical acoustical 
spaces contained by known structures. 

The user describes the space station as 
a group of physical subsystems. SSINAP 
performs a statistical energy analysis 
(SEA) of the total vibroacoustic system for 
each of nine octave bands centered at fre
quencies ranging from 31 to 8,000 Hz. This 
is coupled with a model for predicting the 
intelligibility of speech on the basis of a 
speech-transmiSSion index (Sfl). SSINAP 
computes the STI for any room in the 
space station. 

The space station is defined as a series 
of structural elements and airspaces. A 
connectivity matrix describes the complex 
transmission paths in terms of acoustical 
and vibrational power conveyed between 
coupled elements of the system. The acous
tical and vibrational input to each subsys
tem can be entered directly by the user or 
can be calculated by the choice from a 
menu of equipment sources, including 
heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning 
systems; ac and de motors; pumps; and a 
variety of fans. 

SSINAP calculates the power lost in 
each subsystem due to the absorption of 
sound, internal damping, and friction. A set 
of SEA linear equations is solved to pro
duce the unknown panel velocities and 
acoustic pressures. The Sfl is then calcu
lated, given the geometrical specification 
of the room, directMty factors, and the 
listener's age and location. 

SSINAP is menu-driven with an exten
sive data-checking/editing facility. The in
put can be stored as a file for future use, 
saving time and enabling easy alteration of 
such data as absorption coefficients, 
power levels, and impedances. 

SSINAP is written in MicroSoft FOR
TRAN Version 3.3 for interactive execution 
and has been implemented on an IBM PC 
operating under PC DOS Version 2.1 with a 
central-memory requirement of approx
imately 175K of &bit bytes. The program 
was developed in 1987. 

This program was written by Eric 
Stusnick of Wyle Laboratories for Langley 
Research Center. For further information, 
Circle 24 on the TSP Request Card. 
LAR-13766 

Spectrum-Analysis Program 

Minerals can be identified 
in geological images. 

The Spectral Analysis Manager (SPAM) 
computer program was developed to ena
ble easy qualitative analysis of multidimen
sional data from imaging spectrometers. 
Imaging spectrometers provide sufficient 
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spectral sampling to define a unique spec
tral signature for each pixel. Thus, the di
rect identification of materials for geologi
cal studies becomes possible. 

SPAM provides a variety of capabilities 
for interactive analysis of the massive and 
complex sets of data associated with multi
spectral remote sensing. In addition to nor
mal image-processing functions, SPAM 
provides multiple levels of online help, a 
flexible command interpretation, graceful 
recovery from errors, and a program struc
ture that can be implemented in a variety of 
environments. SPAM was designed to be 
oriented visually and friendly to the user, 
with the liberal employment of graphics for 

rapid and efficient exploratory analysis of 
data from imaging spectrometry. 

SPAM provides functions to enable such 
arithmetical manipulations of the data as 
normalization, linear mixing, band ratio 
discrimination, and low-pass filtering. 
SPAM can be used to examine the spec
trum of one pixel or the average spectrum 
over a number of pixels. SPAM also sup
ports the segmentation of images, fast 
matching of spectral Signatures, the use of 
a library of spectra, the analYSis of mix
tures, and the extraction of features. Fast 
matching of spectral Signatures is per
formed by use of a binary spectrum-encod
ing algorithm to separate and identify 

The 
"Look and Feel" 

CAE Users 
Have Been 
Looking For 

Use Visionics' Sup er 
HI-Res graphiCS board 
for workstation (1284 
x 960) graphiCS on a 

PC platform, or use 
standard CGA or EGA 
graphics. 

Introducing EE Designer III 
The fact is that today's CAE 
software systems have a lot of 
features. The problem is that 
you have to read a huge man
ual or go to a HELP screen to 
find the feature you need. 

Finally, an integrated desktop 
CAE software system with all the 
features you need plus an ergo
nomic user interface that lets 
you easily find and access them. 

EE DeSigner III combines on
screen function prompts with a 
graphic-based hierarchical menu 
structure. So whether you're 
capturing a schematic or Auto
Routing your printed circuit 
board you can always find the 
function you need. 

At only $3995, no other CAE 
tool can match the features of 
EE Designer ill: 
o Supports 2 mb of UI/M EMS 

memory 
DOn-line Netlist Capture 
o Forward and Back

Annotation of Multipage 
Schematics 

o Analog and Digital Circuit 
Simulation 

o Full SMT Support 
o 1 mil Grid Resolution 
o 45° Memory AutoRouting 
o Fabrication/Assembly 

Drawing Support 

===~=..=.===-=~e -- --. -~ --- -~.- . .. . ~ .. --.. -~ WI.AlI.VjWI.IIAI 
CORPORATION 
343 Gibraltar Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 
(408) 745·1551 • 1-800-553-1177 
Telex: 346352 Fax: (408) 734,9012 
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mineral components present in the scene. 
The same binary encoding enables the 

automatic clustering of spectra. Spectral 
data can be entered from a digitizing tablet, 
stored in a user library, compared to the 
master library containing mineral spectral 
standards, and then displayed as a time
sequence spectral movie. The output plots, 
histograms, and stretched histograms pro
duced by SPAM can be sent to a line print
er, stored as separate red, green, and blue 
files on disks, or sent to a quick color re
corder. 

SPAM is written in C for interactive ex
ecution and is available for three different 
computing environments. There is a DEC 
Vt>:tNMS version with a central-memory 
requirement of approximately 242K of 8-bit 
bytes, a DEC Vf4XJTAE version, and a ma
chine-independent UNIX 4.2 version. The 
Vf4XJTAE implementation is designed to in
teract with the TAE program supplied by 
the user and includes standard VICAR
labeled sets of image data. (Both TAE, 
Transportable Applications Executive, and 
VICAR, Video Image Communication and 
Retrieval, programs are available sepa
rately from COSMIC.) The display devices 
currently supported are the De Anza and 
Raster Technologies display processors. 
Other 512 x 512 resolution color display 
devices may be added with minor code 
modifications. The program was devel
oped in 1986. 

This program was written by J. E. 
Solomon, M. Lee, A. S. Mazer, and M. 
Martin of Caitech for NASA's Jet Propul
sion Laboratory. For further information, 
Circle 30 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-171BO 

~ MalhemaUcs and 
~ InlOrmatlon SCIences 

NASKERN Program 
Tests Computers 
A "benchmark" program 
exercises computers on 
a set of standardized 
problems. 

A test computer program, NASKERN, 
has been developed for use by the Numeri
cal Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) project 
to aid in the evaluation of the perform
ances of supercomputers. NASKERN con
sists of seven test-kemel programs that 
perform computations typical of super
computer calculations at NASA Ames 
Research Center. It is expected that the 
performances of supercomputers when 
running this program will provide accurate 
projections of the performances of these 
computers on the actual computer codes 
of the NAS program. 

60 

The seven programs all emphaSize the 
vectorized performance of a modem com
puter system. Each program is independ
ent and consists of various looped floating
point operations. The programs include the 
follCM'ing: 
1. A matrix product; 
2. An in-place, complex, radiX-two, fast 

Fourier transform; 
3. Parallel O1oIesky decoolposition; 
4. Block tridiagonal matrix solution; 
5. Gaussian elimination; 
6. Creation of ~rtexes from boundary con

ditions;and 
7. Simultaneous inversion of three matrix 

pentadiagonals. 
NASKERN calculates performance statis
tics based on checks of accuracy, the 
number of operations performed, running 
times on the central processing units, and 
the resulting rates of calculation in terms of 
the number of floating-point operations per 
unit time. 

NASKERN is written in FORTRAN 77 for 
batch execution and can be implemented 
on any machine with 64-bit precision. It has 
been run on a CRA Y supercomputer under 
COS with a central-memory requirement of 
approximately 500 K of 64-bit words. 
NASKERN requires a machine-dependent 
clock-timing subroutine. The program was 
developed in 1986. 

This program was written by David H. 
Bailey of Sterling Software for Ames 
Research Center. For further information, 
Circle 138 on the TSP Request Card. 
ARC-11726 

Subroutines for Image 
Processing 
Dozens of functions and test 
programs are included. 

The Image Processing Ubrary comput
er program, I PU B, is a collection of subrou
tines that facilitate the use of a COMTAL 
image-processing system driven by an HP 
1000 computer. IPUB uses an HP driver to 
direct all communications between the HP 
and a COMTAL Vision One/20 system. 
Dozens of functions are supplied, along 
with a test program for each function. Each 
IPUB function takes the form of a FOR
TRAN subroutine invocation with appropri
ate parameters. 

The functions include the addition or 
subtraction of two images with or without 
scaling, display of color or monochrome 
images, digitization of the image from a 
television camera, display of a test pattern, 
manipulation of bits, and clearing of the 
screen. IPUB also provides the capability 
to read or write points, lines, and pixels 
from an image; read or write at the location 
of a cursor; and read or write an array of in
tegers into COMTAL memory. The docu
mentation catalogs the subroutines alpha
betically and hierarchically for use as a 

cross-reference guide. 
IPUB is written in FORTRAN 77 for interac

tive execution and has been implemented 
on an HP 1000 computer operating under 
RTE VI with a central-memory requirement 
of approximately 64K. I PUB is intended for 
use by those familiar with the COMTAL Vi
sion One/20 image-processing system. 
The program was developed in 1985. 

This program was written by Nettie D. 
Faulcon and James H. Monteith of lang. 
ley Research Center and Keith W. Miller 
of the College of William and Mary. For fur
ther information, Circle 57 on the TSP Re
quest Card. LAR-13620 

Network Queueing System 
This program directs traffic in 
a UNIX-based network. 

The Network Queueing System (NOS) 
computer software provides batch and 
device queueing facilities for various com
puters comprising a networked UNIX envi
ronment. Running as a collection of user
space programs, NOS provides facilities 
for remote queueing, request routing, re
mote status, queue-access controls, 
batch-request resource-quota limits, and 
remote output return. NOS was developed 
as part of an effort aimed at tying together 
diverse UNIX-based machines into 
NASA's Numerical Aerodynamic Simula
tor Processing System Network. 

The NOS architecture was deSigned 
with the following 10 goals: 
1. Provide full support for both batch and 

device requests; 
2. Support all of the resource quotas en

forceable by the underlying UNIX kemel 
implementation that are relevant to any 
particular batch request and its corre
sponding batch queue; 

3. Support remote queueing and routing of 
batch and device requests throughout 
the NOS network; 

4. Modularize request-SCheduling algo
rithms so that schedulers can be easily 
modified at individual installations; 

5. Support restrictions on access to the 
queue through user· and group-access 
lists for all queues; 

6. Enable networked output retum of both 
output and error files to possibly remote 
machines; 

7. Allow mapping of accounts across ma
chine boundaries; 

8. Provide friendly conflQuration-m<Xlifica
tion mechanisms for each installation; 

9. Support status operationS across the 
network, without requiring a user to log in 
on remote target machines; and 

10. Provide "hooks" for the possible future 
implementation of file staging O·e., CW/
ing specific files to the execution ma
chine). 
Three types of queues (batch, device, 

and pipe) are supported by NOS. Batch 
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queues do not require a specific device 
other than the CPU resource of the ma
chines; that is, they consist merely of shell 
scripts executed without any associated 
terminal. A device queue is for requests 
that require the direct services of a specific 
device, such as a line printer. A pipe queue 
exists to transport requests to other batch, 
device, or pipe queues at possibly remote 
machine destinations. The pipe-queue 
mechanism is responsible for routing and 
delivering requests to other queues in spite 
of machine failures, lack of owner authori
zation at some destinations, insufficient 
space, disabled queues, and other rejec
tions. All NOS network conversations are 
performed by use of the Berkeley socket 
mechanism as ported into the respective 
vendor kernels. 

NOS is written in the C language and 
runs under both System V and Berkeley 
UNIX, and has been ported to various 
hardware environments, including DEC 
VAX, Silicon Graphics IRIS, Amdahl 5840 
mainframes, and the CRAY-2 and CRAY
XMP machines. NOS has a central-memo
ry requirement of approximately 160K of 
8-bit bytes on a DEC VAX computer. The 
NOS daemon must reside on every com
puter in the network. NOS requires the 
nmap utility, which is supplied as part of the 
NOS package. The program was devel
oped in 1986. 

This program was written by Brent 
Kingsbury of Sterling Software, Inc., for 
Ames Research Center. For further infor
mation, Circle 21 on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Ames Re
search Center [see page 16]. Refer to 
ARC-11750. 

Calculating Numbers to 
Arbitrarily High Precision 
The PITEST program 
is a package of fast 
routines for performing 
multiprecision arithmetic. 

The PITEST program is a package of 
subroutines that perform arithmetic on 
floating-point numbers of arbitrarily high 
precision. PITEST can also work on very 
large integers by treating them as floating
point numbers with enough precision to 
represent their integral values exactly. Mul
tiprecision computations are important in 
public-key cryptography, Bessel-function 
evaluation, and as tests for the integrity of 
scientific computer systems (testing both 
equipment and FORTRAN compilers). 

The main program of PITEST calculates 
the value of ft, the ratio of the circum
ference of a circle to its diameter, using two 
algorithms recently discovered by the Bor
weins. PITEST is capable of calculating ft to 
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several billion digits, although the program 
as delivered will calculate only 25,000 
digits. 

Once the multiprecision package has 
been verified by obtaining the same result 
for 1T by the two supplied calling programs, 
then it may be used confidently for applica
tion programs. This package contains sub
routines to perform multiplication, division, 
and the extraction of square roots by use of 
subroutines based on such sophisticated 
techniques as fast Fourier transforms. The 
use of these subroutines can dramatically 
reduce the demand on computational 
resources when arithmetic of high preci
sion is required. 

PITEST is written in FORTRAN n for 
batch execution and can be implemented 
on any computer with 60-bit or 64-bit 
floating-point arithmetic. PITEST has been 
implemented on a CRAY-XMP supercom
puter under COS with a central-memory re
quirement of approximately 160K of 64-bit 
words. It has also run on an IBM PC with a 
math coprocessor. PITEST requires a 
machine-dependent clock-timing subrou
tine. The program was developed in 1986. 

This program was written by David H. 
Bailey of Sterling Software for Ames Re
search Center. For further information, 
Circle 22 on the TSP Request Card. 
ARC-11725 
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Atomizer 
Particles are sprayed in 
drops of evaporating liquid. 

Ames Research Center, 
Moffett Field, California 

An improved atomizer for use in a wind 
tunnel (see Figure 1) generates a well-de
fined spray of uniformly sized liquid drops 
and solid particles for use in laser Doppler 
velocimetry or visualization of the airflow 
about a model. The atomizer does not dis
turb the airflow measurably at the model. 
In contrast with conventional atomizers, 
the new one is less bulky and can therefore 
be inserted through a small access hole in 
the wind-tunnel wall. 
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The major structural component of the 
atomizer is an air-supply tube that spans 
the wind tunnel (see Figure 2). Orifices for 
air are placed at evenly spaced locations 
along the downstream side of the tube, 
wherever a spray is required. A liquid-feed 
tube is silver soldered or otherwise fast
ened along its entire length to the air-sup
ply tube on each side of the line of orifices 
for air. Orifices for liquid are drilled in the 
sides of the liquid-feed tubes facing each 
other, adjacent to the orifices for air. 

Figure 1. Placed Near the Wind-Tunnel Inlet, the atomizer sprays evaporating liquid contain
ing solid particles into the wind-tunnel airflow. The particles are entrained in the flow and 
scatter light, thus enabling the flow to be observed optically. One end of the atomizer slides 
on a stationary pin to accommodate thermal expansion and contraction. 

The distance between the liquid-feed 
tubes is about 70 percent of the diameter 
of the orifices for air, so that the air flowing 
out of the orifices creates a venturi effect. 
Because the liquid-feed tubes are re
strained from vibrating away from the air
supply tube, the fluid jets do not become 
distorted and form large droplets, as they 
can in some conventional atomizers. 

The liquid-feed tubes are joined at one 
end; they could be made by suitably bend
ing one piece of stainless-steel tubing. With 
this shape, the tubes can be cleaned by cir
culating a cleaning fluid through them, 
without having to remove the atomizer 
from the wind tunnel. 

For proper seeding of the wind-tunnel 
airflow, the sprayed mixture should consist 
of uniformly sized microscopic particles in 
a liquid that evaporates quickly before the 
spray reaches the wind-tunnel test section. 
One such mixture is 0.2 weight percent of 
V2-~-diameter polystyrene-latex spheres 
in alcohol or an alcohoVwater solution. A 

Atomizer 
Air-Supply 

Tube 

Liquid-Feed 
Tube 

Orifice 
for Liquid 

Orifice 
for Air 

' .. 

typical air-supply pressure, air-{)rifice dia- Figure 2. Air Rows Through a Narrow Space between two liquid-feed tubes. A liquid/particle 
meter, and liquid-orifice diameter are mixture from the tubes enters the spray, forming uniform droplets. 
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400 psi (2.8 MPa), 0.180 in. (4.57 mm), and 
0.015 in. (0.38 mm), respectively. 

The atomizer can be used in supersonic 
and transonic wind tunnels. With suitable 
spacing of the orifice groups, the sprays 
from the separate groups consolidate into 
one large fan-shaped spray. The width of 
the spray can be chosen via the number 
and spacing of orifice groups. The thick-

ness of the spray can be altered by chang
ing the distance between tubes, the air 
pressure, and/or the orifice size. Thus, the 
spray can be configured so that it does not 
deposit obscuring particles on the obser
vation parts and does not clog the porous 
boundary-layer suction plates of the wind 
tunnel. 

This work was done by Henry L. B. 

Seegmiller of Ames Research Center. 
For further information, Circle 15 on the 
TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel. Ames Re
search Center {see page 16]. Refer to 
ARG-11631. 

Designing Shafts for Long Life 
Fatigue lives are affected by many factors. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 

M improved method has been devel
oped for choosing the sizes of pcM'er-trans
mitting shafts for limited or unlimited service 
lives under a variety of operating conditions. 
In essence, the method replaces some tra
ditional simplifying approximations and 
guesswork by more-refined design equa
tions based on considerations of metal 
fatigue. The method will be especially 
beneficial where critical compromises 
have to be made between shaft weights 
and reliabilities or where the penalties of 
shaft failure are severe. 

The basic problem is to estimate the dia
meter required for a shaft to survive a spe
cified number of cycles under an expected 
sequence of steady or variable-amplitude 
loads. Preferably, the analysis for a given 
shaft would begin with the experimental 
determination of its curve of stress ampli
tude versus number of stress cycles to 
failure under the appropriate mean loading 
condition (see figure). However, in the 
absence of full fatigue-life data, the 
analysis is based on a nominal-stress-life 
approximation, in which a straight line on a 
log-log plot connects the true fracture 
strength at 1 cycle to the fatigue limit of the 
shaft at 106 or 107 cycles. 

A number of factors are introduced to 
modify the stress levels and slopes on the 
log-log fatigue-life plot for the effects of en
vironmental, geometrical, and loading con
ditions likely to be encountered in service. 
These factors are based on previous ex
perimental and theoretical determinations 
of the effects of surface finishes, tem
peratures, the inclusion of more inherent 
defects with increases in size, stress con
centrations at splines and keyways, press
fitted collars, residual manufacturing 
stresses, and corrosion. 

The effects of variable-amplitude load
ing are treated by expressing a compli
cated, irregular loading history as a series 
of constant-amplitude events and by invok
ing the Palmgren-Miner linear-damage 
rule. This rule assumes the accumulation 
of damage at a linear rate without regard to 
the sequence of loading and in some 
cases may have to be replaced by more
complicated cumulative-damage theories 
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The Stress Versus Fatigue Life of a proposed shaft deSign Is plotted, then modified to ac
count for expected operatl ng conditions and used to calculate a shaft diameter requi red for 
a given fatigue life. Ifthe diameter of the shaft represented by the plot equals or exceeds the 
required diameter, the shaft is considered adequate. 

that express the effects of different load se
quences. 

In some applications of the new deSign 
method, it was shown that occasional cy
clic overloads reduce the fatigue strength 
considerably or else require the use of a 
much larger shaft diameter. The sensitivity 
of shaft fatigue life to bending stress was 
found to depend primarily on the tensile 
strength and the overall fatigue-life
modifying factor: the life might vary with 
stress to the -14th power for a small, 
smooth, high-strength-steel shaft or to the 
-5th power for a large, rough, heavily 

notched, low-strength-steel shaft. 
This work was done by Stuart H. 

Loewenthal of lewis Research Center. 
Further information may be found in NASA 
TM-87354 [N86-27661INSP], "New Meth
odology for Shaft DeSign Based on Life Ex
pectancy." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 336-4700. 
LEW-14517 
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Measuring Fan·Blade-Tip Displacements 
Magnets and Hall-effect transducers are used to monitor 
tip-tcrshroud clearances. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

The fan blades in a wind tunnel are sub
jected to a myriad of forces during servioe. 
The material, construction, and age of the 
blades and the temperature, humidity, and 
density of the tunnel fluid combine w~h the 
turning speed and the resultant centrifugal 
loads to influence the size of the space be
tween the fan blades and the wind-tunnel 
shroud. If this space becomes critically 
small, scuffing between the tip of the fan 
blade and the surface of the shroud could 
result in catastrophic failure of the fan set 
and consequential damage to the fan-driv
ing system. 

A technique has been developed for dy
namically measuring the clearance be
tween the fan-blade tip and the shroud. 
This technique entails mounting a perma
nent magnet in the end of the fan blade and 
monitoring the tip-to-shroud distance by 
use of the output of Hall-effect transducers 
affixed to the surface of the shroud. The 
Hall-effect transducers provide real-time 
information. By placing magnets in each 
fan-blade tip, a complete set can be moni
tored sequentially as each blade rotates 
past the sensor. Further, the placement of 
multiple magnets in each blade at leading 
and trailing edges and the monitoring of the 
times of relative peak outputs at corre
sponding sensors afford an opportunity to 
ascertain dynamically the presence of 
twist within the blade. This ability to meas
ure dynamically the tip displacement and 
the blade twist would Significantly enhance 
the analYSis of such blade-performance 
parameters as the mounting scheme, ma
terials, construction, service performance, 
and life expectancy. 

The permanent magnet affixed to the 
radial-tip surface of the fan blade should 
have a low mass and positive means of at
tachment because the magnet and cap
ture assembly are subjected to centrifugal 
forces commensurate with the mass and 
the rotary speed. Also, the field of the 
magnet must be sufficient to traverse the 
tip (magnet)-to-shroud distance and excite 

the transducer. These criteria are satisfied 
by a small, commercially-available rare
earth magnet that has a mass of only 
2.59 g and produces a magnetic-flux den
sity of 350 G at a distance of 0.200 in. 
(5.08 mm). 

The Hall-effect displacement transduc
er should have a stable, accurate, and 
linear output at relatively high levels. It 
should be small and easily configured, both 
electrically and mechanically. Again, a 
commercially available model was found 
to satisfy the requirements. This sensor 
has a linearity of ± 1.5 percent and a sensi
tivity of 7.5 ± 0.2 mV/G. 

The displacement-measurement tech
nique is based on a transducer output pro
portional to the sensed magnetic-flux den
sity and to the corresponding separation. 
This information can be used in two basic 
ways. First, the level of the output is moni
tored to ascertain the displacement, and 
this signal is usable as a real-time alarm 
parameter to prevent scuffing of the blade 
tip and resultant catastrophic failure. Sec
ond, the time of peak sensor excitation can 
be compared between multiple blade
magnet/sensor sets to ascertain dynami
cally changes in the aerodynamic shape. 

This technique has already been suc
cessfully demonstrated on a laboratory 
prototype. Although the technique was 
developed for wind tunnels, it should have 
potential application in many rotating 
machines, provided that the surrounding 
materials are nonmagnetic and that the 
temperatures are not severe. 

This work was done by Robert F. Berry, 
Jr., of Langley Research Center. No fur
ther documentation is available. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, Langley Research Center [see 
page 16]. Refer to LAR-13722. 

Simplified Drag Analysis for Nozzles 
Measurements, graphs and calculations are combined 
to give realistic and convenient estimates. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

A hybrid empirical/analytical method 
gives a fast, fairly accurate estimate of the 

viscous-flow loss caused by wall friction in 
a nozzle. Purely analytical assessments, in 
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Figure 1. Making a Pressure Survey of the 
nozzle is the first step in determining drag. 
The quantity p 1pc is the ratio of the pres
sure measuredby a pitot tube to the cham
ber pressure. For this graph, the gas is air, 
and Pc is 149 Ib/in.2 (1 .03 MPa). 

contrast, are inexact; and detailed point
by-point measurements to obtain tempera
tures, velocities, and densities are time 
consuming and costly. 

The hybrid method can be applied to jet
expansion devices in turbines, compres
sors, and a variety of other equipment. The 
medium may be liquid, vapor, or gas mov
ing at speeds ranging from subsonic to 
supersonic. The results can be used to pre-
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Figure 2. This Mach·Number Profile is a 
graph of the ratio of squares of the local 
mach number (M ) to that at the edge of the 
boundary layer (Md), plotted against the 
ratio of distance from the wall (y) to the noz
zle exit radius (Ra). The curves represented 
by three different values of the shape factor 
(a) are fitted to the data points. 
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dict the performance of a nozzle, to deter
mine the effects of design changes, and to 
verify computer solutions. 

First, pitot-tube measurements are 
made at various distances from the wall to 
obtain the pressure distribution in the 
viscous boundary layer (see Figure 1). 
Next, the pressure readings are converted 
to mach numbers, and an analytical ex
pression for the mach-number profile of 
the boundary layer is fitted to the mach 
numbers derived from the pressure (see 
Figure 2) by adjusting a shape factor (a) in 
this expression. 

Other quantities that must be measured 
or calculated include the boundary-layer 

thickness (d), the nozzle exit radius (R~, the 
ideal-thrust coefficient (C), the gas-dyna
mic nozzle-throat area (A), the wall pres
sure (pJ, the chamber pressure (PJ, and 
the mach number at the edge of the boun
dary layer (M~. The ratio of the drag loss 
(~l) to the ideal thrust (T) is then given by 

ATff = (2mSR;/aCA)(pJpJMJ 
[1 - exp( -d/R~] 

This work was done by W R. Wagner of 
Rockwell International Corp. for Marshall 
Space Flight Center. For further informa
tion, Circle 129 on the TSP Request Card. 
MFS-29Oro 

The cost is less than a centrifugal blower with comparable air flow. 

Plus these additional features: AMCO Engineering Co. 
• Static pressure up to 1.6" of H20. 3801 North Rose Street 
• Operating range from -30°C to +70°C. Schiller Park, IL 60176-2190 
• Can be mounted in virtually any plane. TWX: 910-227-3152 
• More air flow - SCFM Variable 445 to 540. FAX: 312-671-9469 
• Quieter operation. I 
• Longer life. f \-\-\-\ 1';'''1,.,.., 
• Less cabinet space required. . ...... _ . .... 

Call Toll Free1-800-833-3156 for further information and your free full line 
Cooling Devices Catalog #803. In Illinois Call 3121671-6670. 
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Tool Extracts Smooth, 
Fragile Tubes 
When a laterally compressible 
tube is too slippery to pull, a 
simple tool does the job. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, 
Alabama 

A handtool grasps a smooth, laterally 
compressible tube so that it can be pulled 
from a retainer without slippage and with
out damage. The tool consists of three 
linked sections of steel tube with sticky rub
ber on the inside and handles on the out
side (see figure). 

With the sections open, the user places 
the tool around the tube to be pulled. The 
user closes the tool and latches it. With the 
tool locked around the tube, the user gently 
pulls on the handles. The rubber lining grips 
the part without slipping so that the pulling 
force exerted by the user extracts the part. 
The lining applies pressure uniformly 
around the circumference of the part and 
thus prevents even thin-walled tubes from 
being crushed. 

This work was done by Fred G. Sanders 
of Marshall Space Right Center. For fur
ther information, Orcle 139 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel. Marshall 
Space Flight Center{ see page 16].Refer to 
MFS-28185. 

Books and Reports 

These reports, studies, handbooks are 
available from NASA as Technical 
Support Packages (TSP's) when a Re
quest Card number is cited; otherwise 
they are available from the National 
Technical Information Service. 

Coupled Aerodynamicl 
Acoustical Predictions 
for Turboprops 
Acoustical predictions 
agree fairly well 
with measurements. 

A report discusses the use of coupled 
aerodynamicl and acoustical computer 
codes to predict the noise emitted by tur
bopropeller blades turning at supersonic 
tip speeds. Because the pressures for fuel
efficient flight have forced the reconsidera
tion of propeller-driven airplanes, there is 
an increasing need for such computations 
to evaluate the potential impact of noise on 
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CROSS SECTION - OPEN TOOL 

CROSS SECTION - LOCKED TOOL 

Hinged Sections of the Tool encircle the tube to be pulled. The user pulis on the handles to 
extract the tube. 

passengers and on communities along 
flightpaths. 

To predict the noise field, an existing tur
boprop-noise computer code by Farassat 
was modified to accept blade-pressure in
puts from a three-dimensional turbofan 
aerodynamical computer code by Denton. 
The unmodified Farassat code includes 
both the near- and far-field contributions 

from the blade panels, using blade-surface 
dipoles as the sources of nOise, and using 
separate formulations of the Ffowcs
Williams-Hawkings equation for the sub
sonic and supersonic portions of the 
blades. Separate integrations are done for 
the surface-pressure-dependent, surface
drag-dependent, and shape-dependent 
contributions to the total noise. 
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The unmodified Denton code solves the Euler equations by 
use of a finite-volume, time-marching solution of the equations 
of continuity, momentum, and energy. An input mesh must be 
sufficiently fine to resolve gradients near the leading and trail
ing edges of a blade and to resolve shocks wherever they 
might occur. The flow quantities propagate downstream, while 
pressure propagates upstream. 

The Denton code was modified by extending the calculation 
mesh to about twice the blade radius and by applying 
circumferentially-periodic rather than solid-wall boundary con
ditions in the region between the blade tip and the outer shroud. 
Outputs were added to serve-as inputs to the Farassat code 
and to generate color contour plots of flow variables. 

VERSATILE 
NISLIDE® POSITIONERS 

In the modified, combined code, the file of mesh pOints and 
corresponding normalized blade-surface pressures generated 
by the Denton code are read in the Farassat input subroutine 
for pressure-a two-dimensional linear interpolation routine is 
used to obtain the normalized pressure at the particular loca
tions required by the Farassat code. The interpolated normaliz
ed pressures are converted to the proper dimensions by 
multiplying them by the local relative-velocity head on the 
blade. 

Stackable • 2" to 90" long • 5 widths 

High strength 2024 
aluminum alloy 
track 

The modified, combined code was tested by applying it to 
a representative modern, highly swept turbopropeller of eight 
blades and a diameter of 0.622 m. Results are compared with 
corrected acoustic data measured in Jetstar flights. Predictions 
of the first and second harmonics are within 3 dB in directions 
within 200 of the propeller plane. 

Precision fit, 
improved, low 

friction polymer bearings, 
produce smooth travel and 

7 different screw pitches-in 
standard or high precision grades 

no side play 

This work was done by Bruce J. Clark and James R. Scott 
of Lewis Research Center. Further information may be 
found in NASA TM-87094 [N87-23598INSP}. "Coupled 
Aerodynamic and Acoustical Predictions for Turboprops." 

New catalog G has over 950 UniSlide assemblies 
including rotary tables & unique coarse and fine 

motion design 
CALL 800/642-6446 except NYS 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment required} from the 
National Technical Information Service, Springfield. Virginia 
22161 . Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. Rush orders may be 
placed for an extra fee by calling (800) 336-4700. 
LEW-14588 
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Behavior of Joint Seal in 
Solid Rocket Booster 
A combination of high 
pressure and large or 
rapid gap opening can 
cause failure. 

A report analyzes the behavior of the 
O-ring seals in the case of the Solid Rocket 
Booster. Numerical simulations of the tran
sient response of a seal are presented with 
measurements of relevant mechanical 
properties of O-rings to show that there is a 
range of operating conditions in which the 
seal can fail. 

The O-ring, made of a copolymer of vi
nylidene fluoride and hexafluoropropylene, 
has nominal major and minor diameters of 
12 ft (3.66 m) and 0.280 in. (7.11 mm), re
spectively. It is seated in a rectangular 
groove 0.216 in. (5.49 mm) deep in a steel 
clevis and is compressed into the groove 
by a steel tang. When the tang and clevis 
are in contact, the O-ring is fully com
pressed by 0.064 in. (1.63 mm), sealing 
against the tang and all three sides of the 
groove. 

The effects of out<>f-roundness of the 
case and the initial pressurization upon ig
nition (which causes a jump that restores 
roundness) combine to increase the sepa
ration between the tang and the clevis. 
With regard to the performance or failure 
of the seal, the issue is whether the resil
iency of the O-ring can keep the O-ring 
pressed against the clevis or whether a 
gap will form between the O-ring and 
clevis, allowing the pressurized exhaust 
gas to escape. 

The behavior of the O-ring seal was 
simulated numerically with the SPAR finite
element computer code. Although the vis
coelastic behavior of the seal is highly non
linear and changes with time, the linear 
SPAR code contributes to an understand
ing of the dynamic response. The first con
dition studied was the sudden separation 
of the tang and clevis after full compres
Sion, with various gas pressures from 0 to 
936 psi (0 to 6.45 MPa) applied to the 
O-ring cross section along the top 180°. 
The transient response was modeled as a 
superposition of 30 uncoupled vibrational 
modes of the O-ring in the frequency range 
of 2,000 to 8,000 Hz. The numerical results 
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showed that the gas pressure tends to 
force the seal back into the groove, pre
venting the O-ring from maintaining a seal. 

The next condition investigated involved 
some changes in the model and involved 
the sudden separation of the tang and 
clevis to a gap of 0.048 in. (1.22 mm) after 
initially compressing the O-ring by 0.046 in. 
(1.17 mm). A sonic condition with a pres
sure of 400 psi (2.76 MPa) was used to cal
culate the pressure distribution over the 
top of the O-ring, and again a superposition 
of vibrational modes was used to model 
the transient response. Although the linear 
elastic analysis shows a fast response, 
tests of O-rings indicated that at a tempera
ture of 25 OF ( - 4°C), the material does not 
respond rapidly enough to maintain a seal. 

The numerical simulation of a freely 
floating O-ring showed that it can translate 
to a sealing position faster than the gap
opening transient. Unfortunately, freely 
floating seals are not recommended by the 
manufacturer for operating pressures over 
200 psi (1.38 MPa). Additional tests of me
chanical properties at various tempera
tures show that the ability of a compressed 
O-ring to respond to the tang/clevis separa
tion decreases markedly with a decrease 
in temperature from 75 to 25 OF (24 to 
-4°C). 

This work was done by Carleton J. 
Moore of Marshall Space Aight Center. 
Further information may be found in NASA 
TM-86580[N87-17039/NSPJ. "SJ/id Rocket 
Booster Joint Seal Analyses. " 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 336-4700. 
MFS-28257 

Heating Distributions 
for Aeroassisted Vehicles 

Predicted and measured 
distributions are similar 
for two proposed shapes. 

The report discusses the anticipated 
distributions of temperature on symmetric 
and asymmetric large-angle blunt nose-

cone space vehicles re-entering the at
mosphere. The report is based on both 
measured data and data predicted by a 
mathematical model. 

The cone configurations are being con
sidered for use as possible aeroassisted 
orbital-transfer vehicles. Such vehicles will 
use aerodynamic forces to decelerate and 
to maneuver from high to low orbits. The 
aerodynamic environment during a trans
fer, although lasting only 10 minutes, will 
encompass several computationally com
plex flow regimes and phenomena. 

The report considers three cone angles: 
100°,120°, and 140°. The experimental 
surface-temperature data were obtained 
on specimens made of thermal-protection 
materials proposed for the vehicles. The 
eXperimental data are compared with pre
dictions from a boundary-layer integral ma
trix procedure with surface kinetics to de
termine how well the heating distribution 
over an asymmetriC cone could be ap
proximated by axisymmetric solutions for a 
cone and spherical segment. In addition, 
the report discusses a relationship be
tween the stagnation-point heat-transfer 
rate and the bow-shock standoff distance 
for the cones. 

The temperatur~istribution data from 
the symmetric and asymmetric cones are 
quite similar, the report notes. Predicted 
temperatures compare well with the meas
ured wall temperatures at the stagnation 
point but are slightly lower than the meas
ured temperatures over the conical por
tion. Bow-shock standoff distances in front 
of the asymmetric blunt cones are closer 
to the body than for the asymmetric cones 
because of the sonic-point location on the 
edge of the spherical segment. The rates 
of heat transfer to blunt cones at stagna
tion points are easy to estimate by use of 
the bow-shock standoff distance. 

This work was done by David A. Stewart 
of Ames Research Center and Paul 
Kolodziej of Sterling SJftware. To obtain a 
copy of the report, "Heating Distribution 
Comparison between Asymmetric and 
Symmetric Blunt Cones, Circle 101 on the 
TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercia/ use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Ames Re
search Center [see page 16]. Refer to 
ARC-11754. 
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Test Apparatus for Oversize Ball-Bearing Models 
A see-through machine enables direct observation and indirect measurements at moderate speeds. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

Enlarged scale models of ball bearings 
show the flow of lubricant and heat around 
the bearings. The scale models, used in a 
moderate-speed rotary test machine, obvi· 
ate difficult direct measurements on real, 
small, high-speed bearings. 

A combination of visual observation, in
frared measurement, and thermocouple 
mapping shows the flow and heating pat
terns on the inner and outer races, the 
cage, and the balls. The rotary test ma
chine (see figure) has transparent walls 
and working fluid. 

In the machine, the inner and outer 
races are heated by electrical resistance 
or induction. The rolling and static ele
ments of the bearing are monitored for 
speed, load, flow, and heating. The data 
are taken by high-speed cameras, by infra
red thermography, by thermocouples fixed 
on the outer race, and by supplemental 
thermocouples attached to the inner race 
and connected to external circuits via a 
slipring. The data are scaled by nondimen
sional techniques to the size, flow, and 
speed of a real bearing. 

The large-scale bearing enables the vis
ualization of such complex heating and 
flow patterns as those that occur in forced
convection nucleate and film-boiling situa
tions. &Jch patterns cannot be developed 
by analytical methods in cryogenic suberit
ical-pressure coolant flows of oxygen, 
hydrogen, and methane, for example. 

This work was done by William R. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad-

Outer 
Cylinder 

Support 
Bearing 

Bearings 
Under Test 

dressed to the Patent Counsel, Marshall 
Space Flight Center [see page 16]. Refer to 
MFS-292B4. 

Wagner of Rockwell International Corp. for 
Marshall Space Flight Center. No fur
ther documentation is available. 

A Model of a Ball Bearing, six times larger than the real bearing, Is rotated in a test machine. 
The transparency of the walls and the simulated lubricant reveal flow patterns and allow vis
Ible-light and infrared photographs to be made. 

Handheld Controller for Robotic End Effector 
This controller provides both position and force feedback. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A robot end-effector controller is equip- thus free to execute other control func- master controller. 
ped with position and force feedback. The tions. Moreover, because the manipula- Primitive forcelposition feedback sys-
controller accepts Simple control actuation tions through the finger do not require eye tems have used levers to transmit forces 
commands for claw control and provides contact, the operator can pay more atten- back to the operators. However, with these 
easily understood feedback functions all tion to other functions; hence, the con- cumbersome systems, it is difficult to ad-
through the same finger. Other fingers are troller can be integrated into a robot-arm just the feedback ratios. Many teleoperator 
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controls using joysticks provide feedback 
in either the force or the displacement 
mode only. At the moment of grasping, the 
mode could be switched from position to 
force; however, because the transition 
from claw movement to claw-grasp force 
is not instantaneous, the operator should 
have both feedbacks during the transition. 

The controller (see figure) provides two 
degrees of freedom for the feedback such 
that the operator can perceive two distinct 
sensations in his control hand. To control 
the end-effector motion, the operator ex
erts force on the trigger with a finger or 
pushes outwardly against the trigger guard 
for reversed motion. Strain gauges 
measure this force and translate it into 
electrical signals that regulate the end
effector motor. Claw motions or clamping 
forces are thus proportional to the trigger 
force applied by the operator. 

The trigger is "hard"; that is, it will not 
move in response to the operator 's 
squeezing force but will position itself in 
response to the claw position, with the trig
ger fully protruded for the open-claw posi
tion. The position-feedback servomotor is 

located at the base of the handgrip and 
operates through a spindle-and-linkage 
mechanism to pivot the trigger back and 
forth. 

As the end-effector claw exerts a clamp
ing force, the force-feedback loop sends 
control signals to the force-feedback ser
vomotor in the top of the grip. This causes 
the trigger to rotate about its longitudinal 
axis. Because the trigger surface is a con
cave cylinder the rotation is felt by the 
operator's finger as a tilting of the cylinder. 

This work was done by Bruno M. Jau of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, Orcle 149 
on the TSP Request Card. 

In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to 
this Invention. Inquiries concerning rights 
for its commercial use should be address
edto 

Edward Ansell 
Director of Patents and Ucensing 
Mall Stop 301-6 
California Institute of Technology 
1207 East California Boulevard 
Pasadena, CA 91125 

Robotic Tool-Exchange System 

The Hand Grip houses the controller. The 
end-effector force and position are fed 
back to the operator's hand through the ro
tation of the trigger and the rocking of the 
trigger guard. 

Refer to NPO-16732, volume and num
ber of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 

The relatively simple system uses a conventional power source to exchange tools. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

The robotic tool-exchange system (see 
figure) consists of a tool rack, which holds 
such tools as screwdriver bits, sockets, or 
twist drills, and the mechanisms that en
able a robotic end effector to pick up or 
replace a tool. Rotary power for the system 
can be supplied by a conventional source 
such as an electric motor or pneumatic or 
hydraulic mechanism. 

The tool rack is supported by a spring
loaded base that allows sufficient motion of 
the tool rack to reduce the requirement of 
positioning accuracy of the end effector. 
Each tool is stored in a slot in the base until 
needed. At that time, the tool previously in 
use is removed from the end effector by a 
special pawl-and-bracket mechanism. The 
tool slides toward the bottom of an empty 
slot until the tool-retaining pawls are 
spread apart by inclined planes on the dis
engaging brackets. The end effector is 
withdrawn from the rack, leaving the previ
ous tool in the rack. The end effector is 
then repositioned to insert the end of its 
shaft into the desired tool until the retaining 
pawls are seated on the tool. The upward 
motion of the end effector then removes 
the tool from the rack, and the tool inter
change is complete. 

Although several automatic tool ex
changers are already available, the spring 
mounting of the tool-rack base to provide 
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The End-Effector Design and spring-mounted tool-rack base make the tool-exchange 
system relatively simple and effective. 

some degree of freedom in positioning ac
curacy and the end-effector design for 
gripping the tools make this system rela
tively simple and effective. The system has 
been demonstrated at Langley Research 
Center for tool exchange in the replace-

ment of spacecraft modules. 
This work was done by Marlon A Wise 

and Barry S. Lazos of Langley Research 
Center. No further documentation is avail
able. 
LAR-13558 
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Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, handbooks are available from 
NASA as Technical Support Packages (TSP's) when a Re
quest Card number is cited; otherwise they are available 
from the National Technical Information Service. 

Simulating Unpowered 
Helicopter Landings 
Sensory cues are important 
in the simulation of emergencies. 

A report presents the results of an experiment with visual. aural, and motion 
cues in simulations of helicopter landings without engine power. Flight simula
tions offer safety for training pilots and for trying out risky maneuvers. Existing 
helicopter simulators, however, do not offer a realistic environment, particularly 
in sensory cues for nearilround, low-speed flight. Accordingly, the experiment 
evaluated the importance of various cues in difficult autorotation (ncrpower) 
landings. 

The automation experiment was conducted in the verticai-motion simulator 
at Ames Research Center with experienced pilots as the subjects. The perfor
mance of the simulator was varied, as were the content and details of the visual 
scene and the fidelity of the engine noise. 

The experimenters found that high-fidelity motion cues generally improve pilot 
performance. Smaller motion cues poorly tailored to the control task may 
distract a pilot more than no motion cues at all. A motionless simulator would 
be adequate, given enough training time. All the subjects found that they could 
attain skill in a motionless simulator if they had sufficient visual cues. 

Longitudinal linear acceleration assisted one pilot's judgment and timing. 
Lateral linear acceleration cues helped pilots in the cross-axis task of lateral and 
directional control. With the pilots' attention concentrated on speed and height 
during autorotation, lateral motion cues helped them control sideslip. 

The addition to the simulated landing scenes of such easily recognized scal
ing objects as people and vehicles helped pilots use the available visual cues. 
This is particularly important in the abstract, textureless scene in the usual 
computerilenerated image. Low-altitude height sensing-crucial to hovering 
landings-was difficult in all scenes generated by the image system used in 
the experiment. 

Sound cues are essential for a pilot during autorotation. The addition of subtle 
sound cues increased pilots' acceptance of simulations, and good low
frequency sound reproduction was especially important. 

This work was done by William A. Decker, Charles F. Adam, and Ronald 
M. Gerdes of Ames Research Center. To obtain a copy of the report, "Pilot 
Use of Simulator Cue:, for Autorotation Landings, " Circle 14 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this invention should 
be addressed to the Patent Counsel, Ames Research Center [see page 16]. 
Refer to ARC-11 715. 

Computing the Compliances of Gear Meshes 
The sharing of loads among 
gear teeth can be improved. 

A computer model simulates the compliance and the sharing of loads in 
a spur-gear mesh. This model adds the effect of rim deflections to previously·· 
developed, state-of-the-art gear-tooth-deflection models. By the use of the 
solid-body analysis as a lower bound and the rim analysis as an upper bound 
for the mesh compliance, reasonable approximations can be obtained for the 
compliance in a spurilear mesh . 

Furthermore, the model demonstrates that a rim on the large output gear 
in a spur-gear mesh can improve the load-sharing characteristics of the mesh. 
The improvement in load sharing reduces the fraction of the load upon a tooth 
of the driving pinion as the tooth enters the mesh. The effects of this reduc
tion in the initial load fraction are a potential reduction in dynamic loading on 
the tooth and an increase in the total compliance of the meSh, with consequent 
reduction of sensitivity to the errors in the distances between gears in parallel
path power transmissions. 

This model can be applied to a gear mesh composed of two external gears 
or an external gear driving an internal gear. This feature makes the program 
a good tool for the analysis and design of planetary transmissions. 

This work was done by D. G. Lewicki of Lewis Research Center and 
M. Savage, R. J. Caldwell, and G. D. Wisor of the University of Akron. Fur
ther information may be found in NASA TM-88843 [N87-1 08921NSP}, "Gear 
Mesh Compliance Modeling." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment required} from the National 
Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161 , Telephone No. 
(703) 487-4650. Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee by calling (800) 
336-4700. LEW-14554 
NASA Tech Briefs, May 1988 

~ ~1()torize(1 
Positioning St.tges 

AG's Hi-Precision X-Y Positioning Stages are avail
able in 2", 4" and 6" standard travel models. They 

consist of two identical, specially deSigned AG 
Ball Slide assemblies mounted in tandem driven 

by preciSion centrally located lead screws a~tuated 
by stepping motors. AG 's exclusive tapered wedge 
pre-load adjusting feature completely eliminates 

backlash and play. 
The X-Y or single axis 
stages are compact in 

design and may be mounted 
in any position . Custom 

applications are avail
able to your specifi

cations. Call or 
write for more 

information. 

Smooth,accurate 
linear motion for 
instrumentation, 
product design, 
machine design and 
gaging devices. All standard AG 
Hi-Precision Slides are available with 
either ball or crossed roller bearing ways in 
eight cross-sectional sizes and a travel range from 
'h to 15 inches for a total of 62 models from stock. 

(AG] AUTOMATION GAGES, INC. 
850 Hudson Ave .. Rochester, NY t4621 Dept. 245 
PHONE 716-544-0400 • 800-922-0329 

Circle Reader Action No. 453 

SCI ENTI FIC/ENG I N EERI NG 
GRAPHIC TOOLS 

for the IBM PC and compatibles 

FORTRAN/Pascal tools: GRAFMATIC (screen graphics) 
and PLOTMATIC (pen plotter driver) 

These packages provide 20 and 3D plotting capabilities 
for programmers writing in a variety of FORTRAN/Pascal 
environments. We support M5, R-M, LAHEY FORTRAN 
and more. PLOTMATIC supports HP or Houston Instru
ment plotters. Font module available too! 

Don't want to program? Just ask for OMNIPLOT! Menu
driven, fully documented integrated scientific graph'ics. 
Write or call for complete information and ordering in 
structions . 

GRAFMATIC-PLOTMATIC-OMNIPLOT [51 & [P) 
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Rotary Reactor Makes Large Latex Particles 
A machine reduces the gravitational effects that interfere with particle growth. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
A chemical reactor produces large latex 

particles - up to 100 J.lm in diameter. 
Previously such large particles could be 
produced only in the gravity-free environ
ment of space. On Earth, buoyancy and 
sedimentation prevented the polymeriza
tion reaction from continuing after the par
ticles grew larger than about 3 J.Il11. Stirring 
to prevent separation did not help; it had to 
be done so rapidly that it caused violent 
collisions and consequent flocculation of 
the soft, sticky particles. 

The new reactor includes a cylinder that 
rotates in a constant-temperature water 
bath (see figure). The slow rotation of the 

Chamber·Fluld 

cylinder mixes the reactants to prevent 
separation, while the bath ensures a uni
form reaction temperature. A stirrer in the 
cylinder provides additional mixing if need
ed. The rotation and stirring are gentle 
enough not to cause collision flocculation. 
The reactor chamber is completely filled 
with reactants; no air is present to mix with 
the contents and promote flocculation. 

A piston that constitutes an end wall of 
the reactor moves to accommodate the 
changing volume of reactants. The moving 
piston also drives a linear variable-differen
tial transformer (LVOD, the electrical out
put of which indicates the volume of the 

Water·Bath· 

in 
Reaclion·Chamber 

Wall 

Chamber·FI uid 
Fill Valve 

chamber and thus provides information on 
the stage of the polymerization reaction. 

The prototype reactor holds 235 ml of 
fluid. Although the variation in the size of 
the latex particles produced in this reactor 
is somewhat greater than the 2-percent 
variation of particles made in space, the 
product should become more uniform as 
latex recipes are improVed. 

This work was done by Dale M. Kornfeld 
of Marshall Space Flight Center. For fur
ther information, Orcle 156 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 
MFS-28214 

Piston/LVDT 
Assembly 

LVDT 
Output 

The Reaction Chamber Rotates while the polymerization of latex proceeds. A motor (not shown) at the far end of the machine turns the stirrer. 
The chamber is made of stainless steel with glass windows. 
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Holder for Shot 
Peening 
A fixture delimits the peened 
area precisely while boosting 
productivity. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, 
Alabama 

A fixture holds parts for shot peening, 
acting as a mask so that only a limited, 
predetermined area is exposed to the shot. 
While it helps to control the dimensions of 
the shot-peened area, the fixture also ena
bles workpieces to be loaded and unload
ed quickly. 

Turbine Blade 
To Be 
Shot-Peened 

The fixture was developed for the fabri
cation of turbine blades. Previously, the 
area to be treated was delineated by a soft 
mask of tape and rubber or plastic. The 
new hard fixture not only offers greater di
mensional stability and repeatability but 
also increases productivity. According to 
estimates, it will save about $100,000 in the 
production of 6,000 engines. 

This work was done by Bill E. Coker of 
Rockwell International Corp. for Marshall 
Space Flight Center. No further docu
mentation is available. MFS-29242 

NEW TOOL 

The New Fixture Ensures Small Tolerances essential for turbine blades. It can be opened 
and closed quickly so that a finished part can be removed and a new part inserted. 

Heat-8hrinkable, Seamless Fabric Tube 
Weaving produces a generally tapered shape; heat-shrinking gives a final shape. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
A seamless fabric tube under consider

ation for use in pressure suits like those 
worn by astronauts may also be useful on 
Earth for protective garments. The tube is 
woven in a tapered shape from polyester 
yarn. It is then placed on a heated mandrel. 
The beat shrinks the fibers so that the 
sheath thus assumes the shape of the 
mandrel. The sheath is then coated with an 
impermeable material. 

The fabric is a flexible supporting struc
ture for the coating and, therefore, im
pedes the wearer's movements as little as 

possible. Since the fabric is continuous, 
leakage is reduced, and excess thickness 
at the seams is eliminated. The garment 
made from this fabric is expected to be 
durable and to require less hand labor than 
does a sewn suit. 

The fabric is woven on a standard textile 
broadloom. The weaver removes warp 
yarns at predetermined locations to pro
duce a taper. Yarns may be removed from 
either or both edges or from the center of 
the warp beam. 

This work was done by Donat J. E. 

Assuring Precise LFC-Suction-8trip Porosities 

LaPointe, Laurence J. Vincent, and 
Lawrence T. Wright of Albany International 
Research Co. for Johnson Space Center. 
For further information, Circle 109 on the 
TSP Request Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent 
Counsel, Johnson Space Center [see page 
16]. Refer to MSC-21082. 

A masking technique is used in bonding perforated titanium sheets to substructures. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 
A technique has been developed to ob

tain precise control of the widths of per
forated titanium suction strips. This preci
sion is required for successful laminar-flow 
control (LFC) in flight environments. The 
exact strip widths must be maintained to 
achieve design suction porosities through
out fabrication processes. 

NASA Tech Briefs, May 1988 

During bonding of the perforated skins to 
trapezoidal fluted composite substructures, 
the skins, with electron-beam-perforated 
holes [O.OO25-in. (O.064-mm) diameter and 
O.025-in. (O.64-mm) center distances, typi
cal], are exposed to harsh etching solu
tions. Also, in the bonding of the composite 
pads with adhesive films to the skins and 

substructures, high temperatures and 
pressures occur during the autoclave cur
ing cycles, possibly causing resin and ad
hesive to flow and wick into the perforated 
holes. Thus, the fabrication processes that 
are needed for strong bond lines can be 
detrimental to the porosities of the LFC 
panel suction strips because these proc-
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three decades, 

• companies 
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on Houston 
Instrument. 

Now it's 
your turn. 

Houston Instrumelll, PRIORITY RESPONSE, and 
SCAN-CAD are trademarks of AMETEK, Inc. 

Select a Houston InstrumentT>l 
plotter, and you're not only opting 
for the best price/performance on 
the market-you're choosing an 
industry leader with a proven track 
record. For nearly 30 years, 
companies have relied on ill for 
quality products, reliable service, 
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Take ill's sleek new DMP-60 
Series plotters-they're designed to 
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agree: 

"Houston Instrument's DMP-61 
delivers a remarkable combination of 
high speed, gorgeous plots, and 
very competitive I 
price" Editor's Choice 

Dec 22, 1987 

HI's commitment to solid, 
innovative products is underlined 
by designed-in versatility. The 
SCAN -CADTM option lets a 
DMP-60 Series plotter double as 
a scanner. The Multi-Pen accessory 
speeds colorful, complex drawings. 
And ill's one megabyte buffer board 
lets the DMP-60 Series plot several 
originals-without tying up your 
computer. 

Proven performance, proven 
value-that's HI plotters. Flexible. 
Fast. Accurate. Software compatible. 
Reliable. And backed by ill's 
PRIORITY RESPONSE™ customer 
support programs which include 
overnight product-replacement 
service, leasing, and warranty 
coverage. 

All this from an industry leader 
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Instrument. 
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512-835-0900 or writing Houston 
Instrument, 8500 Cameron Road, 
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esses result in unpredictable margins and 
changes in hole sizes. 

Two masking techniques were devel
oped to maintain the design suction poros
ities throughout the panel-fabrication proc
esses. Prior to the use of these techniques, 
the porosities of the test regions were 
mapped, and the suction flO'N as a function 
of pressure was measured and plotted for 
comparison with the results achieved after 
fabrication. 

In the more successful of the two 
methods, the test area was masked with 
Mylar® polyethylene terephthalate tape 
over the suction strips 0.250 in. (6.4 mm) 
wide. The bonding lands were then taped, 
leaving 0.050-in. (1.3-mm) gaps to the 
taped suction regions. The gaps and the 
0.250-in. (6.4-mm) taped suction regions 
were then coated with two heavy coats 

[O.OO5-in. (0.13-mm) each] of maskant. With 
the maskant semlcured, the bonding-land 
tape was removed. The final masking oper
ation was to tape the back, or airfoil, sur
face 100 percent. After these precise 
masking operations, the perforated titani
um test sheet was processed, and com
posite pads were bonded between the suc
tion strips of the test sheet by autoclave 
using an adhesive film. 

Visual examination of the test area 
showed that very little etchant solution 
penetrated the O.05O-in. (1 .3-mm) maskant 
gaps. The flowing and wicking of resin and 
adhesive were also isolated from the 
porous strips. These protective maskant 
margins prevented any visual changes in 
the critical porous suction strips 0.250 in. 
(6.4 mm) wide. [Suction strips on flight ar
ticles could vary from 0.10 to 0.60 in. (2.5 to 

Ink.Jet Printer Forms Solar-Cell Contacts 
Contacts are formed in controllable patterns with metal-based inks. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A developmental ink-jet printing system 
forms upper metal contact patterns on sili
con photovoltaic cells. The system uses 
metallo-organic ink, which decomposes 
when heated, leaving behind a metallic, 
electrically conductive residue in the print
ed area. 

A cell to be printed is placed on an x-y 
positioning table beneath the printing head. 
The movement of the table and the pulses 
that command the printing head to squirt 
small drops of ink are coordinated through 
a digital data-processing system to form 
the specified contact pattern. 

The system (see figure) is controlled by 
a personal computer that acts alone or in 
communication with a mainframe comput
er. The personal computer will be used to 
create and edit programs that will display 
contact patterns on a color cathode-ray 
tube to facilitate design. When a design is 
acceptable, the personal computer will 
feed programs to a microcomputer for 
almost instantaneous printing of the pat
tern. 

The microcomputer contains 2K of elec
trically-programmable read-only memory, 
4K of random-access memory, and both 
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DIgital Prlntlng-H8.d-COntrol Circuits establish the contact pattern, which Is then deposited 
In the form of metallo-organlc Ink. 
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15.2 mm) by use of the same methods.] 
Subsequent suction-test results verified 
the visual inspections. The porosity of the 
test area after fabrication showed a very 
slight decrease, which was within a range 
that could be accounted for by normal 
tolerances and misalignments of equip
ment of the test console. 

This work was done by Frank H. 
Gallimore of McDonnell Douglas Corp. for 
Langley Research Center. For further in
formation, Qrcle 54 on the TSP Request 
Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel. Langley Re
search Center [see page 16]. Refer to 
LAR-13638. 

serial and parallel ports. Machine-code 
programs for general operation of the 
system and specific contact patterns are 
transmitted from the personal computer to 
the microcomputer through the serial port. 
The microcomputer translates the re
ceived programs into control signals for 
the printing-head and positioning-table 
control units. 

The printing-head control unit includes a 
group of pulse drivers and switches to se
lect 1 or more of 12 nozzles in the printing 
head. This unit also includes circuits that 
set the durations and amplitudes of the ink
jet-triggering pulses to the specified 
values. These pulses are sent to the print
ing-head driver on the printing-head'posi
tioning-table assembly. 

The positioning-table control unit in
cludes the indexing- and driving-circuit 
boards for both the x and y axes. The index
ing-circuit boards receive information on 
movements from the microcomputer in 
parallel fashion and respond by sending 
control signals to the drMng-circuit boards, 
which are connected to the stepping 
motors of the x-y table. The information 
from the indexing boards is also sent to the 
position indicator, which gives the position 
along each axis in a 4-digit display. 

The printing-head/positioning-table as
sembly contains the supply of ink and its 
pressure-control system, a controllable 
heater for the platform on the table, and the 
printing-head driver, which generates the 
large pulses necessary to actuate the 
piezoceramic drivers in the printing head. 
The system can print a pattern as large as 
2 in. (5 cm) square. In experiments, the 
system has produced contact patterns 
that yield cell efficiencies (in the absence 
of antireflection coatings) of 8 to 9 percent. 

This work was done by Paul Alexander, 
Jr., of Caltech and R. W Vest, Don A. 
Binford, and Eric P. Tweedell of Purdue 
University for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, Circle 
45 on the TSP Request Card. NPO-17172 
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TUFOlllS SUPfER/EIl 
THAN rEFLON~ 

When I first saw the data from our government's most 
prestigious laboratory charting their tests of TUFOI L, I al most 
fe ll off my chair. 
I know TUFOIL is a superior product. 
After all, I've been working on the prob
lems of dispersing Teflon® or Fluon® in 
oil since the early 1970's and getting 
patents allover the world. But here was 
confirmation from on high! My reaction 
was, " Wowl TUFOIL's slipperior than 
Teflon!" 
Their test data showed a steel on steel 
4-ball surface friction of .029 with re
markably low wear. I rushed to my library, 
grabbed a lubricant handbook to see if 
my memory was correct. Sure enough! 
Teflon was listed at .04. 
TUFOIL is not just a little slipperier than 
Teflon. It's a lot slipperier than Teflon. 
There was the handbook data right in 
front of me! 
People ask, "Why don't the auto and oil 
companies recommend TUFOIL?" It's 
simple. The big oil companies' profit 
comes from gasoline, not lubricants. The 
auto companies' comes from car sales. 
Just think. Some of our test cars are 
pushing 200,000 miles. If Detroit recom
mended TUFOIL, they might cut their 
sales in half .. . not likely! Some of our 
customers' cars are well over 200,000 
miles, with their engines purring like 
kittens. 
So it's up to you to decide for yourself, 
just as tens of thousands of our cus
tomers already have! 
People like you send us letters raving 
about improved starting, smoother op
eration, spectacular acceleration, gas 
savings and much longer trouble-free 
engine life. 
TUFOIL has been written up in presti
gious scientific journals, newspapers 
such as the Wall Street Journal, Boston 
Globe, New York Times and Christian 
Science Monitor and tested in Universi
ties and laboratories all over the world. 
The results are overwhelming! As far as 
we can see, TUFOIL has the lowest 

friction and wear of any known lubricant. 
TUFOIL is making history! 

For the last few years, we've been 
running full page award-winning ads in 
NASA Tech Briefs. In them, we call 
TUFOIL, " The Transistor of Lubrication." 
Our competitors are way back in the 
vacuum tube era with products primitive 
by comparison. No other lubritant even 
comes close. 
We're occasionally asked about lubri
cants that claim to be one-time engine 
treatments. The answer is simple! There 
is no record in the scientific literature 
that we've seen so far, that a one-time 
treatment by any lubricant will last the 
life of an engine. So don't bel ieve itl 

TUFOIL means big savings for you, your 
car and your machines! So rush your 
order now and get these marvelous 
benefits. 

• Increases acceleration 
• Boosts gas mileage 
• Easier starts-hot or cold 
• Makes engines run better, last longer 

Here's what some of our customers say. 
This customer wrote a beautiful 4-page 
letter raving about gas savings, easy 
starts. He went on ... 

"My acceleration was also noticeably 
increased and where my normal en
gine running temperature had been 
with the needle halfway between HOT 
and COLD, it is now only one third of 
the way in between." 

. . . R. w., Yarmouth Port, Ma. 

This customer got fantastic fuel savings ... 
"The use of TUFOIL in my autos has 
been so successful that I purchased a 
gallon of TUFOIL and now use it in my 
3 lawnmowers, garden tiller and 
shredder." 

... D. w., Seattle, Wa. - - ----- ------Frlr' ... Products based on 'UFO technology. Check 
one with each order of 2 bottles or more. Check 2 for each I 

rush my ... OIL order: 

MAKES YOUR CAR'S ENGINE 
WORK BETTER - LAST LONGER -

How To Use TUFOIL 
Just add one 8-oz. container of TUFOIL 
to your standard crankcase. (It'll treat 4 to 
5 quarts of engine oiL) If you want to 
super treat your engine, add two bottles! 
You will see the results in less than 1,000 
miles. Once your engine is broken in on 
TUFOIL, add 4 ounces (% bottle) with 
each oil change to keep new perform
ance levels. Use TUFOIL repeatedly over 
the life of your engine to help keep it 
purring like new! 

TRY ONE 8 OZ. BOTTLE OF TUFOIL 
FOR 30 DAYS OR 1000 MILES 

If you're not satisfied, simply send us 
proof of purchase with a note and we'll 
refund your money immediately-no 
questions asked. 
Send for TUFOIL today and prove to 
yourself the amazing increase in your 
car's performance. Fill in the coupon 
today. Or call TOLL-FREE any time, 24 
hours a day. 

1-800-922-0075. ~ 
(in New Jersey, call 201-825-8110.) ~ 

Fluoramlcs, Inc. NTB·58 

103 Pleasant Avenue I gallon order. Values range from $3.98 to $9.95." I 
D TUFOIL Gun-Coat - Super rust inhibited, smooth action I 
D TUFOIL Compu-Lube - Low viscosity for computer 

mechanisms I I D TUFOIL Lightning Grease - Easily sheared grease for I 

DONE B oz. bottle ... treat one car for 
$14.25 (plus $3.50 shipping and 
handling). See money back 
guarantee. 

Upper Saddle River, N.J. 07458 
My check or money order for $ __ is enclosed. 
Charge my credit card: 

o Am.Express 0 MasterCard 0 Visa 

I 
instruments 

D TUFOIL Lubit-B - General purpose, household use I 
I lubricant 
I F'" brochures ... 

D 30 Questions/Answers about TUFOIL 
I 0 "Fun with Superconductors"-we're leading that field I 

too! 
See NASA Tech Briefs 'or technical 
1986, 1987 and 1988. 
0 1987 Fluoramlct, Inc. 
FLUOH- IS reg T Molle! Amenca, Inc 
TEFLON- II reg. T M 01 DuPont· 
TUFOfLs IS reg T toll 01 Fluoramlcs 
U.S Pllen! No 4284 518 
U.S Patent No 4224 173 
US P.'eol No J.9JJ.656 
()(her US Palenrs ISSUed and pending. -----

When 
POPULI>oR MECI-lp.!-I\CS 

les
led 

TUfOIL. ,I ,opo,led 

'" _ " TUfOIL 's absolulOIy 
spec\aCllla, ~""~ _ .... -

D TWO B oz. bottles ... treat two cars 
for $25.00 (plus $4.00 shipping 
and handling) SAVE $6.00 

After you've tested TUFOIL and like it, 
buy a gallon of TUFOIL to share with 
your friends & save $159*11 

D ONE GALLON ... treat 16 cars lor 
$125.00 (plus $6.00 shipping and 
handling.) 

We ship within days! 
'over the single bottle price Bl GS 

Circle Seader Action No. 541 

Card No. ___________ _ 

Exp. Date ___________ _ 

Signature ___________ _ 

Name ____________ _ 

Address ___________ _ 
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State ______ Zip _____ _ 
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Algorithm To Design Finite-Field Normal-Basis Multipliers 
A way is found to exploit the Massey·Omura multiplication algorithm. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A generalized algorithm locates a nor
mal basis in a Galois field GF(2'") and ena
bles the development of another algorithm 
to construct a product function. Once the 
product function is defined, the design of a 
Massey-Omura multiplier is straightfor
ward. 

Finite-field arithmetic logiC is essential 
for some error-correcting coders and 
some cryptographic devices. There is a 
need for good multiplication algorithms 
that can be realized easily. The Massey-. 
Omura multiplication algorithm for finite 
fields is based on a normal-basis repre
sentation. The fundamental design of a 
Massey-Omura multiplier is based on a 
product function. Using the normal-basis 
representation, the design of a finite-field 
multiplier is simple and regular. 

The Massey-Omura multiplier obtains 
the product of two elements in the finite 
field GF(2m). In the normal-basis represen
tation an element in GF(2m) is squared by 
a simple cyclic shift of its binary digits. In 
normal-basis representations, multiplica
tion requires the same logic function for 
anyone bit of the product as it does for any 
other. The generation of adjacent product 
digits differs only in the inputs to the prod
uct function, which are cyclically shifted 
versions of one another. Hence, designing 
a Massey{)mura multiplier is exactly the 
same as designing a product function. A 
pipeline architecture suitable for very
large-scale integration has been devel
oped for a Massey-Omura multiplier of 
GF(2~. 

The Boolean Matrix, which defines the pro
duct function, is generated by an algorithm 
that starts with any element in the basis{a} . 

The design of a Massey{)mura multipli
er is based on a normal basis 

{a} = {a. a2, a22 , ... , a2"'-'}, 
which is the set of roots of an irreducible 
polynomial 

P(x) = xm+c 1xm- 1 + ... +cm 
In general, it is difficult to verify the linear in
dependence of the roots. Astraightforward 
way to do this is to represent a2~ i = 0, 1, 

... , m - 1, by m-<limensional vectors in the 
canonical basis {a} and then to check 
whether the m xm matrix formed from 
these vectors is nonsingular. For large m, 
this method ordinarily requires a great 
number of computations. 

The new algorithm makes it possible to 
locate a normal basis in any field G F(2~. A 
special m xm matrix F (a) must be set up, 
and its nonsingularity must be verified. 
However, the number of required compu
tations is reduced below what was previ
ously thought necessary: Due to some 
special properties of this matrix, the setup 
procedure requires only m, rather than the 
usual m2 entry computations; and the 
verification of the nonsingularity can be 
based on some quick-check rules. 

The new method (see figure) for defining 
the product function of the Massey{)mura 
multiplier uses the concept of the basis {fJ} 
that is dual to the basis {a} . The coefficients 
of the product function are the trace values 
of some particular elements in GF(2~ that 
can be computed by the chosen normal 
basis and its dual basis. The algorithm 
leads to a new matrix called the" Boolean" 
matrix, which defines the product function. 
Hence, the design of a Massey-Omura 
multiplier can be based on any arbitrary 
normal basis in GF(2~, which need not be 
the roots of the generator polynomial. 

This work was done by Charles C. Wang 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, Circle 
114 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-17109 

Algorithm for the Discrete-Optimal-Output-Feedback Problem 
The change in cost function due to a change in feedback gain is calculated. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

An algorithm for feedback control sys- modern control-law-design problem in law. This formulation enables the control 
tems considers the stochastic, infinite- which only a selected number of plant- designer to solve more-realistic control 
time, discrete-output-feedback problem for state variables are used, whereas prior problems using little trial and error. The ap-
time-invariant linear systems. The optimal- methodology required that all plant-state plication of the algorithm to this approach 
output-feedback problem formulates a variables be used in the feedback control indicates a fast rate of convergence and 

82 Update your NASA Tech Briefs qualification form every six months. NASA Tech Briefs, May 1988 



Connected via the RS-232 
or the IEEE-488 (GPIB) 
interface, the power of 
modern signal analysis 
call be easily realized 

or 608/273-5008 

NicOlet 'lest Instruments Division 
P.O.~:o.as 
..,225·2 Road 
:\! ad M1~l-G288 

The Scopes. Nicolet digital oscilloscopes offer ten times the accuracy and as 
much as one hundred times the resolution of analog oscilloscopes. A wide range of 
digitizer speeds provide solutions for virtually every measurement problem. Our 
latest plug-in module, the 4570, has 12-bit resolution at the unprecedented digitizing 
speed of 10 MHz. Accuracy does not have to be sacrificed for speed! Neither does 
sweep length. Waveforms composed of up to 16k data pOints are available regardless 
of the speed. Cursor readout of measurement values, "zoom" expansion to X256, 
continuously variable pretrigger data capture, and built-in disk drives all contribute 
to Nicolet's measurement expertise. 

From low cost portables to high performance laboratory systems, Nicolet digital 
oscilloscopes were the first and are still the best. 

The Software. Powerful, easy to use software packages are available for every 
Nicolet scope. Data transfers into the PC as well as mathematical data manipulation 
(FFf, integration, RMS, multiplication, etc.) can be accomplished without program
ming or computer expertise. Waveforms can be displayed on the PC screen, stored 
on the disk drive, and plotted on paper. The powerful new Waveform BASIC program 
can also operate as a waveform manipulation language. Using commands similar to 
standard BASIC, customized waveform calculations can be written qUickly and easily. 

Capture, analyze, store, and plot data with the convenience and ease of a Nicolet 
oscilloscope and Nicolet software. 

Nicolet 
"Instmments of Discovery" 

Clrcl. R •• der Action No. 350 
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considerable numerical reliability. 
Under loose constraints, the algorithm 

is theoretically guaranteed to produce a 
sequence of control gains with monotoni
cally decreasing costs and with cost gra
dients that converge to zero. Thus, the al
gorithm is theoretically guaranteed to 
obtain a critical point of the cost function 
corresponding to a stable gain. The critical 
point obtained need not be the global mini
mum of the cost function. 

The algorithm is currently being applied 
to design an outer-loop control system for a 
typical small transport jet aircraft. The pur
pose of the outer-loop system is to feed 
guidance errors back to the inner-loop con
trol system so that the aircraft tracks a 
three-dimensional flightpath. The numeri
cal results for this 13th-order problem 
show a rate of convergence considerably 
faster than that of two other algorithms that 
were used for comparison. 

This algorithm should be of considera-

ble value in work relating to automatic con
trol systems and for systems that are de
signed with digital techniques. It should 
have widespread application in terrestrial, 
aeronautical, and space systems. 

This work was done by Nesim Halyo of 
Information and Control Systems, Inc., for 
Langley Research Center. Further infor
mation may be found in NASA CR-3838 
[N84-31217INSP], "Investigation, Develop
ment, and Application of Optimal Output 
Feedback Theory: Volume I - A Conver
gent Algorithm for the Stochastic Infinite
Time Discrete Optimal Output Feedback 
Problem." 

Copies may be purchased [prepayment 
required] from the National Technical In
formation Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161, Telephone No. (703) 487-4650. 
Rush orders may be placed for an extra fee 
by calling (BOO) 3364700. 
LAR-13684 

Recursive Algorithm for Linear Regression 
The order of a model is determined more easily. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 

A linear-regression algorithm includes 
recursive equations for the coefficients of 
a model of increased order. Older algo
rithms were not recursive: when one in
creased the order of a linear-regression 
model, it was necessary not only to com
pute the linear-regression coefficient for 
the new variable but also to compute anew 
the coefficients of all the previOUS varia
bles. By enabling the updating of existing 
coefficients, the new algorithm eliminates 
some duplicative calculations and thereby 
facilitates the search for the minimum 
order of the linear-regression model that 
fits a set of data satisfactorily. 

The new algorithm is intended for use 
with a time sequence of samples of the 
quantity X, which varies randomly with 
time. In a linear-regression model of order 
m, the value Yof the m + 1 st sample of X is 
predicted from the preceding m samples 
by m 

Y = Em + l: Nt Xk 
k=1 

where AWis the mth-order regression 
coefficient for the Icth sample, Xk is the Icth 
sample of X, and Em is a residual term. 
There are several techniques for finding 
the regression coefficients that lead to 
"best" estimates of Y according to various 
criteria. The most common criterion and 
the one used here is that of the minimum 
mean squared error; that is, the regression 
coefficients are chosen to minimize the 
mean-square error between the predicted 
values Y and the measured values Xm + l' 

An auxiliary mth-order model is intro-

duced for the m + 1 st sample: 
m 

Xm+1 = vm + l: B': Xk 
k=1 

where the B'{i are also chosen for a least
square fit. The auxiliary model is multiplied 
by an arbitrary fraction Km and subtracted 
from the mth-order regression model. The 
value of Y is also formally expressed by the 
m + 1st-order model equation 

m+1 
Y = Em+1 + l:A~+1 Xk 

k=1 

The value of Km is then chosen so that the 
averages, over alll, of Em+ 1XJ and of 
{Em - Kmv~J are both zero. 

Then a direct term-by-term comparison 
of the m + 1st-order model with the mth 
model modified by the auxiliary model 
leads directly to the recursion formulas 

AW+1 = AW - K~W 
for the first m coefficients and 

Am+1 
m+1 = Km 

for the m + 1 st coefficients. 
The linear-regression concepts and the 

recursion formulas are applicable to sta
tionary stochastic processes. The random 
time series that can be characterized by 
such techniques arise in the processing of 
speech and images and in the analysis of 
vibrations and spectra. 

This work was done by S. V. Varanasi of 
Lockheed-EMSCO for Johnson Space 
Center. For further information, Circle 16 
on the TSP Request Card. 
MSC-21068 
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New on the Market 
Lixi Inc, Downers Grove. IL. has 
developed an x-ray workstation for 
inspection of surface mount devices 
(SMDs) and PC boards. The Lixi! 
M icrofocus Workstation magnifies 
even the smallest product defect over 
100 times, instantly displays the defect 
on a monitor, and produces a photo 
in under 20 seconds. The vertically 
mounted and enclosed x-ray unit 
allows for hands-free operation ; the 
SMD or PC board is simply slid into 
position for inspection . Lixi's work
station can be moved any-.vhere in 
the plant-even to the production 
line-for on-the-spot inspection . 
Circle Reader Action Number 778. 

The Eastman Kodak Company's Solid 
State Relay Group has introduced 
two new solid state relays, lOA and 
20A. which are easily PCB mounted 
for control circuitry. Both units switch 
loads up to 240 VAC and down to a 
0.3 power factor. Potential applica
tions include industrial equipment, 
business machines, and circuitry for 
processing controls. 
CirCle Reader Action Number 796. 

Honey-.vell Inc. of Denver, CO has 
released the Omnilight 8M36, a com
pact transient recorder featuring 
three recording modes: waveform, X
Y, and data logging. The waveform 
~unction allows for both digital and 
~nalog recording, while the X-Y func

Probing troublesome ICs is made tion permits recordings from real-time r-,iiiiiiii;;:;::::;;:;;;;;c:::::==;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;--1 
easier with INTELECT's I-C-LA TOR 16 signals or high frequency data cap
testing instrument, which enables tured in memory. Data logging 
users to quickly open loops, inject through the Omnilight provides a 
signals, and modify circuits. A virtual hard copy printout in alphanumeric 
" extension cord" for signals and volt- sequence. The portable recorder can 
age paths, the I-C-LATOR 16 can be be equipped with an RS-232C, re
applied outside the original assembly mote or GP-1 B and remote input/out
without card extenders. The user sim- put, enabling stored data to be trans
ply replaces the IC with the I-C- ferred to other computers for analy- The Model 2010 Test Fixture from 
LATOR 16'scableand then inserts the sis. Conversely, external data can be Electro Scientific Industries, Portland, 
IC in the tester's ZIF socket. The I-C- input for recording. OR, is designed for safety and flexibil
LA TOR 16 accomodates from 6 to 16 Circle Reader Action Number 790. ity in manual flash testing of compo

f---------------{ pins on analog or digitallCs, and can I----------------! nents. A key feature of the Model 
be used in conjunction with emulator Programmers can add state-of-the-art 2010 is a safety cover that protects the 
probes, function generators, logic graphics to their FORTRAN and operator during high-voltage DWV 
analyzers, or scopes. BASIC programs with GEOGRAF, a testing. When opened, the cover act i
Circle Reader Action Number 792. new graphics package marketed by vates a multiple interlock system that 
f----------------! GEOCOMP Corp., Concord, MA. interrupts power to the testing 

AutoPE STRUCTURAL"', an Auto- GEOGRAF's library of subroutines module and discharges the compo
CAD:! -based application program and functions can be applied to nent being tested . The Model 2010 
developed by Acuware Inc., Port- create virtually any graph or figure on also offers two interchangeable test 
land, OR, helps structural engineers graphics cards, dot matrix printers, module options for fast switching be
design plans quickly and easily by plotters, and laser printers. Usingsim- tween radial/axial leaded and chip 
automating most of their drafting pie commands, the programmer can components. 
tasks. The product offers rapid revi - scale the plot, draw and label axes, Circle Reader Action Number 794. 

MAGNUM, a 12-volt handheld spot- sion response time, effective CAD plot and connect data points, and add 1-------------1 
light from Collins Dynamics, Aurora, management and drafting standards, text of various sizes and angles. A An eight page technical paper 
CO, is so powerful it could light the and a fast learning curve. Created for detailed user's manuel describes each describing superconducting thin-film 
top of Chicago's Sear's Tower from an IBM PClXT/A T or compatible, the routine and gives examples oftypical deposition processes and equipment 
ground level. With a 1,250,000 can- program draws on extensive material plots. GEOGRAF runs on an IBM PC is available free of charge from CVC 
dlepower beam, the MAGNUM libraries of steel. concrete, timber, or compatible with 128K minimum Products Inc. , Rochester, NY. The 
maintains full beam intensity for over and masonry-all accessed through memory. paper summarizes superconductivi
one-half mile. MAGNUM's non- AutoLlSP!, Macros, and C language Circle Reader Action Number 776. ty research performed by CVC Pro
sealed quartz halogen bulb draws less programs. AutoPE STRUCTURAL f---------------1 ducts in conjunction with the 
than eight amps and lasts over 100 comes with a durable AutoPE tablet Rochester Department of Electrical 
hours. The spotlight's nine foot. coil- template, a wall chart of drafting stan- ..:J~.., =--=-, Engineering, and discusses the 
ed cord plugs into a standard cigarette dards, eight floppy disks, and a 200 benefits of the CVC/Rochester thin-

OUC~~=r_ACC:.-.oOH 
lighter or-for portable operation- page training and reference guide. 0 "'" Cl 111m process of sputtering from a loose 
into the Collins Ni-Cad Battery Pack. Circle Reader Action Number 780. ~ powder oxide target. Other suc-
Circle Reader Action Number 798. f-:============::-l ~DDI1IlD cessful deposition processes, in-

0 "-"'1--1 DI~I cluding sintered targets and high 
The Parker Hannifin Corporation's In
strumentation Valve Division has 
created a new bellows manifold sys
tem requiring fewer connections than 
individually piped switching or mix
ing valves, thereby significantly 
reducing pump-down time and the 
number of entrapment zones. Titled 
MP4. the compact system employs 
standard Parker externally pres
surized bellow valves. The addition of 
two cartridge ports allows for the in
stallation of Parker's new o-ring pop
pet check valve, designed to increase 
system flexibility. This innovation per
mits the user to change the flow char
acteristics by simply reversing the 
poppet and spring in the cartridge. 
Circle Reader Action Number 784. 
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The Oriel Corporation of Stratford, CT 
has an nou need a new Ii ne of safety 
eyewear for protection against direct 
laser hits. Available in both spectacle 
and goggle styles, the eyewear is 
made with glass filters that provide 
maximum visibility and user protec
tion . The filters are recessed in the 
frames to guard against scratching. 
Eyebrow cushioni ng and adjustable 
temple and side shields ensure op
timum user comfort . 
Circle Reader Action Number 800. 

L:::J ....- - pressure reactive evaporation, are 
DD~IIID also detailed . 
(IIlllil DIiiiiiiI D Circle Reader Action Number 788, 

I::._~ ___ I __ D t 1* 1 ~/.i Inco Alloys International , Hun-
___ __ ~ .... / tington, WV, has developed a new 

nickel-iron alloy, deSignated IN-
•• """ -",,,,,,,,,,,, ... ~,, COLOY alloy 908. for sheathing su-

A new catalog from Electro Standards 
Laboratory Inc .. Providence, RI , il
lustrates the company's line of data 
communication products and com
puter accessories. Available free of 
charge, the catalog features breakout 
boxes. cable adaptors, line drivers, 
modem eliminators, PC cables, and 
printer SWitches. among other items. 
Circle Reader Action Number 782. 

perconducting magnet coils. The new 
alloy is derived from IncoAlloy Inter
national's series of controlled expan
sion superalloys developed for gas 
tu rbine and aerospace engineering. It 
is presently being used to provide 
protective sheathing for the internal
ly cooled superconducting cable 
created by the Massach usetts Institute 
of Tech nology. 
Circle Reader Action Number 786. 
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• ON SRQ interrupt response 
• ApplicatiOns Monitor 

- real-time error checking and 
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windows 

• Highest performance available 
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Turbo488'" gate array 

• Best price/performance 
• FREE technical support with toll 

free telephone service 
• 3.0-day money back guarantee 
• 2-year warranty 

.. ,..ONAL 
INS,.RUIIENft TM 

The Lead er in IEEE-488 

12 109 Technology Blvd . 
Austin, Texas· 78727-6204 

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG 
800 /S31-4742 - 512/2 50-9119 
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PIONEER TECHNOLOGY's 

PDG 500 PROXIMITY DISPLACEMENT GAGE 

• ±10 mlcrolnches to ±10 mils Full Sca)e Pioneer's POG 500 advanced capacitIve 
gage offers outstanding sub·microlnch 
resolution, large stand·off dIstances, 
high linearity, and uUra·wlde bandwidth 
compared to any Instrument In Us class. 
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can be supplied In 2 weeks or less. 
Call now for literature and assistance 
with your particular application. 

• Melanic and dielectric target matMals 

• 2 to 100 mil standoff, depending on probe 

• I Hz to I KHz bandwidth (40KHz optlonaQ 

• High accuracy: 0.2% of Full Scale 

• U~ra·hlgh linearity: 0.1% of Full Scale 

• Low noise: 0.02 mIcrolnch RMS at I Hz 

• Adjustable higMow IImHs (go/no-go) 

• 0 to ±10 VoU analog outputs 

• Wide variety of flat or cylindrical probes 

PIONEER TECHNOLOGY, Inc. 

760 Palomar Avenue, Sunnyvale , CA 94086 • (408) 737-7010 
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A product of NASA technology, PillS of· 
fe,. e wey to frH the e.,'m.,ed one 
million Insulln4epfHldent d'ebetlt:.'n the 
U.S. from their delly Injection. of the pen· 
cre."c hormone. 

During the 1970's NASA's God
dard Space Flight Center under
took a major research effort 

aimed at transferring space technology to the 
medical field. From this research has 
emerged a revolutionary technique for treat
ment of insulin-dependent diabetics: the 
Programmable Implantable Medication 
System (PIMS), a computerized insulin 
pump surgically implanted in the diabetic's 
abdomen. The pump infuses insulin at a 
pre-programmed rate, allowing for more pre· 
cise control of blood sugar levels while at 
the same time freeing the diabetic from the 
burden of daily insulin injections. 

"With the implant I enjoy a more normal 
lifestyle," said F. Jackson Piotrow, a 
56-year- old PIMS recipient. " I don't have to 
worry anymore about scheduling my ac
tivities around injections. The convenience 
factor is tremendous." 

PIMS was created by the Applied Physics 
Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University, in 
cooperation with the Goddard Center and 
MiniMed Technologies, a California-based 
manufacturer of medical equipment. The 
implant consists of a refillable drug reser
voir, a pumping mechanism, a catheter 
leading from the pump to the diabetic's in· 
testines, a microcomputer and a lithium 
battery-all encased in a titanium shell 3.2 
inches in diameter and three·quarters of an 
inch thick. 

"The pump's tiny dimensions are the pro· 
duct of years of work in sizing things down 
for satellites," said Donald Friedman, head 
of Goddard's Technology Utilization Office 
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and PIMS Project Manager. "The micro· 
miniaturization techniques NASA de· 
veloped for its small astronomy satellites 
were transferred directly to the PIMS pro· 
gram." 

NASA technology also helped create the 
system's pumping mechanism, which is 
based on a design for the biological 
laboratory of the Mars Viking space probe. 
The device delivers insulin into the ab
dominal cavity in short bursts or " pulses" 
deSigned to conserve battery power. This 
pulsatile delivery "sets PIMS apart from all 
previous attempts at implantable pumps," 
according to Dr. Christopher Saudek, Direc
tor of PIMS test ing at the Johns Hopkins 
Diabetes Center. "Earlier pumps used roller 
mechanisms that were much more en· 
ergy-intensive," he explained. "As a result, 
they only lasted a few days or months. 
Pulsatile delivery has reduced the energy re
quirements to the point where we now an· 
ticipate a five year battery life for our im· 
plants." 

Both patient and physician can adjust the 
insulin delivery rate via digital telemetry-a 
technology originally used by NASA to con· 
trol spacecraft attitude. By holding a 
transmitting antenna over the implant and 
dialing one of ten preprogrammed codes, 
the diabetic can change the infusion rate or 
ask for a "bolus", a supplemental dose of in· 
sulln administered before meals or when 
blood sugar levels are elevated. Another 
code puts the physician in touch with the 
implanted microcomputer. Using a desktop 
computer and modem, the physician can 
access information from the pump's stored 
memory, reprogram insulin delivery, and 
create printouts and floppy disk records. In 
doctor/computer communicat ion, another 
space spinoff-called pulse coded 
modulation-plays a safeguarding role: the 
implant will only accept properly coded in· 
structions and will not respond to false 
signals generated by other sources. 

A Second Generation 
Since clinical trials began in November, 

1986, there have been 18 successful PIMS 
implants. Later this year testing will begin 
on an advanced version of PIMS called the 
MiniMed® Programmable Implantable Infu
sion System, developed by MiniMed Tech· 
nologies. The new device features a wider 
range of delivery settings than PIMS and 
more frequent pulses for a given dose of in
sulin . These changes are designed to fur· 
ther stabilize the diabetic's blood sugar 
levels, according to Dr. Saudek. " Between 
each pulse of insulin, there is a rise in blood 
sugar," he explained. "More frequent puis· 
ing means less fluctuation in blood sugar 
levels and therefore better overall control." 

"Our research with PIMS has shown that 
better blood glucose control can payoff in 
terms of more normal metabolism, and may 
even delay progreSSion of long·term compli
cations of diabetes like kidney disease and 
blindness," added Peter Lord, Director of 
Implantable Pump Technology for MiniMed. 

For Mr. Piotrow, the payoff has already 
been substantial. "The pump has virtually 
eliminated the excessive highs and lows I 
used to suffer when taking injections," he 
said. "My blood sugar is more stable and I 
feel healthier. I can work harder and play 
harder. It's a wonderful feeling ." C 
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Flight testing is the most critical method 
by which Gruml)1an Aircraft Systems 
evaluates tactical aircraft designs fof 
both its planes and those from other 
aerospace companies. So/ when 
:Grumman puts these jets through series 
of strenuous test poinls, a recording 
system they rel}Yeln is from Gould. 

Gould's 3000 Series programmable 
recorder:s permit Grumman flight test 
engineers to make real-time analysis 
o critical flight 

V parameters with 
split-second r 

timing. This 
allows decisions to 
be made that increase 
the productivity and safety 
of each test flight. 

That's because Grumman's 
ATS (Automated Telemetry System) 
controls each Gould 3000 recorder with 
an entire series of planned test points 

r a specific flight. This way, while the 
plane and its pilot are in the air, every
thing is automatic. It allows the test 
engineers to get answers quickly, 
reducing both hazardous and costly 
flight time. 

"The programmability of the Gould 
3000 recorder provides greater pro
ductivity in a number of ways," says Tom 
Kastner, Grumman corporate manager 
of automated telemetry. "First, it allows 

faster, easier 
test setup with 

computer control of 
all parameter settings. 
"Second, it allows us to 

tie more resources together 
on-line. And, third, we can make 

fast changes to meet modifications 
in the flight plan. We're now able to 
make accurate value judgments and 
technical decisions to continue with our 
established flight plan or to modify it ," 

concludes Kastner. 
With the Gould 3000 recorder, 

Grumman has been able to expand its 
flight testing capabilities, speed develop
ment and delivery of aircraft, and reduce 
test costs. When Grumman relies on 
Gould to help them make a better air
plane, it's not just a flight of fancy. 

To get more information on this appli
cation or on the Gould 3000 Series 
recorders, call 1-800-GOULD-10, or 
write Gould Inc" Test and Measurement, 
3631 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, 
OH 44114. 
Gould: making its mark 
in Test and Measurement 
Instrumentation. 

GOULD 
Electronics 
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